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a ii Nisga' hoil . . . . .  breakthrough 
TERRACE -- Nisga'.a native Indians are converging week the province is now prePared to begin negotiating 
on Greenville today for.a massive celebration Of:the "immediately." 
,provincial,government!s., decision tO join:neg0tiati0ns ' ~ Weisgerber is to be on'hand today in Greenville to 
to settle '~cirlm~Jre th~,i00~Year:01~4~ld:~lfii~:,'!::i, : 'observe~the c remony -- which will include dancing 
. .  Premier".BHl:,Vande~ :Zaln~ made the. historic 'an- :i~ and feasting --before sJtiing down with p~ovincial 
'nouncement I t:Wedn~day~!fiiat:..aftermorelthan a ." goveinment negotiatbr s and Nisga'a.leaders:to start 
century of  refusir~g: t0 :T~o~ n~tiy.e !~cl~s,,:..::, l i~mmetingout a newagenda f6r.tl~e talks,. " 
B.C, would'enter..ithe.!al~m.~ttletheiNi~gi{,a el~/n~':':: " ~ " ' r~~ '~~' " ' ' 
" The Nisga' a Chln/.morerth~m 8,0008qUa ~kilo~res, i.' "We '  re a I1 ready ;,:a r id: :  we'  re,. not  
of the :Nass: River, valleYJndrth :6f.Ter~,.;and~ithe. /unr~,0asonable, The0tfier ~op16" now v ng" n 
dghts,,t0'all res6~ceS id"ihe:~eai!:"~;~'q:;~:, ;'::~'= : the>Valle~ / have noth ;'~ "= . . . . .  " - ' "  ' 
" ......... " .... ' I I' ~;', " .~i,i~ .:.. ::S. "'~ . . . . . . .  ~,u ,u ..:~r, ~rs me same 
.; The unanimou~ cabinet:~eCld0hin~!?B.e,!WHIj~in .'~with Skeena Cel lulose- theyha~,e nothlng to 
federal negotiators aireadY.:at::the';t~[~l'e~;.,~Talks:-had .;:~fearWe respect them ..... .: '-:: ~' • 
previously been,restncted to ~eas~ of f~eral J~sdic,, %.'- ' ~ ~ - " ~ . . . . . .  
~on, ,.and::~nEed:on se!f.ggve~=ntiand:,¢ontr01,of: i-";:.'::We'have had a long-standing' and"produ'ctive rela- 
n~e~es~. ,anao~t!snore. mlner~ngh~!:~(~,i~i/i :!:  ';;. i,:.:,- .: tionshii~ with the Nisga'a p~ple, one. based On mutual 
• :~:~,." ~e: . . .~ ,  ooserve~ mtho~.mlks..wim,,~e'st.gh~. ;~'i/~res~:anda:desire.to reach an lionourable=settlement 
mgmst ~.y.e~. 0~ a:: tramew0r~,~gr~ntr.betW~n he: ,~:to 'the ;outstanding land qu,,tl,m,"' he said. "The 
Nisga'a nd the. federal gb,)ei~ment, "which"set:0ut a ' '  Nisga'a ha~,esaid, quite rightl~,'~at the province'join 
timetable for a settlement by i992. " " -. " with them and the federal government to achievea set- 
Nativ&affairs minister Jack Weisgerber said last.;, tlemenL" 
. . . , .  
, :r ;[ i 
Nisga'a Tribal Council executive direct0r iR~l ] I 
Robinson responded Thursday saying the Nisga'a /e 
still sorting out the implications of the province's an- 
nouncement. ,::.~. ; 
"It takes quite a while to sink in. We're quite'excited 
about it," he sa id . .We believe this;.is:another 
milestone in our game of patience. We've been very Pa- 
tient. In a way, it had to come eventually;'" ;• 
He said 20 tribal council leaders and'chiefs from 
across the province have also 'been invited to today's 
ceremony. '.' • :: .. ' : 
But he warned the entry of theprovince doesn't 
mean the negotiations will go smoothly. "There's still a 
long way to go,', he said. "We know thenegotiations 
aren't going to be easy, but that's the n~ime of the 
game, I guess." 
He promised any settlement will respeCt.tlfird-party 
interests. "People don't have to fear it (a Settlement)," 
he said. "Our philosophy is.based on sharingand co- 
existence," . . . .  
cont'd A2 . . . .  
,Public protests " 
pub proposa l  .. 
TERRACE" Whi!enot oppos- process for a pub stipulated 
ed "to plans to establish a 
neighb0urhood pubifi the lower 
level of iheBavarian inn, local 
residents turned outin force last 
week to protest council's 
method of dealin~ with the ap- 
plication. 
The Bavarian Inn is located in 
an area zoned Central Commer- 
cial (Cl)~ a designation which 
does nor include neighbourhood 
pubs: in the list. of permitted 
uses. 
Rather than deafing 0nly with 
a single property, the:city pro- 
l~oSed adding' neigl~b0urhood 
:pubs to~the permitte¢i"uses list 
for the entire C1 zone -- it 
covers allthe down~bwh C~:e, It 
was that proposal whiCh:pro-, 
voked ~the public Outcry;" : '~ 
Pointing out past'experience 
had shown neighbourhoodpub 
siting was a "sensitive issue", 
Lutheran Church council 
spokesman Les Watmough said 
the public should therefore 
always have an opportunity to 
"have their say" over such pro- 
posals. 
He feared adding pubs to the 
list of permitted Cl uses would 
remove the need for public 
hearings ~in the case of any 
future applications in that zone. 
Given the proximity of some 
local, churches to the CI zone, 
Watmough said it was hard to 
~ ~ ~  local government :reaction 
.:::~i~ :~:;,. would be sought on any applica: 
~.... , tion even if zoning allowed pubs 
: ~ .  ~:  . . . . "  
,: ,'. :~.:,:.::.~.: :. - on the proposed site: 
That could include soliciting 
,.-..~: local opinion through any one 
of several methods, including 
• 
Les Watmough 
accept he possibility:~fending 
upwith a church on. one corner, 
a pub on the opposite corner 
and both open on a :Sunday. 
"The two are not really Com- 
patible," he added• 
His concerns were echoed by. 
local businessman William 
Webb, whose premises are 
located on Lazelle Ave. Ex- 
pressing his opposition to what 
he described as "blanket rezon- 
ing," he added, "I do shudder 
at the possibility of a pub being 
next door to my place of 
business or next door to my 
church." 
Attempting to allay those 
fears, administrator Bob 
Halisor explained the approval 
public hearings. If the city was 
to object to an application, he 
added, it was likely the liquor 
control icencing branch would 
turn it down, 
However, Watmough ob- 
jected the wording of the pro- 
vincial regulations did not pro- 
vide sufficient protection for 
the public, "(They) say a pubfic 
hearing can be done TM andwhat 
we are saying is they must be 
done." 
Alderman Ruth  Halleck 
agreed. Pointing out the regula- 
tions used the word "may"  in 
'referring to the seeking of 
public opinion rather than 
"must", she said that was cause 
for concern. 
Proposing council abandon 
the permitted uses proposal, 
alderman Danny Sheridan 
noted the provincial govern- 
ment had already changed the 
application regulations once 
and they could do so again. 
Dealing with future applications 
on a site specific basis would 
provide a "double safeguard," 
he added. Council subsequently 
passed a motion to that effect. 
Boycott unfair 
TEI~RACE -- The president or" 
a newly-opened furniture store 
that is the target of a boycott 
call says the Kitimat-Terrace 
District Labour Council is pick- 
ing on the wrong man. 
John Volken emphasized 
United Buy and Sell was 0nly a 
tenant in the Keith Ave. 
building and had no connection 
with Tfi-City Contracting, the 
company which provoked the 
Labour Council's ire, 
The council has charged Tri- 
City ~ed workers from outside 
the area on the project and did 
not pay industry wage rates. It 
has called on all members of its 
aff'diates to boycott he store 
for an unspecified period, 
Although he understood 
"quite a few.local people" had 
been employed on the project, 
Volken added, "That's really 
none of my business. My con- 
cern was the building was built 
on time and according to 
specifications." 
He also pointed out he had 
signed the lease on the building 
more than a, year ago, long 
before the contract was let and 
construction got under way. 
Volken said this is the sixth 
store United Buy and Sell has 
opened in the province but it is 
the first time the company had 
run into this kind of problem. 
: .  . - . . . - 
:Page :: 
Turners 
I ; upth'e ¢roek'/i 
Scholar'Ip ii bonanza 
klng, 
He said he would be contac- : 
ting the Labour Council to ex- : :"~: .:: ,., 
plain his position and try to ! , '.:. .. , 
resolve the situation• " 
" i , 
~ ~ , , , . 
:i~i~";~.li"=li~ deddonto. : n~ ~:M~n~.y:ii!Ridge .i'~:: h ave.re!um.ed lo'•agmdeiOne 
/appolat~i~an.independent in, : , i~' i i  m!m~'over  plans ~uy~au mucauon cross a 
. : :~ i~or :  to:look lnot the:~ ,for:i ~or~f lon  Of I he oo~ one parem says nan. 
'~ '~r~ ~ M:Wemr Timber's i ~fatlll ','~A pro~ to nUt'- ,'satanic ~ Influeneei:'.:..The, 
: ".II~I:A 'bald d~l.altnn ~ $ubJJ t ~f i  ' 'nubile mcelin exercises, [ne o~raged- 
~~~;deeb iOn not tO ;,;!,t~ ~i~bh:::~:~!big ~bt;' • ~e. .bo ,°k i , !S i~ . i~ i . !~em 
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:' Robinson' said 
.: . cabinet ministers 
. . . . . . .  ~,  I~ 'n | "  ' persuade them:' 
Vl l  llVll1111 
reasonable atthe oargammg mo1¢. JJu¢ nc wuum ments have refused, to: negotiate land claims, 
Plans to construct public not say what assurances the Nisga'a gave regal'- arguing that the federal government took over washrooms at Lower Little 
Park have been put on hold ding their bargaining intentions to convince the responsibility for all outstand'mg issues when 
prov ince  to join the  ta lks  ~ .' B " ' ~ r ' L ' ' 04 . ' ~.- ,, . .C join d confederauon,The Nzs a a talks,will, until next year following an " 'v . . . . . . . .  g We e been telhng the p.UOllC ana government ' mark tHe'fir t i "- " . . . . . .  ' " " ' • unsuccessful attempt to get a , - . . . . .  s t meme province has  ne otiatea • we're on the cutting eoge in tuna claim negotia- . .~ ] ~ :.,=.._ g . .  ' substantial reduction in. the . . . . . . . .  with natives to settle a land ,~, , , , . .  . . . . . .  
cost of the project. : tions'," he added. ,'We're all ready and we're not l ' " 4 r $ " 
Faced last month with a 
low bid of $44.892 for the 
450 sq.ft, concrete block 
structure - - only $30,000 had 
been budgetted - -  council 
decided to try negotiating a 
better deal with the low bid- 
der, Sandhals Construction. 
However, areport received 
last week from recreation 
-director Steve Scott showed 
although Sandhals had shav- 
ed $5,500 off his original bid, 
almost all of the savings had 
been, achieved by passing 
responsibility for excavation, 
plumbing and electrical work 
to the city. 
Pointing out the city 
would still have to let those 
contracts separately, Scott 
said the real savings in the 
end would be less than $500. 
As for a suggestion the city 
take on the entire job itself, 
administrator Bob Hallsor 
said the public works depart- 
ment had indicated ithad too 
many projects till to be com- 
pleted this year but "would 
like to take a run at it in the 
advantage of the savingson Tuesday, (30tober 9.,If you were 
inconvenienced in anyway, please give us a call and let us 
know. We are eager to serve you. ..;L ~ - , 
Terrace Furniture . . . . . . .  Mart 
N a m e YO u:r, .. Own.  
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MAXIMUM $7.00 SAVINGS PER FAMILY ORDER 
Council last week approv- 
ed proclamation of October' 
as Head Injury Awareness 
month and October 21-27 as 
both Foster parent and Small 
Business weeks. Aldermen 
also agreed to Seventh Day 
Adventist church plans to 
conduct a door-to-door 
donation canvas -- accom- 
panied by carol singing - -  
Nov. 17-22. 
Proclaimed 
doubled to 33. The other 
significant increase was in 
noise complaints where the 
figure rose from two to five. 
Sweeting's job has now 
been taken over by fellow 
B.C. Corps of Commis- 
sionaires member Bill Gyger. , __NYO.OCERY 
• *NOT TO EXCEED RETAIL PRICE OF ITEM OFF REGULAR RETAIL  
Coupon valid: Oct. 10-13, 1990 
.r,ng ilii Council decided by a nar- U n row majority to retender the project in the spring. 
Enforcer 
reports . 
In her last report o coun- ' ' 
cil bef°re beginning a 12 : m l l ~  L ~ . -  : ~ ~ l l l ,~ l lme " =. - - ~ ~  '=- -~- ' - -  month leave of absence, by- 
law enforcement officer Fern ~.- - -  - -  
Sweeting is "happily im- . - - .o . "  , 
pressed" with residents ef- ~ ~/15 0 I~~r pARN(~DBuULK i F O; ~ ~ t'orts to clean up their pro- . " 
perties. 
The report, covering the 
period May 1- Aug.31 reveals ! O ; ;  
a drop in •nuisance com- 
plaints from 43 to 37 com- 
pared to the previous four . - PR'NT'"'~M OF YOUR C O~ ~ l .  ,, " , [ I -.' 
month stretch. 
However, with the in- 
troduction of ticketing for 
parking offences, total com- 
plaints/offences dealt with 
increased from 63 to 76. A i 
major factor in that increase 
was the introduction of 
ticketing for parking of- 1 
fences, As a result, Sweeting l 
said, street and traffic en- "l PRINT IN ITEM OF YOUR CHOICE I PRINT IN ffEM OF YOUR CHOICE OFF REGUL/~,R RETAIL 
forcement figures all but 'NOT TO EXCEED RETAIL PRICE OF ITEM OFF REGULAR RETAIL  *NOT TO EXCEED RETAIL PRICE OF ITEM 
/ 
Adrian Van de Mosselaer 
Seeking 
,election 
TERRACE - -There will be at 
least one new name on the 
! ballot sheet when local residents 
go  to the polls Nov. 17. Adrian 
"Can de Mosselaer confirmed 
last week he intends to seek one 
of the six, three,yea/aldermanic 
: terms. 
' ~ Explaining why he had decid- 
:ed:t?:put h is  name forward,  
.'Cani :~ de : Mosselaer said he 
'*an " • w ted to be avo~ceforthe 
!people who want to be heard." 
Whi le  therewere many local 
:residents whowanted to have 
~some input rinto:council deci- 
s~ons,: there were those who felt 
they did not have a way of com- 
municating their personal views 
a ' t  the moment. "I want to be 
SMOULDERING ISSUE. The lighting of slash fires within sight of the Terrace-Kitimat airport last week 
reignited the debate on burning in the area. However, the forest service say they called a halt to burn- 
ing as soon as the wind direction changed and sent smoke and ash drifting over the runway. 
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D. out'lines 
rn concern,, 
the:person that does that for 
: them,, he added, north of town sent a plume of 
: :Van:de Mosselaer said he smoke over the airport Thurs- 
:Would berunning on that broad day and sparked renewed calls 
p la t fo rm rather than any single for a halt to the practice. 
i issue. "I,m:not going in there The smoke came from the 
i~n afiyissue that's current o- prescribed burning of logging 
day, i:paSse in six months and I debris on a 15-hectare cutblock 
Still have two and a half years:! less than two kilometres 
le f t : in  the term. he explained:: southwest of the airport, said 
Although this will be his first forest service spokesman 
tilt at local politics, he said he Kazimir Kopec. A i rport  
wa~ : currently: involved in the workers said the smoke drifted 
com~fiiunity through is position across the main ruhway, and 
ash fell on the tarmac. as director of community ser' 
viceS: f0i- the recently formed 
Terrace,Skeena Valley Rotary 
Club;~ ,.
: Van'de Mosselaer has lived in 
Te~aCe since June, 1989 and he 
and wife Deborah became first- 
time parents seven weeks ago 
: withthe birthof son A'dri~ ~Ji': 
iHe is!officer';n-charge at the 
Environment Canada weather 
office at the Terrace-Kit;mat 
airport. 
- -  The Kitimat- 
onai district has 
call for a complete 
burning in the im- 
fity of the Terrace- 
)rt and a temporary 
on all such burning 
rovincial review of 
dssion to the Forest 
Commission, the the call for a no-burning ~ Zon'e 
~sts the landing pro- 
.' airport isi"one o f  district concedes the Forests 
md probably most ministry had offered to "incor- 
.'anada.' 
is one of several 
ing for installation 
t to make it easier, 
ays until that takes 
s not want to see 
:umbrances to air 
he Skylink crash of 
1989, the district 
at at the time of the 
shrouded" with a 
of fog and smoke 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  fire set the previous 
evening. 
While conceding the Aviation 
Safety Board later determined 
Bob Cooper 
. ,usual ly cause crashes, but 
represents one more hazard for 
pilots to contend with. "It's not 
a pleasant experience flying and 
navigating in this stuff." 
Wind shift leads to hazy runways 
TERRACE - -  Slash burning tracted workers are slowly burn- hazard occurs when you burn 
and end up having escapements. 
There's more hazard to burning 
it, than there is in leavingit." 
He noted that some local 
companies, including Skeena 
Cellulose, have apparently 
halted the use of slash b~zrning. 
"It's only forestry that burns 
now," he added. 
A Trans-Provincial Airlines 
pilot said slash burning can 
make navigation difficult for 
pilots even when the fires are far 
from airports. 
Doug Knezacek said intense 
smoke from fires in the 
Meziadin-Bowser Lake area 
about a month ago nearly forc- 
ed .him to turn around during 
one flight. Because of the 
momitainous terrain in the nor- 
ing off the Slash, at a rate Of a 
little more than a hectare per 
day. 
"We're keeping the smoke 
down to a minimum, and we're 
keeping in pretty good touch 
with the airport manager and 
the weather office," he said. 
"We don't want to screw 
anyone up this year." 
Kopec said slash burning is 
necessary to keep accumula- 
tions of logging debris from for- 
ming a fire hazard. " I f  we 
didn't burn now, under optimal 
conditions, we'd have" a fire 
hazard there over the summer," 
he explained. "And if  
somebody did light it, then we'd 
have a real problem." 
Regional district director Bob 
, (, ' 
Cooper, who also owns a local : thwest, he said, smokecancom- 
logging company;iejecf~d "the, t"" ' .bine ~kilh poor weather condi- 
rationale, insisting slash burn- tions to create ahazard --  even 
ing is unnecessary. "That's all in mid-flight. 
cr.ap," he said. "The fire He said slash smoke doesn't 
Kopec blanied a shift in the 
winds for the smoke at the air- 
port. He said the change in wind 
direction and the approach of a 
low pressure system prompted 
forestry workors to halt the 
burn Friday and wait for more 
favourable conditions this 
week. "*" " '  : " * '  : . . . .  " " : "  
He said the large-scale 
method of broadcast burning 
isn't being used. Instead, con- 
smoke was not a contributary 
factor in the crash,,the docu -,~ 
ment goes on to say, "the fact 
that smoke created by slashbur- | 
ning is another complicating, 
element in an already complex  i 
landing procedure has not gone 
unnoticed," : i  i 
Pointing :out the airport :ad: i 
visory committee had joined in: 
l k '  
around the the airport, the ~ ! 
porate these concerns within 
new smoke management plans",~ 
it is in the process of drawing 
up. 
On the question of,'slash bur- 
ning in general, the district em- 
phasizes it isnot calling for the 
practice to be outlawed but only: 
suspended until a "thorough 
review" is carried out. 
Outlining the need for such a 
re-examination of- prescribed 
burningl the district says there 
have been many cases where 
burning has not improved long 
term productivity of the land, 
"controlled" burns have in the 
past got away into nearby 
timber stands, the danger of 
wildfires is "overstated" and 
"bureaucratic intransigence has. 
meant alternatives toslash bur- 
ning have been considere d only 
with reluctance." 
Other concerns include 
adverse ffects on the soil, the 
release of carbon dioxide into 
the atmosphere - -  thus con- 
tributing the "greenhous'e ef- 
fect" - -  and the lack of ade -~ 
quate monitoring to establish 
the effectiveness of precribed 
burning. 
The district, however, ends its 
assault on a positive note, poin- 
ting out Forests ministry staff 
are beginning to respond to its 
concerns by attending regional 
district meetings and offering a 
tour  of burned and to-be- 
burned cut blocks. 
While "many in the ministry 
maintain a very defensive at- 
titude when suggestions of a 
moratorium on :slash~: burning~ 
~zre raised," it sfiys thaf'likely~ 
reflects a "misunderstanding" 
of just what the district is seek- 
ing. 
"L 
:--Ill : .~:..~o,. ;.. ~ :~ 
..::'~I ::..... '",-." , ~-;~ "~ . :~: 
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Where does covering a controversy 
end and creating one begin? 
From time to time the media has been 
the object of charges that it has overstep- 
ped the mark and been guilty of the lat- 
ter, particularly from those that ,have 
found themselves on what they see as the 
wrong side of the story. 
Although newspapers and radio are 
not immune from such charges, the more 
usual target is television. 
That's not especially surprising given 
television news must, by its very nature, ' .  1l 
practise a brutal form of shorthand in its 
reporting - -  condensing coverage of • curacy of television reporting. It has also " 
Commission report 
_ =, 
,.. ' ::,:.: i .  8TOPIP lEA 
, IG ING r iLECTION], YO0 LIKE 6EST Y,. 
x,.~ ~'  .." ~. .~ " 
him. ' : ' . : / ,~ , . ,  . . . (~ 
differing considerably from his  own 
observations. For example;~ he coiitends, 
isolated incidents at different poihts ~! I~ \ .~" -~ '~:~[ [~[ , , ,h~ ~- /~/1[  ~[~I~" - 'N  • ,'~l 
around the perimetei were edited in such 
a way as to create the impression they all ' , P  - ~ :' ' I ' ~ ~;  ] 
took place at the same spot and were ~i . . . .  
part of a continuous and acrimonious ~ I si,e.C°n"°nt t'°n etweent e°  °s'n' I 
He says the experience shattered his ' i 
faith - -  implicit until then - -  in the ac- 
left him wondering how much he can 
trust coverage of other stories of which 
he has no direct experience. 
It must be pointed out that the young 
man in question is a member of the arm- 
ed forces, although not one of the 
soldiers on "the front line." It would be 
breaks new ground 
events which probably happened over a 
period of hours into an all-too-brief 90 
seconds or so. 
It's not hard to imagine the difficulty 
of the task nor to accept not everybody is 
going to be happy with the heavily edited 
version of those events. 
And, of course, also because of the 
nature of the beast, television will 
naturally tend to concentrate on stories 
that are visually powerful. 
However, there has been growing 
criticism in recent years that T.V. is 
becoming so preoccupied with the visual 
aspect that news value is beginning to 
take second place to "entertainment", 
that the deciding factor in what is 
:c69,e, gcd fin d'fiqw ,it is dbfie b/Whether it
is "good T.V." 
Which leads to a conversation last 
week with a local resident whose son was 
present at Oka during the recent siege. 
Being there, he was able to witness the 
events and confrontations at first hand, 
the unedited version of what went on day 
after day as soldiers and natives faced 
each other across the barbed wire. 
And at the end of each day he was also 
able to sit down and watch television's 
coverage of those same scenes. 
easy therefore to dismiss his reaction, to 
conclude he was too close to the con- 
troversy to be able to make an objective 
judgement about the objectivity of the 
coverage. 
However, one cannot help but 
remember the injured outcry of jour- 
nalists on the scene when the army shut 
off the lines of communication for those 
VICTORIA-  When the 
Forest Resources Commission 
was established last November, 
a lot of people were disap- 
pointed. They had hoped for 
something more - -  a royal 
commission. 
It didn't take long, however, 
for the critics to fall silent. 
The 12-member commission 
very quickly established its 
behind the barriers• and then moved credibility and quelled any 
. . . .  ,suspicions that it might be 
those outside back ,from the barricades. ~%'h0ihin- but a convenient '~(' :~ ; "  • ~."- :, ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ . , "  ~ ,  . ~ .~; . ' .  ~ . ' .  -~  . . . .  
And yet earher some of the medlapeo-.','inechanism with which fb " ' ' 
pie on the native side of the wire admit- sweep problems under the rug. 
ted they were aware their reporting was A report released last week, 
further enhances the commis- being scrutinized by the Mohawk war- 
riors and, should it have been deemed to 
portray them in an unfavourable light, 
the journalists would likely have been 
ejected. 
It all leaves uncomfortable questions• 
In the end the answer perhaps is to simp- 
ly let the facts speak for themselves. A 
cause, if just, requires no embellishment. 
One man's junk... 
While council's waiting forte I "~ 
,es Through 
into Beautification Society _bySlfooalSclaudette S a n d e c k ~ ~ l f  
the Nuisance by-law 
transform unsightly premises 
award contenders, we should
exploit the tourism potential of 
residential junkyards. 
Don ' t  snort at the notion a 
breed of tourist exists keen to 
grandparents. 
Call unsightly premises what 
you will --  crisis centres for bat- 
tered Buicks, receiving homes 
for runaway Goodyears, or 
unlicensed recycling depots for 
corroding metals - -  they satisfy 
a peculiar yearning in their 
owners. For city hall to order a 
scrap fancier to disperse his 
hoard is tantamount o a 
landlord forcing a tenant o get 
rid of Tabby, or move. 
To begin, we could locate 
these scrap depositories with 
pictographic roadsigns ( a mawl 
crossed with a spanner?) Once 
poke about oxidized angle iron. 
If a Texas piano teacher can 
come all the way to Terrace with 
her mind set on seeing a Ker- 
modie bear even if that means 
staking out a'dumpsite... 
Demolition devotees display a 
helpless affinity for ferrous 
fossils early in life. One ac- 
cumulator seeded his collection, 
at age 19..Thirty years, six 
'vehicles, and tonnes later, his 
stockpile bulges a galvanized 
quonset. And every gear, wheel 
and cotterpin is inventoried on a 
Computer, just in case. 
~Who can account for tastes? 
desk paperweights, or sold as 
souvenirs, like the Berlin WaIL 
Retirees in apartments would be 
prime customers. 
Other Canadian cities have 
nabbed tourists with a gimmick: 
Nelson has the monster hockey 
stick from Expo 86; Vegreville, 
Alberta,has its Ukrainian Easter 
egg; Shediac, New Brunswick 
has •an  82-tonne 'concrete 
lobster; Ontario's Wawa has a 
Canada Goose; Sudbury a Big 
Nickel, and St. Thomas a life- 
size statue of Jumbo the 
elephant. 
• Why don't we clean up on 
sion's reputation. Based On 
1,700 written submissions and 
hundreds of presentations 
made at numerous public 
meetings in 20 communities, as 
well as independent research 
by the commission, the report 
contains a numbei" of different 
visions for the future of British 
Columbia's forests, along with 
land-management op ions that 
might help realize those vi- 
sions. 
The report discussed five 
broad topics --  land-use 
strategy, forest resource 
management, public involve- 
ment, economics and educa- 
tion, and even though it makes 
no specific recommendations, 
some of the options listed con- 
stitute virgin territory for the 
forest industry. 
One of the more radical op- 
tions the report outlines is that 
o1' more community control 
over the' forest resource, a
thought hat would have 
bordered on heresy a few years 
ago, but is gaining more and 
more converts, including 
Sacred MLA Graham Bruce. 
Under that option, com. 
munity,tenures, smaller area- 
based tenures and woodlots, 
would be encouraged. The 
other option, preserving the/ 
status qua, doesn't appear to 
impress thecommission. 
,Tenure-based processing 
facilities have traditionally pro- 
vided community stability.In- 
creasingly, tenures are being~ 
held by absentee companies 
which may be insensitive to 
I . ~  ~ ~g, 
From the * ..... 
Capi ta l  " 
by Hubert  Be¥or ~ :  I / 7  
says. 
"Processing facilities may be 
p.urchased for timber quota ] 
and closed. Wood flows bet- ;i 
Ween forest disiricts. Less con- 
sideration ,s given to other 
community concerns uch as 
water and recreation," it says. 
If c0mmui~ities had a stake 
in the resource, the report 
says, only a small part of the 
tenure or none at all would be 
allowed to be sold with the 
purchase of processing 
facilities, the flow of wood 
between districts would be 
restricted, and the communities 
would manage the resource for 
other values as well. 
The report says that after all 
the submissions and presenta- 
tions, three distinctive vtsions 
of the future of British Colum- 
bia's forests emerged - -  the 
reservationist view, the evolu- 
tionist view and the enhanced 
stewardship view. 
The preservationist view 
holds that the only way to pro- 
tect non-timber values like 
parks, wilderness preserves, 
old-growth forest and unlogg- 
ed community watersheds i  to 
withdraw great portions of 
working forest from timber 
production. The result, the 
report says, would be long-. 
term social and economic 
losses.. 
Those expressing the evolu- 
tionisfview, the report says, 
claim there is essentially 
nothing wrong with the ex- 
istingstructure, andthat he 
only thing~that needs to be 
done is to adjusfsome govern- 
ment and industry practices to 
address public concerns, That 
option; however, would con- 
tinue to trigger social unrest, 
according to the report. 
Thethird Option, enhanced 
stewardship, would accoin- 
sacrificing the industry. That 
option, however, would in- 
crease.the cost of forest 
r~na~q~ent,Yfie't'eport'sa~. 
Hard-line preservationists 
are out of luck as far as the 
thrust of the report is concern- 
ed. Their views didn't find a 
lot of sympathetic ears. 
"The commission heard but 
could not support options that 
reject the basic assumptions of
a consumer society. These 
represent the views of a very 
small minority and would 
mean a radical change in life- 
style and availability of basic 
services to British 
Columbians," the report says, 
In the area of land-use 
strategy, a number of common 
themes emerged uring the 
hearings, the commission's 
report say. Over and over 
again, people nunciated four 
principles that should guide the 
development of a comprehen- 
sive land-use plan. 
"Community stability must 
be considered; environmental 
quality should be maintained; 
land-use classifications should 
reflect and rank all forest 
values, not just timber; and 
land-use classifications must 
reflect biogeoclimatic zones 
and regional diversity." 
It is an excellent report. The 
choices it lists are very real and 
depending on which ones we 
adopt, the future of the forest 
industry in British Columbia 
could change dramatically. 
The commission i ~,ites 
public response to the rep0rL 
For copies, available' in sum- 
mary form or in full-length 
version, you can contact he 
commission i  Victoria, Tel: 
356-7885. Commission chair- 
man Sandy Peel says that the 
responses will be reflected in.  
the commission's final reporL! 
One man's obsolescence is all these condemned caches are, 
rahother's Heritage Park. And pinpointed on Terrace's city 
no matter how odd the interest, map, no coubt we'd have 
someone will pander to it. A enough to warrant a bus tour 
,Ronald S. Barlow, after noting for scrap metal fans. ,:'. 
an.upsurge in the popularity of B.C. artists immortalized the":, r
c blle~ting~ outhouse doors, Carmanah Valley in a colou'r ".. 
shingles, and moss-covered plate collection of their donated 
:s!dihg, published a book titled paintings; local photographers 
The ~ Van ish ing  Amer ican  couldputtogetheracoffeeiable 
~outhouse.~ : . 
¢ To the average ye, these lots tome for Christmas, Such a gift 
would ease the bereavement of 
!'~e, nothing more than a blight junk collectors erved notice by 
!on residential zoning..But to the city. 
~those infatuated by discarded A commemorative plate 
/steel, eyery bol t, I-beam and ax. could be issued, Elvis Presley 
!,|~ihasintnsic Worth, precious as style. Bits of scrap meta! could 
~b'r0h~*~d  bootee s to dottng ,: .be embedded in clear plastic fori':!_~ 
, our junkyards, with Big Bertha? community needs," the report . modate change without expected early next year, • 
~b'¥ ' - '~  w tk t  ~' .  ~ . . . , ,  '-,I ~£AUfu=vI.I! 
, , Cc  ' ~I/~// ." " 
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ts list Year 2000 
• • ~RRACE - -  Education ministry officials will have a Schau said. " I f  they want it to work they're going to 
frill slate of questions about the Year 2000 plan to have*to hack it up with the necessary funds." 
aitswer if a survey prepared by two Terrace parents are She ,said other concerns expressed by parents they 
• anyindication, talked to include: 
Ministry officials will be on hand to answer questions 
"lt~ all happening so fast. Maybe a little 
faster than some people are ready for. Last 
year they worked on the primary, this year 
they?e working l On( the• intermediate. 
Parents aren't absolutely certain what's 
happening nexL ~, 
The first stage of the Year 2000 program --  the 
at.an evening question-and-answer forum Oct. 26 and 
Ml~cihY cohference. Oct. 27. 
~:~iKbk6S~haus{~id She and another parent prepared a 
ist~bf concerns local parents have about the changes 
coming to the school system for the school board. Schau 
stressed the list isn't a scientific survey Or poll, and 
simply reflects the thoughts of parents the two know or 
have talked tO about the program. 
• The new report card system, which takes the em- 
phasis off letter.grades. "The report cards are going to 
change an enormous amount," Schau said. "They're 
changing from comparing children with each other, to 
reporting on the progress of each individual child. 
We've all grown up with the system of being compared 
with everybody else. We're Used to that and it's really 
primary program, which replaces kindergarten through 
Grade 3 - -  is going into place this fall. 
• Schau said some parents eem concerned about dual- 
entry kindergarten, which allows children to enter the 
school system in January, as well as September, depen- 
ding on their birthday. They seem unsure, she said, 
what will happen to the January children in future 
years, and whether they will remain a half-year off. hard to change. Some parents aren't happy about hose 
There is also, she said, continued concern about  changes." 
whether the government will keep up its commitment to
the program, and not cut funding to to budget restraint 
in future years. 
"Everyone has that concern - -  that the government 
might not provide enough funding for it to work," 
Joe Vander Kwaak 
Mail-in 
studies 
affect  a 
• Integration of handicapped and special needs 
children into regular classrooms. "I think the parents of 
special needs children are for the most part quite happy 
about that. But the parents of other children want to 
know if that's going to take away from the time their 
.\. 
. ~ . : .  
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rns 
own children get in the classroom." 
• Transition from the primary program (replacing 
Grades K-3) to the intermediate program (replacing 
Grades 4-i0). Schau said some parents are worried 
children might be moved in the middle of the year it~ 
they're deemed ready then. "When are the children 
judged to be ready ,to go on to the intermediate pro- 
gram?" 
• Cooperative l arning, a teaching technique that in- 
volves more groups work. "Some people feelreally hesi- 
tant about that whole area," Schau added. "And the 
thing is it's not even new. It's been around for a long 
time. Some people feel that with the n~w primary pro- 
gram the older children are going to be teaching the 
younger children. I don't think that's what is 
intended." 
• The Speed of the changes. "It 's all happen!ng so 
fast," Schau noted. "Maybe a little faster than some 
people are ready for. Last year they worked on the 
primary, this year they'reworking on the intermediate. 
Parefits aren't absolutely certain what's happening 
next." 
But it's not all negative, she says. "Parents really like 
that the new system focuses more on the child now than 
on the teacher," she said. "They like that the children 
will learn more by doing and experiencing things 
themselves ,-. rather than being told. Lots of us are real- 
ly happy with that." 
rEILRACE - -  Correspondence 
ichools won't be left Out of the 
:hanges coming to B.C.'s 
.-ducation system. 
The  education ministry is 
revising its correspondence 
packages to bring them in line 
with the new Year 2000 plans, 
rays regional correspondence 
~chool pr incipal  Joe 
Vanderkwaak. 
"We're supposed to have 
year one and two of the primary 
program on the shelf by fall 
1991, and year three and four 
~n shelf a year after that," he 
mid last week. 
The correspondence system 
won't be able to duplicate all 
the facets of the Year 2000 
reforms - -  which include more 
individual  t reatment  of 
students, continuous learning, 
group work, and less emphasis 
on the testing and comparison 
of students. 
But, Vanderkwaak said the 
correspondence hanges will be 
mainly geared towards giving 
students more choice in 
assignments. In the past, he 
noted, the curriculum was set, 
with no options or alternatives. 
"Now we'll probably have 
some assignments that are com- 
pulsory, and others printed in 
various versions for students to 
choose between," he said. 
He  also predicts more use of 
technology to give students 
more lat itude than cor- 
respondence has traditionally 
allowed. 
Instead of a child writing a 
paper on bees and honey- 
pi'oduction, Vanderkwaaksaid, 
the child might be able to make 
a video of a visit to a local bee- 
keeper. 
Work will still be sent away to 
markers to be evaluated, but he 
said comments and marking will 
likely reflect the regular class 
shift away from letter grades. 
" I  believe it will be more anec- 
dotal, again like the ,regular 
class." 
, •~ Vandcrkwaak said the North 
~Coast rcsional correspondance 
~¢hool has enjoyed a steady in- 
Ct~se in enrolment since li 
Op~ned two years ago. 
%L 
. 
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Private schools eye c 
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TERRACE --  Independent 
school principals here say their 
schools aren't swallowing whole 
the changes coming to the 
public school system, but they 
are picking out the most ap- 
petizing pieces. 
"We're trying to take the best 
parts out of the Year 2000 pro- 
gram and use them in our 
c lass rooms,"  says Angle 
Bishop, principal at the local 
Seventh-Day Adventist church 
school. 
Bishop said she agrees with 
the movement owards more 
anecdotal report cards, but says 
the school doesn't plan to 
follow the public system lead 
and try to eliminate letter grades 
entirely. 
The changes --  known collec- 
tively as the Year 2000 program 
- -  evolved from the recommen- 
dations of B.C.'s royal commis- 
sion on education. Much of the 
new system is aimed at combat- 
ting the public school system's 
30 per cent drop-out rate. 
Among the Year 2000 
changes are moves to cut out 
letter grades and competitive 
marking, and bring in more 
group learning. Proponents say 
the changes are designed to 
reward poorer students - -  who 
are at greater isk of dropping 
out - -  for achieving individual 
objectives, instead of forcing 
hanges 
happening in the public 
schools." 
Centennial Christian school 
principal Frank Voogd agreed: 
"We're tryi'ng to keep a close 
eye on what's happening in both 
the primary and intermediate 
programs," he said. "There are 
clear advantages tocertain parts 
of it. A lot of the techniques 
and philosophy fits in with what 
we view as education." 
He said some of the parents 
who are disillusioned with some 
of the Year 2000 changes eem 
to be considering the indepen. 
dent schools as an alternative. 
"There are definitely people 
phoning up the independents 
schools and seeing what they 
have to offer as a result of the 
changes," he said. "There's a 
lot of fear in the general public 
about what's going on. i think 
it's important parents find out 
exactly what's going on." 
Voogd said reducing the em- 
phasis on grades has merit, even 
though it scares parents, 
"There's a lot of value in 
having more anecdotal repor- 
ting," he said. "Parents are 
always going to want to know 
where there kid is. But a 
number or a letter isn't 
necessarily going to tell them 
anything." 
Bishop noted parts of the 
Year 2000 program have been 
used for a number of years, par- 
ticularly the parts of the 
primary program involving 
group learning. 
She said group learning 
techniques - -  such as cross- 
tutoring - -  work particularly 
well in the Seventh-Day Adven- 
tist school, which divides 
students in k indergarten 
through Grade 8 into two 
classrooms. 
them to strive for standards 
they aren't able to meet. 
Bishop said her school will 
use parts of the new curriculum, 
but not to the same degree as 
the public school system. She 
predicted other independent 
schools will do likewise. 
Part of that rationale is to try 
to keep up with much of the 
changes, she said, because 
students do sometimes move 
between the independent and 
public schools. 
" I 'm not sure I agree or 
disagree with the whole 
philosophy of it," Bishop ex- 
plained. "But we don't want to 
drift too far away from what's 
~About 80 elementary sch9ol ''~ 
Chi!dren are registered for cor- 
r~ondence  in tiie, northwest 
tliis fall, he said, and about 950 ,STUDY TIME: Grade 7 students Ti'avls McMurray and Stephen Unruh hit the books at the Seventh Day 
, secondary school sttident;il ire" Adventist Chwch's local school, Principal Angle Bishop says the province's Year 2000 changes to the 
te~k!nlL~ound 1.,800 courses, public school system will likely be ~!t to some degree in independent schools as well, 
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No safe 
dioxin 
level 
An open letter to Perrin 
Beatty, Minister of Health, 
House of Commons, Ot- 
tawa. 
Dear Minister: 
The Governn~ent's plan' to. 
quietly weaken regulations 
prohibi t ing dioxins in 
Canada's food supplY is 
outrageous. I strong!y op: 
pose any plan to legalize any 
amount  of  dioxin in 
Canada's food supply. 
Dioxins are "the most 
dangerous substances ever 
known. They• cause cancer, 
reproductive failure and 
other serious diseases. Scien- 
tists agree that there is no 
safe level of dioxins in food. 
Instead of weakening the 
regulations that protect us, 
Health and Welfare Canada 
should be working to 
eliminate the production of 
dioxins by wood pulp 
bleaching,  dangerous 
manufacturing practices and 
incineration of toxic waste 
and garbage. 
~ agree with Greenpeace 
an am supporting their ef- 
forts to make sure this issue 
is brought out into the open, 
not buried behind closed 
doors and in obscure 
publications. Canadians 
must be made aware 'of the 
danger that faces them. And 
Health and Welfare Canada 
should be working to help 
educate people on the 
dangers of dioxins, not bow- 
ing to industry pressure and 
increasing those dangers. 
Making dioxin legal will 
not make it safe. Changing 
the rules is not the answer. 
The change has to be in the 
way government treats those 
who •would po~llute our en- 
vironment and food wlth't~is" 
deadly poison. 
The only safe amount of 
dioxin is. zero. I demand 
that the federal standard for 
dioxin in food remain at 
zero. Safe food regulations 
need to be strengthened, not 
weakened. 
Sincerely, 
Susan Mehs" 
It cuts 
both 
ways 
Dear Sir: 
In reply to "Steve Ramzi's 
letter in the Sept. 26 Terrace 
Standard, I believe that the 
threats made by the Israeli 
intelligence service (Mossad) 
against Victor Ostrovsky are 
unacceptable in a free socie- 
ty. But so also was the 
Ayatollah Khomeini's death 
sentence on Salman Rushdie. 
The principle of freedom 
of expression was best stated 
by Voltaire: " I  disapprove of 
what you say, but l will de- 
fend to the death your right 
to say it." 1 personally en- 
joyed The Satanic Verses 
greatly. I think Rushdie is a 
great novelist. Yet I can see 
how a devout Muslim could 
be deeply offended or 
angered by Rushdie's insults 
to Mohammed and his 
ridicule of Islamic theology. 
But such a reaction would 
not justify the suppression of 
the book, or physical attacks 
on its author. 
If it did, then devout 
Catholics would have the 
right to demand the banning 
of Martin Scorsese's film, 
The Last Temptation of 
Christ, and Scorsese would 
fear for his life. Puritans and 
conservat ives  would 
righteously threaten musi- 
cians and artists who dealt 
openly with sex and politics. 
Freedom of expression is 
a, perhaps the, basic princi- 
ple of a civilized society. If 
the government or church 
cont'd A6,, 
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Hidden Treasure Found! : :i 
"The Bird Cage in Pet World" was the correct answer in Skeena Mall"s Treasure Hunt. 
Above, winner Jackie MacLellan, centre, picks up her booty from mall manager Lynda 
Bretfeld, Left, and merchants association representative Tamara Thomson. Congratulations 
Jacklel 
[ ~ . ~ ~ ~ :  [~_____~.~1~ Lakelse Ave. Terrace 
CAT-DUMPING by irresponsible owners has angered Grethe Brorup, a local resident who lives across 
the street from the animal shelter. She said these two cats -- a red Man'x and a Siamese -- found her 
house after being dumped near the shelter. 
Stop cruel practice 
Dear sir." and. the other a cross- 
Siamese. 
What can be done to stop We live across the street 
irresponsible and thoughtless from the animal shelter, and 
cat owners from disposing of have had dozens of abandon- 
unwanted cats by just dropp- ed cats turn up on our 
ing everywhere and often in doorstep over the years. 
the ar.ea of the animal Each timeit breaks my heart. 
shelter? This time, when we found 
Can anybody help to iden- the Siamese it was injured 
tify these two :cats (see pie- its right leg was so.infected it
ture) which were found could hardly walk. We had 
hungry and helpless in the to take it to the ~et, but it's 
immediate area of the shelter okay now. 
this spring? These cats are so friendly 
Somebody out there must and used to being around 
know who owned these cats. people that it is obvious they 
One is. a red Manx (which have lived in a house. 
means it only has ashort tail) Can anyone find good 
iUse IHandidart 
bus properly :: 
Dear Sir. unrea l i s t i ca l ly  l im i t ing  
While I applaud the han- available buses. Accordingly, 
d.,,dart and paratransit addi- bus 6203 should not be 
tigris to the Terrace and t rans fer red  to another  
District transit system, I jurisdiction, but left in Ter- 
deplore the use of the han- race to replace the handydart 
dydart  van for regular transit van on regular transit routes. 
service even though 'han- This will allow the han- 
dydart use by the disabled dydart van to be exclusively 
has reached or exceeded used for the purposes it was 
capacity, designed. 
The technological  ad- 
vances in our transit system Yours truly, 
should not be curtailed by R.W. Childs 
From A5 
Double-edged 
authorities can say what we established iplomatic rela- 
• can. or cannot read, then tions, that iran willwithdraw 
ultimately they will say what the death threat against 
we can and cannot think. Salman Rushdie. As he said 
"What  stands if Freedom recently, "People have said I 
fai l?" (Kipling). should be punished and all 1 
I hope Mr. Ramzi will be can say ~s that if punishment 
pleased, as 1 am, that Mr. was the aim, well I've had 
Ostrovsky's book is now on some." 
sale in both Canada and the 
U.S. I hope, too, now that Yours, 
homes for these cats? 
This practice of dumping 
animals is not only cruel to 
the animals, bqt it's unfair to 
the people who end up with 
them and have to care for 
sick and !njured animals. 
Maybe these people don't 
have a real good reason for 
doing this and are too 
ashamed too bring their pets 
into the animal shelter. 
Whatever the reason, 
something must be done to 
stop this cruel practice of 
dumping pets. 
Sincerely, 
Grethe Brorup. 
A, bout 
Letters 
The Terrace Standard 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad- 
dress and local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't  be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary for confirmation 
of the-letter's authenticity 
The writer's name will be 
publ ished.  Requests for 
names to  be withheld may be 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card of 
Thanks '  "section of  the 
classifieds. 
Letters containing libelous 
or objectionable matter will 
be edited or returned to the 
writer. All letters are run on 
a space available basis, with 
shorter letters likely to be 
published soonest. 
• YOUR WORLD COLOR 
SAVE 56% 
Painters Choice 
~:~ S0joi~hNhJte Latex ~,'~ 
Ceiling Paint,,~L ...... 
After Sale Pdce 27.92 
112 PRICE 
VELVET PASTELS 
FLAT LATEX 
19.96 4, 
AFTER SALE PRICE $39 .92  
SATIH LATEX 
21.96  ,~ 
AFTER SALE PRICE $43.92 
88 ,° 
99*  .. 
40%o   
SELECTED 
WALLPAPER 
BOOKS 
WHERE IT 'S  AT i  
50%0. 
,NS;ro.E 
WALL 
TR IMMINGS 
1/2 PRICE 
Painters Choce 
FLAT LATEX 
14.96 41. 
After Sale Pdce $29,92 
Color Your World 
The Experts' Choice. Your Choice. The Best Choice. 
Open ing  Thursday  
October ,  11 
4717 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, (Next to Fields) 
"it's as easy as 1234" 
638-1234 
Iran and  Britain have re- George Stanley L 
i!iiii ()verwa |tea FOON TS e
~'~a" ~~ "1 r " W O U L D  L I K E T  : 0 
• :~::':' :: ay ; '  October  I 
. ,~.,i:A!.;,". . .! : i0:3() a.m. to 12 noon 
sea ~. ~!ii!il~i!!;~il}'!: j : • " ,. IN STORE .. ' 
::  '~:~:~.~:,!f~'::: ' '~'~ ~ TO WISH DOUG TOWNSEND 
: ; : : :~  ~ E A V c o  " .~.,;;:-~,~i~;.', . :-~:: Dou, Townsend . , ." WELL ON HIS_ _RETIREMENT- _ 
I I 
' : : '~ ' :" , : . ,  ~ , .  "J ; '  r iS looking forward to seeing 
e (604) " " ~'":~'~" *'' :"~:~ 
, L 
l 
~'  ~ ' '  L Complimentary 
:i):~,/'* J~:i Coffee & Donuts hls old Mends & m n il l  t l l  ~me 
") - ' 1 w 
- + : ,* .+ . . : ,  +.+ - .. . . 
, -t ++ : 
need rethink 
TERRACE-  A plan .by 
caledonia Senior Secondary 
~bi010gy students to clean up 
..Howel Creek and reintroduce 
:~cohosalmon to the city stream 
,has been .thrown for a loop. 
i "~ :~he students have been told. 
.i~::thi~ir]d~a t0 rechanrml the creek 
-ihrot~nd ~Skeena Sawmills' pro= 
.~i ;perty/~ so the creek' no longer 
~floWs.unde~:ground through a 
gi~int culvert " likely won't 
!-iW0rk",:~:/according to biology 
teacher Glenn Grieve. 
. i: ~:The creek once held coho, but 
it's now little more, than a 
d~ainage ditch, choked with 
• debris. Students began cleaning 
up the creek last year. Their 
plans include building trails to 
4urn it into a city park, and 
making it habitable for cello 
once more; 
+~ :The Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans told them a diver- 
siGh ~-'around the Skeena 
S~wmills' p roper ty  probably 
i~v~n°t work, Grieve said last 
~:week,:and thecity has also in- 
'dicated the proposals could 
:cause it problems. 
city officials in- 
view the creek as a 
aramage mzch, and if salmon 
were re-introduced,, the city 
could be facing tougher egula- 
!tions regai"ding drainage into 
i:the creek from storm sewers on 
the bench. 
:i "I can't blame them for look- 
i f ig  at it in  a realistic, hard- 
hosed  way," Grieve said. 
;"Maybe it won't be a salmon 
:stream. But it's being improved 
anyway, and I'm sure people 
will appreciate it more in the 
future, at least as a park." 
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M i says no change ; plans . . . .  : : +  ' P : "  ' " ' J "  :~ ~ 'P:+: r ::~ ~:'+:'1: ~+ TERRACE - -  Although twice- However, he emphasized, the people should take advantage of
yearly safety inspections :o f  de,:is*on did not mean the the service they offered.: ..... 
commercial vehicles are man- government was putting any less As for' those who~did :noti 
datory, the province has no emphasis on safety. Noting Fraser said periodic: road-side 
plans at the ~ moment to in- there were more than 1,600 checks by the police ProVided an 
troduce compulsory checks for authorized inspection stations opportunity o get p0oHymain- 
private vehicles, says its around the province, he said tained vehicles Off the ~'0ad; . 
solicitor-general< . .. , . 
Russ Fraser said the decision 
City director of engineer*: to stay with a volufitary inspec- 
Stew Christensensaidthecity tion system stemmed from VIDEO 
mainly concerned work on t figures showing mechanical 
creek --  such as constructi: failures had been a contributory 
berms and riffles for fish t'actor in very few privatevehi- STATIOfl 
might cause flooding of hem cle accidents. 
near the creek. With such accidents accoun- 
"Howe Creek is a draina tOng for less than 2.5 per cent of 
ditch for the city, and it wou._ all those involving private 
have to be used as that," he Russ Fraser vehicles, "It wasn't reasonable 
said. "We're not negatively op- to have 100 per cent of the peG- 
posed to what the students from pie within the program." 
aren't fullydevelopedyet, but J ~[ '~O~l~hi [ I  ~[ ]~t [~ 
ZINA PAT 
Video Station is pleased to announce the return of Zina & Pat, 
they look forward to serving you once again in the Terrace & 
Thornhlll stores, come in and say "Hello" with your free 
movie coupon. -t 
TERRACE STORE OPEN 
Ron Bartlett 
Caledonia want to do." 
He noted the students' plans 
said if their works are confined 
to the lower stretches o f  the 
creek, "there shouldn't be a 
problem." 
Before the students make any 
changes to the creek, Grieve ad- 
ded, they will likely conduct a 
test return, by introducing 
returning salmon near the 
mouth of the creek to see if the 
coho get upstream through the 
culvert. If they are able to get 
past the culvert and spawn, the 
students might still pursue their 
plan to build a fish ladder at the 
creek mouth.. 
Fish have been unable to go 
upstream since the railway 
tracks were built. That created a
20-foot drop into the Skeena 
river from the ditch the creek 
follows along Hwyl6. 
Grieve said the students other 
plans for the creek are going 
ahead, including mapping it 
out, publishing abooklet on the 
10ol i l~  
P.U. *.m~ 
1910 OMC 
Ct6,,=,m' 
1081 Teyel* 
Te~.  ,no 
191i171Tl~i 
Tefcol,= ,7 .  
1979 c~" 
+m , I l l  
creek, and compiling an inven- 
tory of the plants and animals 
living on its banks. Students will 
likely do more cleanup of the 
creek this fall, he added. 
FR IDAY & SATURDAY UNTIL  M IDNIGHT 
.... FREE MOVIE  
7 +,, I ,  - i 00 , . , , . -  g:O0 p.m. [.JIk C 
I L - -  _ 
.+ 
.UNDER '3,000 
1971 Oelle Ram 
Cll4il~f m S4r~l 
1171 i 100 
, Vn ~.~ 
1170 JMp 
Cl~ebe ,. ms 
1914 HIfUMil 
~no 5,10 
1981 Dattun 
810 ~ 50. 
?y '~:  ?'i 
' • UNDER *5,000 
!110 b b 
C411m s~t , 
 U'T..Y,.OURSELF 
+DEAL 
1113 Trp~ 
P.U. ,,~ mo 
1890 Telp~l 1811'lkqds 
Tiimd ,,. 5Tzz 8.W. ~o v~ 
~j~,  1911 Ides*enD 
nO 8145 
1,.~, '.',~L~' 
a~iMle ~ spot 
1914 IJzw 
no , I f |  
1016 T I I I L  
~, ~OLU 
[ ~1996 F250 ' 
'Y!): , I '4 x 4 P.U,r~.mo 
"+. : : [  S lO  4 X 4 r~ ~0,0 
- I L~q~,~Cl i ; i  ~ this coupon an wlF-W-~III-~-~y~I~+ y ~. '1~'~]  
~Y¢%~ $200 towards . ~[,~.~~JI  I
~¢~ the purchase of any used car or truck, 
• . • . i t  
+,"nit I
~RACE TI 
Oflor expires GeL  31 /90  
UNDER =6,000 
1904 D~ 1097 E~c~ . 
9nl  st,) no $1,~ 
1118 F190 
P.U.~ .,0~ ;2 dr. ,,o v~ 
1904 Bnlnco 1985 $unblrd , 
r4~ ,,G4 ~o 5?18 
dr. ~ s,,.~ 
1086 Dedgl 1118 Lincoln 
P.U. no ms ,~ s,sz 
1981 Rndl~d 1063 FlaO 
SIS, P.U. ~ SI+0 
UNDER '1'50000 ~ 1987 Air, liar t 1987 Buick Somartot rt~ 5024 1988 Cougar 1990 Mustang 
m ~0o, Auto no. 5948 
UNDER *8,000 
1900 calv 1969 Calm 
$10 4 • 4 no ~e~o ~ s4m 
1098 F190 1914 l i~nHI  
P.U. 9¢1b no 5m 8.W. no m. 
19i3 m~Zlf 1915 V , i .  
nO. ON/ ~lii~ no 5POt 
1904 Oedle 1967 Tracer 
Viii ~ 5,~3 no Sill 
1013 Clwv Tem~ 
1907 Ran~ir 
UNDER =10,000 
1997 Aimntar 1097 TIp4Lz 
no. SZl3 no 140; 
1110 RIMer 1997 Tempo 
S~,aO 4 X 4 r~ mr. 4dT.~ ,no 
1916 Jimmy 1918 8ktm'y 
1011 F|80 1195 F110 
P.U. 4 X 4 ~ 591, XLT PU no .5951 
UNDER '12,000 
1988 B, ron©o 1984 AuUl 
50005.0  5~J4b ,zz, 
1987 Nl||an 1988 FaG0 
4 z 4 ,~55~4 P.U. ,~ s,J 
1987 F180 1989 F180 
S~lb ~ 5864 P,U. ~ ~ghl 
1987 Nlssan 1919 FlaO 
MU]O ~ ~5~ 4 ~ 2 ~ ~3~9 
1908 Boflco 1908 guztan9 
1 ~ seaJ N ~,)g 
1986 An~osllt 1969 Honda 
sags CiViC ~ 59~ 
UNDER 920,000 
1989 Chev 1989 E250 
S18 4 X 4 ~ 59i9 CW ~ soTS* 
1906 F259 1900 Cbov. 
P,U. S/Cab ,~ .~67: s/cab lTD. 5949 
I IMn=n Inn nnn 
1990 E15 
VII1 no SlO 
i. 
' RENTAL UNITS AND SERVICE LOANERS 
1989 Topaz AWO 1989 Probe 3 ; F280 P.U, 4 x 4 3. Tempo's 
1988 T.Btrd Sport Modal 2. Full size 5ronco's 2. F280 S/Cab P,U. 4 x 4 1 • Taurus StaUonw 
2; 1989 Festlva ' 1; FIBO P.U, 4 x 2 5. F350 Cnlw Cab 4 x 4 1. Taurus 4 dr. 
1969 Tracer 4 dr, 4. F150 P.U. 4 x 4 2 • E350 15 Passenger Vans 2 • Bronco ¢1 
1985 GMC P,U. 2 • F250 4 x 2 5 • TQga]C 
TERRACE= 
Ralph Trelenberg ~ 1 Keith Ave., 
dlr -5548 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-772-1128 
635-49 
:]TERRACEI CO'O-P'"'WE START SERVIN_G YOU AT 8 A.M.!![ 
MON- rUES-- WED ,SAT 8 A.M.- 6 P.M. THURS FRI. 8 A,M,--, 9 P,M, " ..... 
i 
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638 SAVE ' bumps e ro lment  . : L 
TERRACE - -  Kindergarten the. anticipated increase in 
enrolment is up at many local students, due to dual-entry, 
schools because of the educa- Won"t hit until January. 
tion ministry's decision to,per- "It means we won't need to 
mit some children to attend hire additional teachers in 
kindergarten all ,day 'and to January. We'll have smaller 
begin in Janu.ary. " ' " class sizes this small, which is a 
Dual-entry kindergarten ---- c0stitem for the board,bui I 
which permits children whose think it is educationally more 
birthdays fall before the '.end of sound to do it this way." : 
April to enter the school system The hirings represent a 23-per- 
in January -- and the chang eto cent increase in the number of 
full-time kindergarten for cer- kindergarten teachers in :the 
rain groups h~ prompted the district', he said. 
school district to hire three "It's well over $1~,~,"he  
more kindergarten teachers, said of  the expense of adding 
said assistant ' -schools the equivalent of three more 
superintendent Skip Bergsma. full-time teachers. "But there there's ~ol;olor-to bring your color 
Handicapped students, will be revenue coming in as iantasies tolife.And SoC01orizing 
students with English as a se-~ well. We haven't done a plus- 
cond language, and native In- minus analysis yet, so we don't for subtle shimmers of color with 
dian students are now eligible to yet know if that puts us ahead rio commitment, because the color 
attend kindergarten -- now or behind." fades naturally withoutregrowth. And L 
knOWn as Primary l under the A full-time position has been Moderations'Semi-Permanent Cr me Hair Colour. Overview new Year 2000 program- for added at E.T. Kenney Primary . ' 
the full day, rather than the school, and half-time positions Whichever way you choose to go, your hair will look and feel healthy 
regular half day. Full-time have been added at Kiti K'shan and vibrant-in Matrix colors that ake the dare out of daring hair color. 
SUNSHINE AND CANDY are just the tic[<et when you're a kid enrolment isn't mandatory for Primary, Parkside Elementary, 
and school's just out. Mitch Armstrong and Rick Karr were the eligible groups. Thornbill Primary and Uplands Call us today for a free consultation. 
taking advantage of the increasingly rare clear weather from Bergsma said the hirings were Elementary. 
their viewpoint on the arena hill, overlooking the tennis courts, made now, even though most of 
Composting closer., 
• , rmer. con  an,, not a,,y n. . ,y  Lwator- 
plan to recycle and sell corn- vert the manure  -- source of courses. ' 
posted chicken manure is ad- most of his woes in recent years Delays this summer kept the 
vancing another step this week -- into a reliable source of new pit from being built this / 
as construction gets underway revenue. A composting project year, Le said, and he saidit will 
at Samson's Poultry Farm. last year turned out high-grade likely be at least a year before 
Work is to begin this weekon soil that Kinkead says he will the composting plan is in full. 
a composting building on the bag and market as potting soil. operation. 
farm, as part of a plan to even- Waste management officer "We accepted the design 
tually clean up a large manure Hen Le said the environment presented to us by the ministry 
field on the property, environ- ministry approved Kinkead's of agriculture," Le said. 
ment ministry officials said. plan a month ago, subject to ' He said the existing manure 
Farm owner Stan Kinkead careful regulation and monitor- field--which:sparkedmanyof WAREHOUSE 
has been prosecuted for viola- ing. the complaints and investiga- • . • 
tions of the Waste Management "We'll be monitoring the tions, and landed Kinkead in 
Act, investigated by health farm -- especially during peak court twice-- will be slowly ~ 1 1 1 1 1 ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  
department officials, and r unoffperiods,"Lesaid. That phased out, as the composting ~ 1 ~  0 ~ 
criticized by neighbours over will be done to ensure overflow plant turns it into potting soil. 
the farm's methods of disposing water from a new concrete-lined Le said Far-ko Contracting is 
of chicken manure, manure pit drains into theex- the company that will be doing 
But Kinkead predicts his isting manure lagoon, he said, the work. ~ 
Small forestry a 4 Piece Sofa. Set ,~,,, ,A~. Reg. 899.00 ) Absolutely 
Sofa & Chair (2pce)  ~ NO INTEREST 
FOR 12 MONTHSI rev.zewed .ow only 9900 • .~ 0.A.C. 
TERRACE -- With demand e: Dining Tables ceeding the available timb~ B 
supply, Forests minister Clam Largest selection ever eModern styles 
Richmond has set up a review c 
the province's Small Busine • real black leather 
Forest Enterprise (SBFEP) an Reg. $1209.00  =699oo 
Woodier programs. Now only ' 
More than 2,800 individuals , 
: and businesses are currently in- 
volved in the SBFEP and 460 Central a Queen Size Bed - woodier licences have been 
issued to date. • Box spring & mattress • 612 coils 
"In recent months 1 have • 20 year warranty 
received numerous requests Reg.  $099.00  =529oo 
from small businessmen, MountainAir . owe. , ,  sawmillers, remanufacturers 
and loggers for a greater share 
of the small business timber I 39"  Boxspring 
harvest," Richmond explained The Northwest Connector 
in making the announcement. Reg. $200.00  S~ ~[~ 0 0 
However, he added, more Now only 
timber could only be given to 
those groups by taking it away 
from others. "Therefeore an in- l Rat tan  Clock  
he said. Reg. $69.00 0 
£tgl David Gillespie, partner in a Now only 
Kamloops law firm, has been 
given 60 days to complete the l 5 P iece  Bedrom study which will examine the - -  Su i te  
two programs' effectiveness, From $899.00 Reg. I 
the annual allowable cut cur- $~l~r~00 
rently allocated to them and Now only 
whether it should be increased, Ovor  
Small business operators and ;300 ,000 .00  
licencees can make written sub- Plus many, many m0m worth of ], 
missions to Gillespie through 
the ministry 's  Timber I ~ ~[~-'~ I s tock  t6  P 
Harvesting branch in Victoria. 1 . | ~ ~ ~1 ~1~, \1 I- / c lear!  
October 31 is the deadline. I ~ & " ' " '~ '=/  
.~.~. ~ ~ . ~  I ~! !b l  andreservat!ons: ' 
I -"3 -=.--~l~ll l l ] '~.~'- '~ I " B C Toli.Freel~OO-663-3905 - , . = 
i I Telephone(60Q847-4,BOFacslmll.,(604,..84741., " I Ter race  F., Jrn,f ,  ,r _ - . . . . - ----- - - - . '  " e Mar t l .  
I" ~" "-- J I  ~ HeadOfflce: - I - • " I .', ;,I I 
I¢:il AlrportROad, P 0 BOX998 1 . . . . . . . . .  638 .05=:= I , , , , - , ' , ,  ,, 
Smilhers e.C. "VO'I 2N0 
# 
• "t ~u. ;? .  ~ "~ T;e'°c-r,~.:' . . . .  ~:,=-*x" ~'¶ ~ ' : ' J ' :~r ,~• '~" :a~' , ,~ . /~,  "r .~' -~' - ' - '~-~' , ' r '  ~"' - ' ,~-  . . . . .  ' ~ ~ ~t~"~'Y~:z,~':'-~-:nt.r'L"-u~--'~"=-"='¢~.¢'~-~. 
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ou~s ur ,  i .nr. i  IWlr'O. uruwmg communities need new streets and 
new streets need names. Terrace's latest addition to its road map 9r , ~ ,  • 
will be known as Maroney Avenue. Above, Jean and Dave Maroney . , . ,~  
stand inTront of the vacant lot on the Birch Hill bench that will soon • ,a~w~= ~" • +,.+r~.r-~+ , I~L~, t .  
bea  s t reet  bear ing  the i r  name.  . 
New st eet ed +"+=" r nam += ' .'+ 
TERRACE - -  Persuaded his the local political stage getting 
presence at last week's council elected as alderman. While on ~ . ~  ~ ~ ~  ~ ~  
meeting was required to take council, he sat on the planning, 
part in the presentation f a bir- public works, industrial, 
thday gift to city Freeman Vesta tourism, recreation and finance 
Douglas, Dave Maroney committees, l L"~. .D , .~ . . . , .a  
discovered too late that was He moved up to the position II 
simply a Subterfuge. 
When the true motive came 
out, however,' it was a pleasant 
surprise for Maroney. He learn- 
ed council had decided on the 
Maroney AVe. as the name for 
the city's newest street. 
Original ly from' New 
Brunswick, Maroney and wife 
Jean first came to the area in 
1953 when he started work on 
the CN rail line between Terrace 
and Kitimat. The couple moved 
on after a few years hut by 1958 
were back in Kitimat. 
There then followed 16 years 
as a master mechanic with 
Skoglund Logging before 
Maroney went into business on 
his own in 1974 as Terrace 
Equipment Sales, the company 
he still owns. 
In 1972 Maroney appeared on 
Paper 
chase 
TERRACE - -  A group of 
Skeena Jr. Secondary school 
students have kept their paper 
recycling project alive over the 
summer. 
More students are involved 
this year and they expect to 
make shipments of paper to the 
Lower Mainland more often 
this year, says science teacher 
Paul Cloutier. 
Skeena students collected 
paper within the school and ac- 
cepted boxes of used White 
paper from local businesses last 
spring. They stockpiled two 
tons of paper over five months 
before sending it to Vancouver. 
And with more local 
businesses and organizations 
getting involved and commit- 
ting to recycling their office 
paper this year, Cloutier says 
the students hope to eventually 
expand to a city-wide paper 
recycling project. 
"It looks like the amount 
we'll he collecting this year will 
be substantially more," he said: 
"We hope to be able to send a 
ton or more every two months 
or so." 
The students •expect to again 
find a local business to ship the 
paper on trucks returning empty 
to Vancouver. Last •year, 
Safeway's trucking line shipped 
the students' recyclable paper 
free of charge. 
"We're 'collecting primarily 
white paper - -  it's a;lot easier to 
deal with:right now," Cloutier 
said. "We're not in,this for the 
money. We're jusHn it to fur- 
ther the idea of recycling." 
Cloutier said the students and 
teachers involved in:the project 
plan toset up a pick-up service 
this year, in which they woiild 
pick up collected paper f rom 
local, businesses 'eVery few i 
weeks~ - - 
He ~ald the group of students. 
have /qso +become membei's of  '~ 
the Environmental Youth 
Alliance, a nation.wide recycl- 
ing and environmental ad- 
vocacygr0UP. 
of mayor in 1977 after suc- 
cessfully contesting a by- 
election resulting from Gord 
Rowland's resignation. He held 
that post until 1981. 
In announcing the selection 
of Maroney Ave., current 
mayor Jack Talstra noted 
Maroney had been active within 
the community over the years. 
A charter member of the 
Downtown Lions club --  
founded in 1959 --  he had also 
been involved with the Knights 
of Columbus and the Sacred l 
Heart Church parish commit- 
tee. 
Since the early 1980's he had 
also sat on the city's board of 
variance and the court of revi- 
sion dealing with tax assessment 
appeals. 
OPENING SATURDAY, OCT. 13 
Terrace's  First 
++"Full Feature"  
Balloon Store 
, Spectacular Decorating for every event or occasionl 
* Unique Floral Designs 
, Balloon Gift Wrapping (wrap your gift in a balloonl) 
, Birthday Fun Paks 
, Year Round Costume Rentals, Book now for Halloween. 
LIVEN UP YOUR NEXT OCCASION WITH US! 
3237 Kalum Terrace 
~ O .~ ~'~ 
Bus iness  ...... +,++..++ 
Oppor tun i t ies  
at  your  
Doorstep" 
For those interested in starting or 
expanding a small business. 
~Saturday ,  October 27, 1990 
:-:, 8:45  a.m. to5:30 p.m. 
" ;,:! ~: : at the 
. : ~i Nortl~west Community College 
• - . Terrace, B.C. 
: ?/i Hear successful entrepreneurs share 
: " their success tories and identify 
local business opportunities. 
SEMINAR TOPICS  
Identifying Business Opportunities 
Innovative Marketing 
Servicing Large Corporations 
and Government 
Tourist Attractions 
['he Franchise Way to Get 
i+: !:+++i-+++ Into Business , 
: ::: : Smal l -Sca le  Manufactur ing  
• L~ : 
Presented by: Honourable Stanley B~ Hagen 
Minister Of Regional and Economic Development 
In Cooperation with: 
• Honourable Dave Parker 
! : ,  i ~?+i i,~ , :~,~ :' " ,  "~ MLA ." Skeena + 
MINISTRY 0£ R[P.~!ONiI~ ECONOMIC DEWLOP~ENT 
Thank You ..... • Y :~/  
i "~ ' +. +i,i ~' .... 
The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics] Club !r 
would like to thank the foflowlng buslneases that have ~: pur : 
chased bricks as a contribution towards the construction Of 
their gymnasium complex in Thomhlll: : .: • 
P lat inum brick ($500 8ronze bdckl ($25 va lue) :  ~ 
value) KOM Forest Service Ltd. 
Alcan Smelter & Chemicals Keenleyside Insurance , 
Gold bdcks ($100 value) Services Ltd. : .  :: 
Kalum Kabs Limited (2 bricks) Central Flowers . ,: ~, =~.:.~. !~ : 
Canada Safeway The Fabric Boutique 
Silvm' bdcks ($60 value) David J. Dodlluke, D.C. Land i!.ii . . . .  
Crampton, Brown & Arndt SurVeyor 
Chlno0k Sales Ltd. Peg.RIn Enterprises Ltd. 
Rlchards Cleaners Ltd. " 
' f! 
~j  o ,,- ii ~ e ta r nt 
"0 o e esr' 
is 
Wunderbad 
Oct. 1 - Oct. 31 
SPECIALS 
SCHWBNE BRATEN 
Pork roast with sauerkraut 
and dumpling 
=13.95 
"BAVARIAH BAUERN 
SCHMAUS" 
Grilled sausages, smoked pork 
loin, Bavarian meat loaf, 
sauerkraut end dumpling 
POTPOURRI OF SAUSAGES 
Veal bratwumt, pork bratwurst, 
Bavarian smokle, red cabbage, 
sauerkraut and home fried potatoes 
=12.95 
MUENCHENER 
SCHWHSHAX'M 
Pork hocks with fried potatoes 
and warm cabbage salad 
*14.95 =12.95 
Oktober feet  Luncheon Spec ia ls  A l so  Ava i lab le l  
I OKTOBERFEST DANCE ,...,Sa" 0ct.,e~=7 I 
Ask about our Banquet Facilities! We cater In our downstairs 
location from 60 - 160 people. 
MUSIC AND LARGE DANCE FLOOR A SPECIAL FEATURE! 
For  more  In fo rmat ion  end  reservat ions  cal l :  t 
Men.. Sun. LUNCH: Men. - Fri. 4332 Lakelse Ave. L ; 
5 p.m. tO 11 p.m. 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Terrace c 635-9161 +, 
- I +~++ 
.?• 
TOYOTA 635-6558 TOYOTA. 
).UALITY SERVIC Le]=l+LeJl~,1:41 -,lq :~ [,-1 
Ask us about other in store s p e c ~  
; ...................................................... ~ - - - ~ - ]  
:: FREE 29 POINT i 
i INSPECTION ' 
t We'll check out your Toyota's key areas fromfront- 
I 
I to back, from top to bottom. Parts extra if required, 
See us for complete details. Only one Free Inspec- 
tion per coupon. 
Offer expires December 31 1990. I ~ 
I 
I Valid at Terrace Motors Toyota 1 
R I :10% PA TS & LABOUR 
DISCOU T v.,,, at Terrace Motors Toyota 
This coupon entitles the bearer to a 10% reduction on the 
I parts & service portion of your Toyota's next regularly 
Ischeduled maintenance service as outlined in your Toyota 
~I Owner's Manual. All expenses other than regular service will 
I be quoted for approval before any other work commences. I :! 
I 
I Only One coupon per Maintenance Service. Call us for i 
!complete details. ~er  exp!res December 311 1990i i • 
i 
• ii I 
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Nuke nears 
NEARING COMPLETION is the nuclear medicine facility at Mills Memorial hospital, Testruns of 
the equipment are expected to be completed in time to take the first patient Monday, Nov, 12. 
That's Larry Wilyrnan above, one of the crew working to ensure that projected date is met. 
TRY 
grants 
TERRACE -- Three organiza- 
tions in Terrace and I~itimat 
have received $36,000 for pro- 
grams about alcohol and its ef- 
fects. 
The grants, under the provin- 
cial government's The Respon- 
sibility is Yours program, go to 
the child development centre 
here, to the Northwest Drug 
and Alcohol Counselling Ser- 
vice and to the Kitimat Com- 
munity Services Society. 
Teaching about he effects on 
alcohol on unborn children is 
the goal of the child develop- 
ment centre which receives 
$12,000. 
The counselling service 
$3,375 for a drug and alcohol 
awareness poster contest and 
$9,200 for its co-dependency 
program. 
The Kitimat Community Ser- 
vices Society gets $11,600 for its 
youth service and peer helping 
program. 
"-7" 
Dorothy Amdam 
The Inn of the West proudly an- 
nounces the appointment of Dorothy 
Amdam to Catering Director at the 
Inn of the West. 
Dorothy has been a resident of 
Terrace for the past 38 years. Hav- 
Ing been the recipient of the 
American Express Award of Ex- 
cellence, as well as being enrolled In 
the Newport Marketing Program, 
she is aware and able to accom- 
modate her client's needs In all 
areas of to-ordinating and catering 
In the hospitality industry, 
Please feel free to contact 
Dorothy at the Inn of the West 
638-8141. Let her plan your next 
corporate meeting or private party. 
REMNANT 
& ROLL-END 
SALE 
October 3-13, 1 990 
REMNANTS 
Now Only sq. . 
ROLL ENDS 
12°° ""ol li oo 
N. , sq. yd. 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
i/) 
YOUR 
Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 10W 
TERRACE . . 
635-2978 
zi~ i 
; : , ,  
Getting, 
Narmer 
TERRACE - -  An unexpected 
hitch prevented the aquatic en- 
tre firing up its new boiler this 
week but recreation director 
Steve Scott says it won't belong 
now. 
Swimmers braving' the local 
pool have had to contend with 
unheated ~,ater since last' 
month's annual inspection 
found multiple • leaks in the 
originai, 16 year old boiler. 
Council subsequently approved 
the purchase of two new boilers 
costing approximately $30,000. 
Scott explained it wasn't until 
these boilers arrived that it was 
discovered the existing chimney 
would not be adequate and a 
vent pipe had to be installed. 
However, with the part not be- 
ing available locally, it had to be 
ordered. Delivery was expected 
within the next week. 
He said all electrical, plumb- 
ing and gas fitting work and in- 
stallation of a secondary 
regulator had now been com- 
pleted. With installation of the 
vent pipe likely to be done 
within a day of its arrival, Scott 
said warmer water was now far 
away for swimmers. 
When completed, the new 
boiler system will also save the 
city money in reduced energy 
costs and provide a back-up 
system in the event of a 
breakdown. 
Video Station 
No. 140 - 4741 Lakelse Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6121 
• Open From 10:00.9:00 ........................ Sunday- Thursday 
10:0O.-ffidnight ............ , ...................... Fdday & Saturday 
Video Station 
No. 2 2823 Clark St. Thornhill, B,C. 635-4841 
i 
HAIRBUSTERS 
OPEN SUNDAYS 12- 5 
SKEENA MALL, TERRACE 
635-2432 
Hairbusters staff is proud 
to announce they have 
recent ly  completed a 
course with Internationally 
renowned Magazine Artist 
Jack Noesgaard on Design- 
ing Hair Styles for the In- 
dividual. 
We would like. to invite you 
to enjoy a free consultation 
w~th ,-us, ~to diScuss ia  new ,i 
exciting look. 
. . . .  :,,, g.h. 
" " ' lO l t ' fS : '  SAN ~,hgc ISCO cBgo~CLE: 
, r l *L IN  S I X I I I C K S p A L M I N  T ILL ;  ONI ' -WOMAN TREES PER FORM ANCE . . . .  *~ '~ 
IW (;OI~,DON I IAI.LOI~.AN AND CAITLIN HICKS '"' " . . . . .  
A Terrace Concert Society Production 
!RIDAY, OCT, 19 at 8:00 P.M.- R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
i! ~ ~ ~/ Ti©kets: Adults - -$12 .00  Ticket. available at 
StudentelSenlors -- $8.00 Erwlns Jewellers and 
~': Co.sporlsored b McEwarl G.M & The Terrace Standard K ~ r m o d e l  Trading. 
MOP-- TUES-- WED-- SAT8 AiM." 6 T,URS-- R, 8 A'M' '9  ,.M' '"  T~I!~I~I*'I~IA;M." ~ 01~i: :- H S: -F '  . -  ~P . ] 
i I 
~, ' !  - " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' .  " . - ' . . "  , ' "  '~ . . . . . . . . . . .  *" ' "  "~"~, 'T~" .~ '~>~, ' ; !  " '~ : '~°~ "~. '~  . . . .  " , "~. "  , "  ~" . "  . . . . . . .  ~'- ~ . . . . . . .  ,o ° ~ " , "~  • . .~ , . - , . . -~  , . . . . . .  v 
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 here often' y s 
r+i+TE~CE-  A recession i  B'C' may not hurt i " '  +1 Ir ' : " ~ 
• -as i 'mucK5+,~  ``  the one that occurred in the early 
i i, ill.980s;,:saY~+the chi f.economist for'the B.C. Cen- 
tr~c~!~Union,  . ' 
+ ,(!/iRieh~td~Allen said the provincial economy is 
i/fi'd~e tied!:dverseas than to the resi of Canada 
"~herelqfidicators already place the country in a 
,r&~gi~m+.++ . . . . . . .  + . . . .  
; +'++l + +,: ; +' ++.:,i,i . + . ' .  
+?.OurA?@ffer ~S Asm and the Umted States. 
!J~i!is!~t~'t he~ding into a recession. Korea isn't, 
~ThelL~sJ:is not ina recession, it is growing slow- 
lilY; but muchi'will depend on the oii crisis,,' he 
Yet B;C. will be affected bya recession i  Other 
Richard Alle~ 
I ,  + " . I  
' , " ±L± . ~ 
Going up 
+, ~,TAKING SHAPE as a new facet of Terrace's skyline is the new building at the comer of Kalum and 
~i~!L~izelle being constructed by Francisco Trigo, It will have two full floors and a full basement, containing 
~offices and retail space. That s Mike Radelet and Dave Taft working on one of the walls, 
n 
Customer service 
a key to success 
TERRACE -- Marketing and 
customer service are two most 
important aspects of business in 
the north, says the person in 
charge of such services for the 
Federal Business Development 
Bank here. 
Bob Walch, hired recently by 
the federal lending and business 
service institution to conduct 
training, said the two aspects 
are necessary ingredients for 
business uccess. 
"The best advice is put 
yourself in a customer's place. 
You have., to stay close to your 
customer' '  back up what you 
are+selling,! ' he said. 
Customer service ~and 
marketing also combine for 
word of  mouth and that can aid 
or harm a business, Walch add- 
ed, 
Walch's territory takes in the 
area from the Queen Charlotte 
Islands to Houston and Kitimat 
upnorth on Hwy37. 
He's the first full time train- 
ing coordinator at the Federal 
Business Development Bank 
giving advice on improving 
business and setting'up seminars 
and~c'burses. 
"We can either set up courses 
-throughcolleges or hold our 
o~n,  one;day or half-day 
seminars," Said Walch. 
One of those seminars, on 
customer service, takes place 
fife beginning of October *in. 
SmitherSi; Terrace and Prince 
-~;.. ~Wa+¢h also said~there,s great ' 
!~tentlaL |illdevel0ping native, 
Bob Walch 
owned businesses in the nor- 
thwest. 
"We're very interested in 
providing assistance (to 
natives). We have the tools for 
business development and plan- 
ning,'p he.said. 
~'  DICBC 
1 
, WINNER!  , i / I  
+~, BILL WESLEY, , ¥~1 
, , .  • . Won seoo.oo * : l 
" * * * * +++ :+= I 
Terrace 
\ i  ,+, ,  ro,o A+..,o,+o. +:o: 
\ taNNinS sro. "i. 
+ 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1990 
OPEN HOUSE - Federal Business Development Bank, Branch Office 
4641 Lazelle Ave, Terrace B.C. 
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1990 
WORKSHOP - -  "Stress Management" 
Coping with stress in todays environment is an important part 
of managing your business. Take advantage of this workshop 
by Jearning to recognize signs of organizational stress and ~, 
how to deal with it. 
..... +'~'~:INN OE THE WEST+6:30 - 9:30~-p.m: Cost $40.00 ~" ~'~ ' :~ '~ 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27', 1990 
"Business Opportunities at Your Doorstep" 
INN OF THE WEST 8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
CONTACTS: 
Paul Williams, Manager 
~1~ Dave Richardson, Account Manager 
THECANAOIANCHAMBER Greg Hazel, Account Officer 
OFCOMMERCE Bob Walch, Co-ordinator - Training 
Llb Federa l  Bus iness  eanque  f l ,  d~,ra le  ~ Regional_and Economic 
Development Bank de d6veloppement Development ~llw! 
Canada 
The Options Paper - We Want Your Input 
Th~ Forest Resou|'ces Com|nission has just released its Options Pape" for public review F u t u r e  
and comment. The Optitms P;~pcr presents five major themes resuhing from the 
Community Meetings last spring: hind use planning, tbrest resource management, public 
involvement, ec0nomics, and education. The Options Paper is currently being mailed to 
those who submitted a brief to the Commission or participated in those meetings. 
.3  
lfyou did not participate earlier, you now have the opportunity odo so. If you are 
interested inreviewing and responding to the Options Paper, please write, phone o1" fax 
the Co|nlnission to request acopy. 
Timing of Your Response 
The Commission eeds your written response by November 14, 1990. A stamped, 
• mldressed response card is enclosed with the Options Paper. 
Regional Workshops 
.of Our 
Forests 
The Conuuissioners are also inviting many of those who submitted briefs or made presentations to attend regional workshops in 
October '.lnd November, 1990. These workshops ,viii be held in P.u'ksville., . Vernon.. Creston, 108.M le I lot se Pri ace Get,'gc, Terrace 
mad the Lower Mainla atl The purlmse of these workshops i to allow detailed isctisslon fi'oni a wide range of interest groups in a 
tin, o-day worlcshop sctung. The workshop rocess, along with the public response to the (.)ptions Papcn will make sure the 
commissioners have ~eard anti nterpreted the puhlic iccurateh,, and ,,'ill help idcnti6,, preferred options, itlenti~' implications 0f the~e 
optlon.4', and develop Ioc;ll and regi0iaal implementation strategies. " ' :i~i ''
The Next Steps 
All n.hli,, ro~,,m,=o~ r,  the (%tions Panei" and the results of the Re~io ml Workshops will he rev ewed Iw the Commissioners~ A 
newsletter \,ill be prclmrcd outl ning the rcsfllts of both the workshops anti public response to the Options I aper. In January, l :)31, 
the newsletter ,,'ill he sent o ;dl those who particip'ltcd. The final Forest Resource Commission report, including all 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I.,-; . . . . . . . .  ;11 I . . . . . . . . . . . . .  rod  t . . . . . . . . .  mn, ,n t  earh ,  in the new year. arid will be available to the public 30 days I;itcr. 
,] 
.- ! I 
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Mayor  defends. pond =,. 
hazard handling 
TERRACE - -  Here are convic- 
tions resulting from recent cases 
heard in Terrace ,provincial 
court: 
July 19 
Trevor Philip Stephenson 
pleaded guilty to assault and 
was fined $100. 
Kenneth Guno pleaded guilty 
to assault and failing to comply 
with a condit ion of  a 
recognizance• He was given a 
suspended sentence and 18 
months probation. 
Chester Glenn Wale pleaded 
guilty to possession of a nar- 
cotic, and was fined $125. 
Roger Warren Green pleaded 
guilty to possession of a nar- 
cotic and was fined $200. Green 
also pleaded guilty to issuing a 
threat, and was ordered to post 
a $500 peace bond. 
July 24 
Thomas Daniels pleaded guil- 
ty to assault. Daniels was 
sentenced to 30 days in jail and 
a year on probation. Daniels 
was sentenced to another two 
weeks in jail for failing to com- 
ply with a condition of a 
recognizance. 
July 27 
Andrew Matthew Morrison 
pleaded guilty to two counts of 
assaulting a peace officer, one 
count of assault, one count of 
breaking and entering and one 
count of mischief. Morrison 
was sentenced toa total of seven 
months in prison and one year 
on probation. 
Allan Grobowsky pleaded 
guilty to uttering a forgery. He 
was given a suspended sentence 
and one year probation. 
Christopher Tasa pleaded 
guilty to two counts of breaking 
and entering and one count of 
theft under $1,000. He was fin- 
ed a total of $800 and is on pro- 
bation for three years. 
Carol Lorraine Watts pleaded 
guilty to possession of a nar- 
cotic, and was fined $75. 
Lillian Martha Guy pleaded 
guilty to driving with a blood- 
alcohol evel over the legal limit 
Of .08, Guy was fined $900 and 
i~ prohibited from driving for 
one year. 
David Carl Pirie pleaded guil- 
ty to'theft under $1,000. He was 
fined $75. 
Percival Alexander Willie 
pleaded guilty to two counts of 
breaking and entering, one 
count of theft under $1,000, 
and one count of failing to ap- 
pear in court. Willie was 
sentenced to five months in 
prison, and 'one year on proba- 
tion. 
July 30 
Miles Nisyok was convicted 
of threatening and was ordered 
to post a $500 peace bond for 
six months. 
July 31 
Jeffrey Brian Quock pleaded 
guilty to mischief. Quock was 
fined $250 and put on probation 
for six months. 
David Harry Edwardsen was 
found guilty of assault. He was 
fined $500 and given one year 
probation. 
Steven Leslie Barnes pleaded 
guilty to fraudulently obtaining 
food or lodging, and was fined 
$100, 
TERI~CE - -  Mayor Jack 
Talstra sitys the recommenda- 
tions of a coroner's inquest into 
the March 23 drowning of a six- 
year-old boy don,t indicate the 
city handled the case pdorly. 
"That's not how I read it." 
Talstra said. "~he way I read it 
is that there is an  ongoing 
jurisdictional confusion with 
regard  to which governing 
bodies regulate municipal water 
ways.' And I think some good 
points were made.', 
: ' :The city has been accused of 
failing to enforce its 1986 order 
,that Samson's Poultry Farm 
owner Stan Kinkead fill in and 
fence off a pond that sometimes 
forms in high water due to a 
dam on his property• The area 
had not. been completely filled 
in, and was not fenced when 
'Joey Parsons drowned in 'the 
pond this spr ing . "  
The inquest jury urged the ci- 
ty to better define its jurisdic- 
tion over the creeks and ponds 
inside its boundaries. 
Talstra nd city administrator 
Bob Hallsor defended the city's 
inaction, testifying at the Sept. 
24 inques t that it was Unclear 
whether the case was under city 
council's control ..or that of the 
enwronment  ministry.  
Al though the environment 
ministry has ultimate authority 
over all watercourses, officials 
say the ministry usualiy leaves 
regulation of streams and ponds 
inside municipal boundaries to 
local councils. 
; . 
"The city's present positron 
Jack Talstra 
with respect to work on the pro- 
perty is that any ponding has 
been abated and the works in- 
stalled by Mr. Kinkead has 
drained any water ponding in 
the area previously," Hallsor 
testified. . . . .  ::: 
He conceded the city did have 
the power to take steps to have 
the problem fixed before the 
drowning this spring, but didn't 
do so. He said the city viewed 
the problem as a'dispute bet- 
ween twp property owners, and 
was trying to "work out a com- 
promise rather than carrying a 
heavy stick." 
Hailsor said the city also 
feared any move to unilaterally 
go in and fix th e problem would 
set a future precedent for tax- 
payers' money being used to 
solve other people's problems. 
Talstra told the inquest he 
doubted the city could have • 
taken action without the per- 
mission of the environment 
, 
~ ~ . . ~ ~ , ¢ ~ . ~ '  • ..: ._ 7 # ,~ .  
~ e  ht an~ tia'~el agent In ihe city .~. '~,,~- 
ministry. :~  
Neither provided an explana- 
tion of how Heek Creek was 
• originally blocked to form the 
pond, in apparent contravew 
tion of the city's waterways 
bylaw, which prohibits chang- 
ing or Obstructing streams in- 
side city limits without he city's 
permission. 
The coroner's jury issued 
several recommendations, in- 
cluding calls to start enforcing 
the waterways bylaw, determine. 
jurisdiction when a violation oc-  
curs, and make sure it gets fix- 
ed. 
Council issued the 1986 order 
calling on Kinkead to fill in and 
fence o f f  the pond after 
neighbour Ben Webber com- 
plained of flooding on his pro- 
perty. The issue did not come 
before council again until after 
this spring's drowning - -  nearly 
three years after the deadline 
for completion of the work• 
Kinkead cited sewage con- 
tamination of the creek from 
upstream neighbours, and 
delays in getting authorization 
to enter Webber's property as 
reasons for not complying with 
the order before the drowning. 
Kinkead has installed a 
10-inch plastic pipe, and drain- 
ed the pond this summer. "It 
may create temporary ponding 
(during peak runoff), but it will 
never create a pond with ice on 
it again," he said. 
CANADIAN AIRLINES SEAT SALE TO SCANDINAVIA $778;00 
- VANCOUVER~ALSO[ ~ ~' ~ ~i ~ i ~ 
LUFTNANSA WILL OFFER' A SEAT SALE FROM 
Canada to Berlin to celebrate the start of their service to 
Berlin....s759.OO exit Vancouver 
,k ,k ,k ,k, ,k 
FUN SUN HAS CHRISTMAS SPACE TO MEXICO 
depart December 22, from Vancouver eturn January 5 
,k ,k" ,k, ,k ,k 
HAWAI SPECIAL DEPARTURES... 
November 24. December 1 and December 8..$598.00 for 6 nights 
includes air, and hotel. 
• k ,k ,  ,k ,k 
RESTA WEST RENO JACKPOT .... 
Four chances to win on every departure...if you have the lucky number 
- your flight iS free! Three and four night packages from Vancouver. 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
1 , 1  
Skeena Mail 
 Lnin 9 
STUFFED []USHROOMS 
Frssh mushroom caps, baked 
in-our oven, filled with a 
delicious mixture of crab meat 
and cheeses 
r "1  
I nNm,0  OF BEE  
BOUqUUlEnE li 
For the hearty appetite. A I 
oenerons porUon of filet broil- [ ]  
ed. and served with a selec.. [ ]  
tlon of fresh vegetables and I I  
choice of potato. []  
I 
• , ), 
, ~, . . . .  Video Station ii; 
No. 140. 4741 Lake se Ave . 
: ~ : Terrace, B . C . i .  : ' 
:: 635-6121 : 
• ...... ' . . , . , . . . , sun , ,  : T , . , . , ,  ,: lO:O0'Mldnloht..' . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .................. ,'Friday & Saturday: 
Video Station 
No. 2 2823 Clark St. Thornhill, B.C. 
ORLEANS SALAD 
Grapefruit, grapes, oranges, 
pineapple, bananas, pears, 
.served on lettuce leaves sur- 
rounded with lemon slices 
CHILDRENS MENU 
Battered Sole with potato or 
rice and vegetable. 
All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you walt, so relax and enjoy an 
evening of fine dining at iti; best in our 
elegant new dining room. 
Reservatl0ns Recommended 
HOURS 
Monday. Saturday 5:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday & Holldayg 5:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m..~,~ 
i : 
~ , ~ ,  
MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT L, TD.  
798-2214 
635-4841 
F i rs tup  " in , morn ng. 
.i ::~i!i!~i~.:!, f  s jus t~what  you 
"~i,:i!i~h~ed togeta jump on the competition, 
i ~:ii:,!).?i:: !, ' .:::01~ course we're also an Air Canada 
5 ?~Cormector. So our first up service gives you 
-t~arlier~ easter connections toAir Canada. 
: . '  ' i.. :i ?~Nowgive y0urseff something to crow 
• WEEKDAY NON-SR)I,'ID VANCOUVER ::,. ~, :,!,..~: ] 
8"35am. ' #'251,m : 6'.sO],;n'?l 
I eL  / Weekend serv ice van'e~ ". • ~ ..... .: .", ,. 
: - ' - - - - - - - - - - ' - -~i~':~ ~:~'~:':~;';;~~W:~,~':~ : ~'?"~ ~~; ' i~ :  .+ -::'~':~- ~ ~, ,~;~;~.~, :~!~,~:~:~-~~! ;~:  ,T . ,  " - . ~,~ : : . . I . :  : .  :~ .  r ~ ; : "  : ' •  ~ 
~ '"':'~,:V"~:~S'!~/'~ ;)' : ' : ) '~ :~~ '~. : v~: ;  ~' ' . ~ 
AN AIRCANADA CONNECTOR : . . . .  
: " : ; : '% ,A .  " . . . .  , 
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0ueen size ~nty hose 91"1  A , ' I  
• reg. 1.19....... ................. L / I  , , "a"e 
2 pk, knee highs 2/1,4 A 
reg. 1.00 ............. ~ .......... ; " r  
6 pk. knee highs ~ AA 
rag. 2,99 ........... . ............. , . . . . .~ ,~ '~ 
Ladies winter sOCkl ~'~ AA 
hill. 3.49 ......... ...................... L , ' - r  "1' 
Gills slouch socks sizes "/-11 ~ 44  
rag. 2.99 ............ , ................. . . - ,  1 
Ladles Ibtped stmtchy gloves ~ AA 
leg. 2.99 ........ ..... .................. ~ , - I ' - i r  
e x le  enbr0emcnte, coiopr 9 44 
• only n~. 8.99 ................... ~.... " -  • 
ti X 7 enlargements. 919 AA 
colour enly rag. 4.59 ........ ,---am,, . - r - r  
Ouraceil 4 pk AA battcdes _~l AA  
rq.  4.27 ......... ;.. ................... v , " r ' r  
Video librarf hoidm 9 /1  AA 
reg. 19/ ......................... z -a i  8-1r-lr 
Woci~rest 3 pk audto 1 AA 
casscttes reg. 2.49 ................ i . '~r~ 
' :  FABRICS:& DOMESTICS 
'~ • "~L INENS:  ~" 
Te~ & pge anppers sizes. 9 AA 
S,M,L reg. 399 ...................... ib . ' -a ' -v  
Assorted shoe laces 1 AA 
lag. 1.99 ............................... a . - r - r  
Guml pmtucter watcqxooflng 9 AA 
rag. 3.99 ............................... ~.,,v,.~ 
: : : JEWELERY :: 
Aesortad Bdnk ROOkies 91t  AA 
2609 rag. 1,09 ................ L / |  ,'S'"~V 
Assorted Regal cooklod 1 AA 
4009 reg. 1.99 ...................... a , ' r ' T  
Gouda cheese, miM, 
medium & spiced 041 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ "~ '~ '# 1009 d~ 
Moneys mulhceoms ~19 AA 
284ml .............. ~ ............. e.Pl L . ' ' j r  'qr 
Sesame asse~ed lama 1 , 4 4  
7goml .................................. 
Pudtan beef & ~'~ AA 
idsh stew 4259~ ..................... ~ , "v~ 
Teddy grsbams 260g 1.44  
rag. 1.99 ............................... | 
Sape, p~,.~,ng = 1 .44  rag. 1.99 ....................... 
Lunch box R I1  AA 
ddnks ............................ u /n  ,'-it ~ 
9 Inch pepperoni & I AA 
hawaiian pizza ....................... i .'-a'-ir 
• . ,  ,uba,,.d,. h,. .  211 re,. 1.go ........................ , .44  
Mens subatandard t.sldrts ~) AA 
reg. 3.09 ............................... L .~r~r  
~ns sprinter bdefo e) AA 
reg. 2.99 ............................... It.. , '- it " i '  
Boys sprlnler bdcfs 1 AA 
reg. 1.99 ............................... a , "w 'w 
wne~cnet work bose 9 AA 
rag. 3.49 ............................... ~."l~"~ 
Mens 100 per cent non-elastloe~ AA 
hone reg.2.99 ....................... m. , ' - i r~  
Work haddkenchlefs 91t  AA 
reg..99."....,.,....... . ...... L ' / I  " ~  
Wooicrest Insulated foam cups~ AA 
reg. 3.19..; ............................ L , - - i r ' l '  
Wooicrest foam plates ~) AA 
reg. 3.69 ........... :' ............... ;... L . " r  "I '  
Glad cgugwrsp 
reg. 1.99 ........................ 1 .44  
Taper 
.,dig, ............. ' .....,.....7/1 i44 
J.cloths oil pufpcne lowell 1 AA 
• reg. 2.27 .......................... ; . . . .a , " l r" t r  
Frssh-lock re.usable boga 9/1 AA 
• reg. 1.39 ........................ ,.-lu.,-~,,,~ 
Ladles O.S panUes. ~ AA 
reg. 3.29 ............................... L , 'e ' l '  
Ladies reg. hdefs sizes S,M,L 9 AA 
reg. 3.59 ............................... L ' . ' r  "a' 
Queen size hugmatas . a) AA 
leg. 2.99 .................... . .......... 6. , "w 'a '  
Ladies bikini bdefo 
sizes S,M,L 9 44[4/0 
rag. 2.74 .......... ;.................... L , l - r  
Tiloo punch bags O l l  AA 
reg. 1.00.......'. ............... dr, in  ," lF ' l r  
1.99 Jumbo noicudng book 1 AA 
reg. 1.99 ............................... e , " i t  . lr  
Giant read-a.fong book t AA 
rag. 1.99 ............................... i . -a"l '  
Sassy poseabie dolls 1 AA 
reg. 2.98 ............................... i , -Pe  
Pumpkin candy carder ~ AA 
rag. 3.49 ............................... L , "W' I '  
Small hailowe'en candies 1 44  
reg. 2.00 ............................... u , ' -r '~ 
Temporary coiour 91o & 
glitter sprays ~ AA 
reg. 2.99 ............................... - - - , " r  - ' f  
Safety oclsaors by crsyola 1 AA 
re O. 2.19 ............................... c ,'-ir -v  
Crsyoia crayons 1 4,1 rag. 1.99 ................................ ~ ,  
Fun sticken AI~ AA 
rug%~!.00 ...... 36¢ee. od~/ t i  ,'ql'kl[ ' 
StoraBle cutlery trays ~ AA 
reg. 2.79 ............................... ,c-,'-tr ..at 
Stersgta microwave 
splatter screen reg. 2.69 2F~ am 
.......... 1.72 ea. or .......... /u ,  mlrul' 
Starsltte 11 bottle 1.4 m 
re D . 1.79 ............................... "It 
Swan design cereal bowl 
or coffee mug ea .o ,2 /1 ,44  
rag..99 ............. 72 
Utenstls for non.stick 1.44 
cookware reg. 1.69 ................ 
Steretlte plastic 
wastebasket .................... . .................... 
Mlznd coin tubas O 4A 
reg. 2.99 ............................... K , , - rv  
Uflll~ scotch tape ~ 1 AAI 
rag..99 .......................... mr... n ,'1,"11' 
Big value envelopes & 
wdtin 9 pads ' 1 AA 
rag 1.99 ...................... .. ........ i , f f~  
Papa,mate 0 plus 1 pens 1 AA 
reg. 2.19 ............................... e ,"tr"tr  
10 memo peds/biocks 75 
sheets each 1 AA 
rug. 1.99 ............................... n , ~  
G.E. VCR 
with remote control  
Reg. $390.99 Sale 
s34444 
SAVE 
$44440FF 
ANY SANYO GHETTO 
BLASTER IN STOCK 
. .  , . .  
CLOCK RADIO 
G.E. Space Saver 
AM/FM Reg. $17.99 : 
* =i344  
,'.' OLD"  i~ 'ASHIONED 
STYLE  COLLECTOR'S  
EDIT ION RADIO 
with cassette. Reg. $89.99 
san8. 
S7444 
SAVE 
S444 OFF 
ANY WEATHER GUARD 
B00TIN STOCK " 
Reg. up to $31.09 
MEN'S  BLUE JEANS 
Assorted brand nmmu"  
selected.lrrooulere.. ' 
Reg. 120.00 Sale 
S14 44 
'LADLES L.A, HOT '  
CO-ORDINATE 
SWEATPANTS & 
SWEAT SHIRTS 
Reg. $12.09 & 
$14.99 Sale, 
$g44 
HOOVER "ELITE 350' 
UPRIGHT VACUUM 
Reg. $109.9~. Sale 
 ,=i4444::: 
7 PCE.  PORCELAIN  
ENAMELLED 
COOKWARE SETS 
Reg. $61.99 
Salw 
$4444 
3 SHELF  FOLDING 
BOOKCASE 
Natural wood ©olour 
Reg. $79.09 Sale 
$54. 4' 
Hot turkey sandwiches & ~ i  AA 
small beverage ...................... u . - t r  -!' 
BOcon & eggs & ~ AA 
regular beverage .................... dG. , ' I f  *1' 
Wnedhury 3 pk face soap 1 AA 
reg. 1.59 ............................... , "v  me 
Lenders shampoo & 1 AA 
conditioner 1L re 9, 1.97 ......... n , '1 '~  
GHletfo good news razors ~ AA 
rag. 3.49 ............................... L z'a'"le 
Men's & ladies speed stick ~) AA 
deodorant reO. 3.49 ............... ! -  • "5' '1' 
Colgate tuothpaste 150ml 1 
, , .1 . .  ............................... , 44  
Perspective 150 pc. ~ ' t i  AA 
coffee swabs rag. 1.00.... = . - /n  ,"1.711 ' 
Wagon wheels 3509 1.44 
reg. 2.00 ............................... 
Champion raisins 1 AA 
196g .................................... a ,'-it - r  
Candy kisses 2 Ibs ~ AA 
reg. 2.99 ............................... 'r-- z " ] r 'e  
Mini rags 30 pk 1 ,44 reg.,9, .............................. _ - . - .  
Kerr candy 4009 1 4.'1 reg 199 ................................ _ - - ,  
Assorted Zachary chocolates 1 AA 
1139 reg. 1.99 ...................... n , " r '~  
Art,on high faddon watch 9 44 
straps reg. 3.99 ..................... . . - ,~  
Silver jewelory cleaner 236ml ~ AA 
reD- 3.99 ............................... ~r.-. ,.~ .,,1~ 
Glds size 8 - 14 
panOes 1.44 
• -reg. 1.99 ............................... 
Boys Watson bdefs 
sizes 4 - 6x 
reg.2.1, ............................... 1,44 
Bids panties 
sizes 2.3x 2/1 
reg. 1.19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  44 
Receiving blankets 
she 30 x 36 ~) AA 
reg. 2.99 ............................... L , - f~  
Infants bibs 4AA 
rag. 1.99 ............................... i .=tql '
,uko.22,.r. ehe,,, 0 r213 .44  
rag. 2.69 ........ 1.72 on. 
6 pk. tame tennis balls 1 AA 
reg. 2.29 ............................... a . - i ' - I r  
Cede, target arrows 2.44 
rag, 3.29 ............................... 
Free style swimming goggles 1 AA 
reg. 1.99 ............................... n .'.e'1, 
Wldte hockey tape 24mm ~ AA 
n 24m rag.3.49 ..................... L . 'P I '  
Sheet hockey balls ~ AA 
re D, 2.99 ............................... L , " t r~ 
Stnmt hockey biadcs ~) AA 
reg. 2.99 ............................... L , " f ' r  
v~" masking tape 1 AAI 
re o, 2.19 ............................... i , ' -e" i "  
Clear carton packing tape 1 AAI 
rag. 2.49 ............................... O , " l r ' I r  
Magic closet "ve f  hanoers 2.44 
reg. 3.OO ............................... 
3M extension come a.~ AA 
1110. 3.37 ............................... at-", " i '  "1i' 
Magic Olove dry polisher ~ AA 
Leg. 2.99 .......................... L ,  "1'" i '  
Wize~ rug & morn 
,,ado,,, .213 .44  reg. 2,79 ........ 1.72 ne. 
ice window scraper vdth 1 
h=h,,.2.69 ...................... _ 44. 
Rocket heavy duty hattudes 1 .4"  
rag. 1.99.2.19 ..................... 141. 
Bounce fabric softener A AA 
aaet'd ................................... "11'. "It '.ll, 
Unt roller 
rag 30o ............................... 2 44 
Tye tan self adhesive vinyl 9 44  
rag. 3.29 ............................... i . - r - . r  
Feh,c ,peoin,- va,ed 1 .44 / , ,  
assortment rug. 2.39m ...... 
Rsnellette special 
rag. 2.99,m...1.7~m , ,2 J3 ,44  
Polyester quilt batting ~l'i~ AA 
rag. 2.79/m......1.72/m orm, , /u , 'T ' f  
Cambridge & red heart ~ AA 
crochet coHon m0. 2.99 ......... L , -~ ,~ 
Felt squares various 
ooiou. 211 .44  ~. .89  ea ....... 72¢ ne. of ; 
1 Ib chipped foam m'j AA  
stuffing rag. 3.00 ................... L , ' l ' " f f  
Pmmotlonsi thread 7/1 AA 
reg, 3/.99~ ....... 21¢ ne. griN. n ,"'it - it  
6 pack washoioth d~/~ 4d  
reg..75 l ,  . . . . . . .  §8¢ , , .  o rU lO . I ' l~ l  ' 
Hartz 5000 budgie seed 2 a,, 
rag. 2.99 ........... :. ................... .."1"1' 
Hertz small animal 2,,, AA 
shavings reg. 2.69 .......... I~e,'~"lP 
Pudna puppy and do 0 chow ~ AA 
2kg bag.rag. 4.99 .................. U."v '~ 
ConHnental planl sprayer ~ 4A 
• g. 3 49 ............................... - , - - r - i -  
6" plssUc planl pot 
sagnefS ,  
toO. 1.19 ......... 7, . . .211 .44  
PCTORES/FRAMES : 
. . . .  : & BATHSHOP : 
Acrylic h'ames 5"x 7" ~/~ 4d 
reg. 2.49 ........ 1.72 n .  o rE , . /~ ,ut 'q  ' 
8 x 10 Mockbustar I )  AA  
picture frames rag. 3.97 ......... L ' '~ '9  
19" x 39" rag ruos 
• ,. 2.,9 ........ 172,. 0 ,213 .44  
Roor mats 
.g.3.00.3.99 ..................... 2 44  
Mild &med 
Armstrong cheese OAI  
.............................. • ~"T I IOOg 
o,,,o co,,, 1 .64  
per pdce ....................... 
VAllam Tell 911  
,ppiei,,.t, .......... , . , , .44  
, ].o.,.o,... H ,.4,,.,o0,- 
) ' 4 pk assorted flavors 9 A4  automatic dishwasher 
deturgent A AA 
, ................................... , . , , l~r  4 lag 6.99 ....................... - i r , ' - r  '-f 
~ . . . .  v v v v --e ~ V v V ~P' V ~ IP" 
• 11 Quaker Stats qJ Vim §OOml soft 
, lO.3O 1.44  i ,crubcfoenser ~ 4a  
1119. 2.49 ...................... , j ~ ~ ~ l l '  .................................. = . . -=- , r  
O.v. bacon 9 f ld  
50011 ............................ h,v~'  
Sik'ad ham 1759 ......... . a 
brown imnd 
.941=,  
RoNn ilocd flour 6,44 
10kgi.,......: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Kraft dinner ~14 AA 
2280 .................. L l i i  ,~ - I r  
l= .=.u~ry  6 .44  de~nt  ...................... 
ABC taundry _~ A A 
deteqplnt ...................... v . "w"v  
,3.m m~ _'4 A/  
'fabric 8offoner ............... v , ' - z r  ~ 
,,']'"--',o ,o. 1 . . . .  | ]--,.,,= LlghtboIba spray 3500 1 AA 1.44  me. 1.99 ...................... • .  ~",, b ' reg. 2.29 ...................... 
~ eIT.e " /dA  ( ILartz 10 Ib bag with blooch .................. / t ' l " - -w  
) 4 of kitty fitter ,,, • ~, , ,  4 AA 
)~:4 ml l .2.99. l .72ea.w&lq,p,~'11'  ) 4 Tldefrnedeteegenl ........ ,,"v".# 
Regular Price etuted Is our 
WoolWOrth Flegulm" PrioR. eale Price 
armed 18 our Woolworth Sale Pdca, 
, ( ,  
PRICE8 ,EFFECTIVE 
WHILE QUAHI I f lE8 LA8T  
u 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANlIllE8 
STORE mS:  
9:30  Lm. -Sp ,m.  U Lm.  - 6p .m.  
Thu~. • Fd. ' SundRy 
8:30  alto. * g o.m. 11 Lm.  • n p.m, 
,.'~ -, ~ ~ ~ .~ ", ~ ~ ~ 
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Ala ska n: con nectOr 
said ro ad to riches 
TERRACE - -  Completion of a 
B.C.-southeast Alaska road link 
will likely mean ore from the 
Iskut mines will no longer be 
shipped out of Stewart, but the 
minister responsible for nor- 
thern development says both the 
province and that community 
will ultimately benefit. 
Maintaining the connector 
route would openup more than 
just mining in the I area, Dave 
Parker predicted'there would be 
cases where it "was more 
economic to ship products 
through Stewart rather than 
Alaska. 
"Each (community) has a 
role to play, you can't have it 
all," he said. 
From the province's tand- 
point, Parker said, "the big 
item is jobs." He pointed out 
the single biggest source of 
government revenue was per- 
sonal taxation "and it only 
comes from healthy payrolls." 
Noting only high grade ore 
was being mined at the moment, 
he said anything less was being 
left in the ground at the mo- 
ment. Provision of a shorter 
and therefore cheaper transpor- 
tation route would make it 
economical to mine some of the 
lower grade deposits in the area, 
he emphasized. 
Lower transport costs would 
not only increase the economic 
viability and longevity of ex- 
isting gold mines, but could also 
lead to extraction of minerals 
other than :gold. 
Alaska state legislature member 
Robin Taylor said its comple- 
tion would ,•also prompt 
development of the corridor's 
"huge  t imber resources, 
tremendous hydro-electr ic 
resources and tour ism 
potent ia l . ' '  
Suggesting those resources 
would never be developed 
without access to a nearby port, 
Taylor: added, " I f  you don't 
have the port, there's not going 
to be anybody sitting in the 
Iskut valley except somebody 
on welfare wanting to watch 
birds." 
Parker said the road should 
be in as far as the Eskay proper- 
ties by the end of 1991 and ex- 
tended to reach the Skyline 
mine the following year. He 
noted the recent closure of 
Skyline had reduced the priority 
for that last stretch. 
On the Alaskan side, Taylor 
said environmental studies on 
the proposed route for the 
Bradfield road should be com- 
pleted by next fall. With design 
and engineering work likely to 
take six to nine months, he an- 
ticipated construction could 
begin as early as the spring of 
1992. 
He said the final decision to 
proceed with construction of 
the Alaskan portion would rest 
with the Alaska Industrial 
Development Authority -- it 
will issue the bonds that will 
finance the project. 
That in turn "will depend on 
Dave Parker 
Robin Taylor 
the economic viability of the 
road," heagreed, but was con- 
fident it would prove so. 
WHERE DO YOU DRAW THE LINE 
ON.DRINKIN GANDDRIVING?,':i .... : ~ : : ,  . . . . .  ,~..:,~...~.:. 
:'~,,~ . . .~~ ~ ";  ,i~" ddnk, 8p';V~hy~tak~;'the:chance~.dn- 
• ~,.~..../~ ~I~/ ' I~]L:4|  ~ ibelngchargedwitha(~rlmlnalpffence?.., 
~ I / /  ~l~'~ i J  ~ ,After all,:you re the one whig has tO, ' 
• I! ~( l ]  "~ '~" /~"  draw,he, , . . . . '  ~ ' :~ ' '  
I I I 
" "  " DLES 
Baby's Name: Amanda Jean Vlck .-~ 
Date & Time of Birth Septmber 12, 1990 at 9:19 pm i 
Weight;'7 Ibs.6 0z:., Ibx: Female ::...  " . . :  
Parents: Roy Vlck & Isabell Mowatt: 
BaWl Natal: Dustln Robert Anderson 
Bate & Time of BUll: September 10, 1990 at 10:22 p.m, 
WeilII¢ 8 Ibs. 8 oz. max: Male 
Pemnte: Mike & Llanna Anderson 
• BaWl Iklm: Ashley Lee Murray 
Date & Tim oflilrth: September 13, 1990 at 1:25 a.m. 
Willie 7.7 Sex: Female 
Pan~: Scott Murray and Sendra Cooper 
Baby's Name: Ryan George Mackenzie Morgan 
Bate & Time of Birth: September 15, 1990 at 1:56 a.m. 
WI~IIM: e Ibs. 6 oz. max: Male 
Pmnte: Wallace & Marouedta Morgan 
Skeena Mall 
SEE OUR FLYER IN 
THE MAIL FOR 
OCTOBER 
TOY SALE PRICES 
sa,.me 
While he agreed increased 
mining activity would be a ma- 
jor benefit from the road, 
Search 
narrows 
TERRACE - -  Government 
negotiators say they're close to 
getting options to purchase 
three preferred sites for a new 
local jail in Thornhill. 
Seven sites in Thornhill have 
been identified as suitable, ac- 
cording to B.C. Buildings Cor- 
poration spokesman John' Mur- 
'phy,  bu t only •three are being 
targetted in negotiations for 
now, 
The search for a new correc- 
tional centre site to replace the 
aging former motel on Hwyl6 
that now houses the centre has 
been going on for more than a 
year, 
"Three of the sites we've 
identified are really on our 
priority list," Murphy said last 
week, .And as soon as we have 
options to purchase those sites 
we will be approaching the 
regional district." 
S UMBER 
.LODGE 
TERRACE 
"]702 l.akelse Avenue 
Phone 5356302 
HOURS: 
Monday 
to Saturday 
7 a.rn. - 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday & 
Holidays 
• ~8 a.rn. - 3 p.m. 
6OODFAMILY DINING AT: 
"REASoNABLE.PP, ICES. 
OF ALL  REMAIN ING 1990 's  
| '-OR UP TO t8, MONTHS 
OR $500 TO $3000 CASH BACK** ON 
r . .  
NEW 1990 CARS AND TRUCKS * WHILE STOCKS LAST*** 
McE a'n 
Ter race  
• . . , . 
L 
vento~. Seine•vehiCles may .or be tmmed~at;J~, .a,ab,o from d~=or s =:~. O~er ava,ab,e toqua,,~ rote, buyers ,,aRcing tho,r 
purchase through GMAC:e a maximum:~. 8, moRt .~m!nimum 24molithfln 0 g contract on approved credit. GMAC may require a, 
down Cayme,~; '~ off#applies!t0 retatl I~d~n~ise my and fleet ordersare"not elllglb:: ~ee your local participating dealer for details. 
,**0ffer applies to new ahd, uriused; o~:.demonstrator, 1990 • and, 1991imede s p rcased from dealer Inventory. Cash back and 
A.P.R. are limited time offers and may not be combined. You may keep the cash or apply it to your transaction, ** * Limited time only 
i ; :~  i NIRVANA-MOKRN 
/, i  ~\ ,  '~MEI~APHYSIcB'' '
~NOW OPEN 
'offering:courses, open channel 
ieadings,:i,b0oks, tapes,. crystals,. 
.Info.centrelandmm:o, i';:' i . / "  
• 3611 Clittehwood CresNnt, ]., 
:.-6311-7776.i' " .  
Mon~- Sat. i o.sand , 
Mon.;:Wed.,;Fd.~ 7.9 p.m~ 
i 
TO 
'KING'S 
CASTLE 
PLAY & LEARNSS 
OPEN HOUSE '4b 
OCTOBER 13  
AT 1:00 P.M. 
4727 PARK AVE. 
QUALITY OUT 
OF scHOOL CARE 
FOR CHILDREN 
FROM KINDERGARTEN 
TO GRADE 7 
41,, 
FEATURING 
A NEW LARGER 
AND MORE 
CENTRAL 
LOCATION 
FUN FILLED 
CURRICULUM 
FOR YOUR 
CHILD'S LEARNING 
ENJOYMENT 
ART & CRAFTS 
'4~ 4) '  
DRAMA & DANCE 
.4 .  '4~ ~• 
MUSIC & SONGS 
FIEL~II~RIPS 
STORY TIME 
AUDIO~VISUAL " 
FRENCH 
SUPPLEMENTS 
A FULL 
SELECTION 
OF OUALITY 
EDUCATIONAL 
• TOYS, GAMES 
'~ AND PLAY 
EQUIPMENT 
ADVENTURE 
PLAY AREA 
4~ .4, 
If you have children from 
kindergarten to grade 7 who need 
day care and would like Iurther 
information please clip and mail 
!his portion to 
The Kings Castle 
4727 Park Ave. Tenace B.C. 
VGG lW2 P, hone: 638,0404 
Pletsse complete: 
NAME:,., . . . .  
AODRESS: , , . . ;  
I " , '  
PHONE: - - , , ,  
NO. OF CHILORrEL  
" ~ kP T " r ~'~--'~ ~ :WE START SERVING YOU  AT , 8 .... AiM 
] ;: :: ' MeN - -  TUES ---WED --.SAT,:(I'ii:B =;:,M,- 6P :M,  : THURS - -  FR / :8  A.M," - -  "~;P;iM~:~: ,  -!:: ; ,  :i ! 
I I I 
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WHAT'S  
up 
OCTOBER 10, 1990 --'. Daiin8 
Violence Workshop "Educa- 
tion for date rape prevention" 
will be held from 7 - 9 p.m. at 
Terrace Public Library 
(downstairs). For further info 
call 635-4042 or 638-0228. Co- 
sponsored by Terrace Sexual 
Assault Centre and. Terrace 
Womens' Centre. 
: ~r****  
OCTOBER 10,1990-- Kitimat 
Centennial Museum is holding 
a workshop on Old' Forest 
: Growth with Leslie Ootte£feld, 
Sat, from 9 - 3:30 p.m. at 
Kitimat Centennial Museum. 
Program: Slide lecture and 
feild trip to Hirsch Creek Pai'k. 
For more info. contact the 
Museum 632-7022. 
** 'k**  • ' 
" OCTOBER 12,13,1990" 3rd 
annual conference of Northern 
B.C. Friends & Families of 
Schizophrenics at the Terrace 
Inn, sponsored by the Terrace 
support group. Topics are The 
value of support; aking care of 
ourselves. Invited ' speakers: 
Gerry Marshall & Sylvia 
Trernbley from the B.C. 
branch, Lynn Turnbull, 
Telkwa branch. For further in- 
formation contact Marsha 
635-5010 or 638-3325. 
"A..t. * **  
OCTOBER 20, 1990 -- Rum- 
mage sale at KnOx United 
Church from 9 a.m. to noon. 
Sponsored by the Knox Mis- 
sion and Outreach Comm. 
OCTOBER 25, 1990 -- Jean 
Rysstad will be reading at the 
Terrace Public Library on 
Thurs. at 7:30 p.m. Her stories 
have been aired as radio 
dramas on CBC 
"Morningside". Travelling In, 
her first book of stories, was 
recently published. Admission 
is free. 
ADULT FEMALE SUR- 
VIVORS OF SEXUAL 
ASSAULT GROUP. Every 
Wed. 7 - 9 p.m. Call 635-4042 
for fm:ther info. 
BATTERED WOMEN' 
S SUPPORT GROUP. Every 
Tues. 7 - 9 p.m. Caii 635-6447 
or 635-4042 for further info. • 
, ' * ***  
HERITAGE PARK is still 
open to the public until the end 
of Sept. Please call Heritage 
Park at 635-4546 (or 63~-2508) 
to confirm t!mes or for more 
information. 
NOW OPENED -- Crystal's 
Place, Youth Centre. 
Operating, Monday, Wednes- 
day, Friday. 3:00 p.m. to It :GO 
p.m. 4804 Olson St. 
TEAM PLAY HORSESHOE 
There will be a horseshoe train- 
ing program for anyone who 
would like to play. Come out 
Wed. evening or Sunday after- 
noon. It is fun-and good par- 
ticipation. For more informa- 
ti6n call 635-2856 
THE OVEREATERS ANON- 
YMOUS support group meets 
every Wednesday t 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave. Ph. 635-6510 or 638-0664 
for more information. 
Newcomers welcome, 
THE KINETrE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
the month. Anyone interested 
in more information about he 
Kinettes or meetings please call 
Gait at 635-9253. 
WOMEN'S SUPPORT 
GROUP will be meeting every 
Thursday, from 1.3 p.m. in the 
Conference Room at the Psych 
Unit. For further info. call 
Benita t 635-4906.(Mon. ~ Fri. 
• 8:30-4:30 p.m.) 
WED, NITE VIDEOS will be 
held downstairs al the Kermode 
Friendship Centre at 7:30. Now 
"playing: Educational videos on 
Alcohol and Drugs. For further 
info, call 6354906 (Mon;- Fri. 
8:30 -4:30 p.m.) 
ill! The Terrace Standard offers What's Up as a 
public service to its 
~:~ readers and those com- 
/~. / .  muaity,, organizations in 
~: ;" ~' the area. . . . .  : :~ . . . .  
,.. -, " Items for this section 
• ~i '~ ~.~|~ :are: for  non-pro f i t  
• / ~!ll ~ 61"ganiz'ations and,  for 
• : ~:l: those events in which 
; ~ l !  ~:.ihere is:he" cost to gain 
- " "-"~[~ admission. 
' . " ; i l "  , ' !T°  meet  our  produc-  
~ ./,l~"iion deadlines, we ask 
:.!'1' "that all Items be submit- 
,?~;-:' '~i~[ii ~FRJDAYi.pre~dlng; the 
: .  i:W, mo ask that Items 
~. i, ~.:~l: iR~ewritten or be pflnted 
IT. WAS ONLY the second time. in the eightyear history of:the Toy,Run the weather had failedto co- 
operate; but:the'raindid-nothing to dampen-the enthusiasm of area motorcyclists who turned out to 
support the event. Riders and passengers brought with them toys of all kinds to get this year's Salva- 
tion Army Christmas ham per campa,gn off to a flying start. Above, Kitimat's Paul Monaghan added his 
own special touch of colour to what was a very grey day, turning up in the guise of Shriner clown Rain- 
bow. 
Scholarships way up 
NorthwestCommunity College has handed out 
a record amount in entrance scholarships this 
year and that, says academic head Andy KI- 
ingner, is evidence "We're attracting an ever 
higher calibre of students." 
To qualify for the scholarships, he explained, 
students must have maintained at least a B 
average throughout their grades 11 and 12 
studies. Those with an A average arn a 100 per 
cent rebate of their tuition fees while B plus earns 
a 75 per cent rebate and a B average 50 per cent. 
For a top student hat can mean a" saving of 
$1,000, he added. 
Klingner said the college had paid out $12,700 
in the first semester this year compared to $11,300 
for both 1989-90 send.esters and projected a likely 
payout of $25,000 by the end of  the year. 
The money comes from interest generated on 
the $140,000principal accumulated in theNWCC 
endowment fund. 
year. 
While it was hard to pin down precise reasons 
for this development, he suggested it was in part 
due to the success of the advisory committee 
NWCC had formed a couple of years ago. 
Noting that committee included representatives 
from high schools throughout the college region, 
he said "The closer ties mean there are people in 
the high schools peaking positively of the college 
and that rubs off on the students there." 
Other possible factors included the difficulty of 
getting into southern colleges, fears of the effect 
of the Vancouver Community College strike and 
the higher cost of living in the lower mainland. 
However, he emphasized, whatever their 
reasons for choosing NWCC students could still. 
be confident hey were participating in a "top 
quality program (that) certainly compares 
favourably to all the other community colleges in 
the province." 
from its endowment fund. Pointing out this was the second consecutive 
At the the' Terrace campus, he said the jump year of increased enrolment a t  the college, KI- 
reflected not so much an ~mprovement in the ingner said, "Whatever we're doing, we seem to 
calibre of students from Caledonia Senior Secon- be doing the right thing." 
dary - -  he described Cal grads as consistently The right thing included the continued effort to 
among the top students in the province - -  as the 
increase in the number enrolling at NWCC this Cont'd on B3 
RECORD BREAKERS. Monica 5ousa (left to right), Dalice Kelln, Suzanne Banville, Elizabeth Mendes 
(all Caledonia grads) and Nicole Burden of Kitimat'~, Mount Elizabeth senior secondary are among 
those whose school grades earned thetn a Northwest Community College entrance scholarship. The 
college has paid out a record amount this year. 
Band visit brings 
back the memories 
When the Mar i t imes  
Forces Pacific's Naden Band 
plays the R .E .M.  Lee 
Theatre next week, the per- 
formance will likely trigger 
many memories for one 
member of the local audience 
On page 127 of Jack Mir- 
tle's book recounting the 50 
year history of the band is 
the entry: Ryan, J .M.  
(James) - -  Sgt. - -  1953-74. 
That, of course, is Jim Ryan 
whose musical talents guide 
the Terrace Community  
Band, sponsor's for Naden's 
visit. 
H igh points of the years 
Ryan spent with the band in Jim Ryan 
eluded the opening ceremonies for the 1954 British Empire 
and Commonwealth games in Vancouver, playing Canada 
Week at the Seattle World's Fair in 1962 and a 1972 tour 
which took in Australia, New Zealand and Fiji. 
Ryan's name appears in  an account of the Silver drums 
Ceremony held June 16, 1961 at Beacon Hill Park - - " J im 
Ryan took over on the bass drum when it proved too heavy 
for Nelson to finish the ceremony." 
And Ryan's vocal talents are recorded in a 1963 entry 
which notes he was a member of The Consorts, a quartet 
which "did a stint on the Ida Clarkson television show." 
The 37-piece Naden band performance takes place Tues- 
day, Oct. 16 beginning at 8 p.m. The program will include 
vocal and instrumental soloists, special arrangements on a:  
nautical theme and a musical tribute to the Canadian identity. 
Tickets cost $8 for adults and $5 for seniors and children 
with all proceeds going to charity. They can be purchased at 
Sight and Sound or the Legion. 
Deluge of donations 
The Northern Winter Games society has 16,3S5 reasons to 
thank the community for its support. That's the 'dollar 
amounto f  pledges received during its Sunday, Sept. 30 
telethon. 
Approximately 250 volunteers turned out to help keep the 
event i'unning smoothly as singers, dancers and other per- 
formers from across the northwest kept both the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre and television audiences entertained. 
Organizers remind pledgers they can drop off their dona- 
tion at the games office on Keith Ave. or mail it to Box 98, 
Terrace, V8G 4A2. 
Volunteers needed 
A shortage of trained volunteers here is the prime reason 
the Canadian Cancer Society has picked Terrace as the site of 
its western regional workshop, says the society's northern 
district manager. 
Although the three day workshop - -  it runs Oct. 19-21 - -  is 
intended mainly as a training session for the region's existing 
volunteers, Dan Legault hoped it might also help spur local 
residents to sign up and join the organization's efforts within 
the community. "We're in great need of volunteers in Ter- 
race," he emphasized. 
Legault said much of the society's time was spent fund- 
t 
raising for both cancer research and to cover the cost of 
public education/imformation programs. 
However, he added, it also provided substantial benefits to 
the community at a local level, including a variety of patient 
services, emergency aid volunteers, public education and sup- 
port for people living with cancer. 
The training/information sessions will be held at the Inn of 
the West and cover the society's volunteer development, fund 
raising and public relations programs. 
Legault said anyone interested in taking part could register 
at no charge by phoning him at 564-0885 or the group's local 
contact, Joyce Casorso, at 635-4116. 
Dignitaries visit 
The local Odd Fellows and Rebekah lodges hosted impor- 
tant guests at a Sept. 24 pot luck supper when Ross R. Mac- 
Millan, Grand Master of the B.C. Grand Lodge, Grand Mar- 
shall Stm Johnson and their wifes paid Terrace a visit. 
The event was held in the lodge's new premises on Walsh 
Ave., formerly the Ukrantsn Hall. MacMillan delivered what 
district deputy Grand Master James MacKay described as "a 
very Interesting address" on the state of the order and "in- 
spired us to enlist the support of new members." 
MacKay noted some of the membership requirements have 
recently been changed and some new objectives have also 
been added "to Improve the fellowship and Involvement of 
the families in social events," 
Winning at cards 
The Child Development Centre's recent photo contest drew 
"lots of entries", says program director Margot Hayes - -  the 
only problem was selecting the winners given the high stan- 
dard of the submissions. 
In fact, although the judges were originally to select just 
two photos, the quality of the photos eventually led them to 
pick out four  top .shots. 
The successful shutterbugs were Lori MoRan and Bobbi 
D0zzi and their submissions will now appear'on the front of 
the centre's 1990 Christmas cards. Money raised from theSale 
of the cards will go toward the cost of  running the CDC and 
i tsprograms.  
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Scouters learn pi rotoco 
Welcome to Around Thor. 
nhiil. 
Well, the fall is definitely here 
and by the looks of the snow on 
the top of some of those moun- 
tains winter is not far behind. 
or or or or,or 
I spent a great weekend Sept. 
28-30 out at the Kin Kamp 
cooking for 70 plus Venturers 
and Rovers from Terrace, 
Prince Rupert, Kitimat, 
Houston and even Prince 
George. 
They came to attend an ex- 
ecutive training session covering 
things like how to run a meeting 
properly. Because venturers 
basically run their own pro- 
grams, they need to learn what 
each job consists of from presi- 
dent to treasurer. Both Ven- 
turers and Rovers have adult 
leaders - -  called advisors - -  but 
they are only there if needed. 
They are a great bunch of 
guys and gals. Having been with 
them for the three years since 
they designed the executive 
training program, I've seen a lot 
o f  changes and a lot of kids 
growing up to become very 
responsible Y~ru:g:dults" " " d i 
School News ArOun i-i, . .  
i . 
( o/op,r Thornhiil. 
MacGregor, comes from Kit. our first a 
L ~ . ' ~  wangawhere she has been in the will be held tot 
habit of jumping out of planes and will follow 
on a regular basis. - - as last year. W~ 
New staff members at Copper 
Mountain Elementary school 
are Miss Wandl, Miss Jones, 
Miss MacGregor and Mr. 
Pollard. A warm welcome to 
them all. It's going to be a great 
year. 
From the Terrace area, Miss 
Wandl is in her first year of 
teaching and islooking forward 
to the new ski hill and lots of 
snow. 
Miss Jones is our new grade 
three teacher and comes to us all 
the way from Nova Scotia. She 
is one of many new teachers 
from the Maritimes working in 
the district his year. 
Our new music teacher, Miss 
Cal council plans 
year to remember 
Long-time staff at Caledonia Senior Secondary say they 
cannot remember a livelier student council election and the in- 
coming executive vows their term of office will not be soon 
forgotten either. 
" It 's  going to be the best student council ever," promised 
newly-elected president Kannin Osei-Tutu, adding the coun- 
cil's goals included relating better to the student body and 
heightening school spirit by creating a more positive attitude. 
Explaining the council would try and build on the impact 
created by the election campaign, Osei-Tutu added, "The 
.school's been very electric so far." 
Bruce,Bingham, staff contact for the council, agreed. Poin- 
• ting out only two of the seven positions went by acclamation, 
he said there remaining five posts were hotly-contested during 
theweek-long campaign. He also complimented candidates 
on the quality of the speeches at the hustings meeting held at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre the day before the vote. 
Osei-Tutu is seen at right with his fellow council members 
(not in order) vice-president Rick Dhami, secretary Margo 
Imfforted ~from Hazelton, 
Mr. Pollard is our new band 
teacher and is looking forward 
to developing a program~ at 
Copper Mountain. 
The school has joined the 
ranks of the smoke.~ee schools 
of Terrace. The entire staff and 
any visitors have come to 
understand that, as educators, 
we promote good health and 
smoking if therefore not allow- 
ed in the school. 
Our volleyball season is about 
to get underway ~nd Ms. Schell 
and Miss Wandl are coaching 
the boy's team. The girl's team 
is being coached by Mr. 
Crawley and promises to have 
fun and play hard. 
hers in a future 
race Standard. 
Chess seems 
with the older 
school and mat 
have been play 
few weeks of tl 
0ror. 
Mr. and Mrs 
my parents az 
Thornhill, celet 
wedding annive 
They now live a 
Vernon and inv 
to drop in for 
their way. 
• oror~ 
]'.hope veryc 
Thanksgiving 
week, keep smil 
Holosko, treasurer Melita Bracken, public relations officer BEST EVER. That's what this year's Caledonia S 
Sara Deleeuw, social convenor Nita Schooner and sports student council will be, according to it's member., 
representative Kim Hamakawa. 
' week  for t -eeth ,  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
By SHIRLEY HUMPHREY 
Registered Dental 
Hygienist 
Did you know that .... Dental 
Hygiene week is from October 
14 to October 20? Dental 
Hygiene week is a nationally 
sponsored project of the Cana- 
dian Dental Hygienist associa- 
tion. 
What is a Dental hygienist? 
Dental hygienists are profes- 
sional members of the Dental 
Health Care team. They may 
work for private dental prac- 
tioners or for community health 
programs to provide informa- 
tion, support, and direct dental 
services to either specific in- 
dividuals or to groupsl. 
To become a hygienist an in- 
dividual must attain a diploma 
or degree of dental hygiene 
from a recognized dental 
hygiene school. The length of 
study is usually 3 to 4 years. In 
the Skeena Health Unit area, 
there are several hygienists 
working and in both private 
dental practices and community 
dental health. 
What can a dental hygienist 
' do in the dental office? 
B.C. dental hygienists enjoy a 
large, range of licensed respon. 
Courtesy Skeena Health Unit 
% 
sibilites. These responsiblities 
are regulated by the College of 
Dental Surgeons of British Col- 
umbia. A dental hygienist can 
perform the following duties: 
• Take and record preliminary 
patient health histories, dental 
chart findings and blood 
pressures 
• Expose and develop 
[adiographs (x-rays) 
• Remove calculus (tartar) and 
plaque from teeth 
• Teach patienfs beneficial oral 
hygiene techniques in order to 
help them attain and maintain 
optimum oral health 
• Apply cavity preventing 
agents, such as fluoride and 
sealants to the teeth 
• Make impression of patients 
teeth for the purpose of studey 
models 
*Counsel patients about the 
benefits and the need for 
regularly scheduled preventive 
dental care 
Fighting the 'flu 
Did you 
know that... 
J 
A dental hygienist may be 
available to you at your local 
dental office. Next time you 
have an appointment ask your' 
dentist for more information. 
What is the focus o f  dental 
health in our community? 
In the Skeena Health Unit, 
two dental hygienists are on 
staff providing care. for the 
communities of the region. 
While hygienists are involved in 
treating people of all age 
groups, the first focus o f  the 
dental community programs is 
directed towards school-aged 
children. The sooner healthy 
dental behaviours are adopted 
by children,, the greater the 
chances are that these children 
will. succeed at avoiding future 
dental problems. 
What can a Community Dental 
Hygienist do? 
• P~omote and teach healthy 
dental behaviours to people of 
all age groups i n a community. 
• Provide a source of dental in- 
formation for the public. 
the 
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For most people, contracting 
' "the 'f lu" is simply a miserable 
experience. But for some, com. 
plleati0ns arising from influen- 
za can make it a more serious 
matter. 
And it is that "high risk" 
~roU~the Skeena Health Unit's 
Vaccination clinics are'aimed at. 
~ Spokesman Debra Zorn said 
those qualifying for the annual, 
CAI 
s Is:available to present infor- 
Explaining the need for the mar ion,and lectures to corn, 
restrictions, Zorn said there was ~ munity~!prOgrams and groups 
a limited amount of vaccine : : con~ngdeata l  health. 
available and it was therefore * iPromote beneficial dental 
important o ensure it went to lifestyle: behavio.urs to the 
those who would.benefit most. public" via media, displays, and 
The Health Unit has two health fairs. 
more clinics planned for this • P rov ide  and maintain 
month, the first taking place resource materials for dental ~ 
tomorrow, Oct. 11 and.the se -hea l thedu cati°n' " " 
cond on Oct. 25. . - :  • ' Ident i fy  'children in urgent fr~e immunization program in- 
Zorn . . . . . . .  "~ need of dental care by perform- ' clUdeadults and children with sam muse wlsnmg co ' " nin s to dun " . . . .  
Chronic heart and lung disorders take advantage of the program' mg oral: scree g Y g I [~ :i,:' :~q 
: that:~ require regular medical were asked tophonethe Health :school age children. : .  I:1:~ :i • I 
: follow-up or hospital care, peg, Unit at 638-3310 to make an ap- ~ I f  you have ~ .any. question s I/::: ! 
ple over the age of 65 and adults pointment. That same number ! ' : c°n~!ng loent~ n.yglen.e or I I  ~:~':: i  i 
or children effected by chronic applied to anyone seeking how t.~e community aentm pro. !1  ~.q~anac  
conditions such as diabetes, clarification on whether, they i gram rathe Skeena Health Unit | I: ' .... 
' I • I can I p 1~ contact us qualified for the programl, ii i l  . . . .  . . . .  , . . . . . .  cancer or immune deficiencies, t¢lp you leas, e 
' RACE C0-0"D:  . . . . . . . .  " ! ! ITER = . , START '  =- 
, ,, oN -wED - sA 8  A.M. -- 6 
i 
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"'- ose" ::cho . . . .  
: ~,/T0'uGH' CALLWith fifteen 
, ~ieXcelient" entries to choose 
from, the judges for the Nor- 
;:. thwest Drug and Alcohol Ser- 
vice(NWADS) poster contest 
..face a difficult, task, At right, 
• fcounsellor Eve Kusnick and 
• StafferMarsha Birnm admire 
trie Work turned in by both 
i adults and children, Although 
judging will take place this 
:~.:mbnth, ~resentation of the 
.., cide";w~i,!D~ug Awareness 
:week, Nov 4-10 The winner 
will receive $1,000 and in the 
near future see. his/her 
design appearing in corer 
munities throughout the 
region as the NWADS's of- 
ficial poster. / [ -"" 
[~ ~ "~i~.. ~3 I 
; Telethon a talent treat 
Well, did you happen to go 
down to the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre on Sunday, Sept. 30, to 
take in the great entertainment 
at the Northern Winter Games 
telethon? Or maybe you watch- 
ed it on T.V.? 
I must say, many congratula- 
tions go to organizer Gall Ap- 
pleton, our own Laurie Thain 
- -  she put out her very best - -  
Doug Smith, Sharon Taylor and 
a l l  the many volunteers who 
donated many hours. 
~A great job too by Karen 
Ljungh, an entertainer herself, 
who was responsible for arrang- 
ing the terrific variety of enter- 
tainment everyone njoyed. It 
proved just how much talent we 
have in the Terrace area. 
A special thanks also to all 
those people who came forward 
with their generous donations 
and  to the merchants who 
) li~l~d~: :0itt ~ by, "pro~,iding ;food 
.for, the _volunteers on duty dur- 
ing the telethon. 
Terraceview's Harvest dinner 
attracted a crowd of about 200 
• with everyone sitting down to a 
lovely turkey dinner with all the 
trimmings including pumpkin 
pie. The kitchen staff prepared 
the mealwith a helping hand 
from Marg and Howard 
Cromarty. 
Doris Mitchell, director of 
residents care, opened the even- 
ing by welcoming everyone and 
then Grace was said by salva- 
tion Army Lt. Heoft. Donna 
~ Laurent and Ruth Mangnus 
werethere also making sure all 
were well looked after. 
A large pat on the back to all 
involved --  I understand it was 
the biggest urn-out yet for the 
event. 
I see the lovely Sleeping Beau- 
:ty Mountain has her first cover 
of snow on her body. The 
From B1 
mountains tops are all looking 
white! 
• A- ~ ~ tk" 4¢ 
Mrs. Giuseppina Bernardo 
has just returned from Van- 
couver where she was on hand 
for son Joe's special day --  on 
Aug. 31 he was called to the 
bar, receiving his certificate to 
pgactice law in the province of 
B.C. 
Joe graduated from 
Caledonia in 1975. In 1983 he 
received his B.A. (Honours) in 
History from U.B.C. adding an 
MSc. from the London 
(England) School of Economics 
and Political Science (LSE) the 
following Year. Last year he 
received his LL.B. from the 
University of Toronto. 
During those years of school- 
ing, Joe picked up numerous 
awards including the Olga 
Leroux scholarship for 
ac~demicex'cellence i  1981, the 
Shastri Indo-Canadian junior 
fellowship (for study and travel 
in India) in 1982 and, in the 
same year, the J.M. Mather 
scholarship for the most 
outstanding student aking third 
year History honours. 
In 1983 he won the J.H. 
Stewart Reid medal for being 
the graduating student with the 
outstanding record in History 
honours and a full Com- 
monwealth scholarship' for the 
LSE. 
Last year he Was awarded the 
C. George Robson, Q.C. and 
Bruce D. Robson Memorial 
• prize in labour law. 
Between his first (1976) and 
second (1980) years at UBC, Joe 
travelled extensively through 
Latin America and Europe and 
after receiving his degree at 
LSE, remained in England to 
write the first draft of a novel. 
He completed that work during 
a 1986-7 leave of absence •from 
law studies and is now submit- 
,SchOldaorships 
'i availability of second year 
!~ courses was particularly impor- 
(iant ,to "mature students." 
s ing le  or working parents at- 
i tempting to  upgrade their 
i i education find it very difficult 
:i to simply pack up and head 
: down south to study. 
" : ,  .;Students~ at thee Terrace cam- 
:i:;pus receiving scholarships are: 
i!',Busine~ administration - -  
<~ Heather  Inglis, Tracy Madigan, 
.: Elizabeth Mendes, Neelam Par- 
Lmar. Lecsha Sabine and Nina 
;5 Te ixe i ra . : ,  
•, office c lu~ra  . "  Suzanne Ban- 
~::vJlle and Nlcole Burden, 
Univers i ty  c red i t -  Lara 
BaChynsky, Linda Cuddeford, 
Gi~egory Doeleman. David 
Oeorge,:Mansell Griffin, Kathy 
Nina Teixeira 
Hough, 3ussi Jaakkola, Dalice 
Kelln, Sandra Loptson, Kirsten 
MacKenzie, Andy Nystrom, 
Jason Parviainen, Lorraine 
Phillips, Punam Sharda, Matt 
Shinde, Krista Soules, Monica 
Sousa, Karl-Anne Stedham, 
Tracy Story and Daysun 
,Wrubel. 
Scholarships have also been 
awarded to 14 students enrolled 
at Prince Rupert and one each 
at Kitimat and Smithers cam- 
puses. 
from *59 °° to *15000 
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-bvThere"Moon ph ! "Nutri/System helped me I 
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PROUD DAY, Called to the bar recently was onetime Terrace resi- 
dent Joe Bernardo. On hand to congratulate him on qualifying to 
practise law in the province were sister Annina (left) and wife 
Charlien. 
ting it to publishers. 
Joe is now working in Van- 
couver where his wife Charlien 
is also a lawyer. Also a lawyer is 
Joe's sister Annina. 
The Bernardo family moved 
to Terrace in 1959 from 
McBride where Joe and Annina 
were both born. 
Good luck to all three in their 
careers. 
• k,k ,k ~, ,k 
I ran into Nan and Doc Har- 
rison in the mall the other day 
--  they were in town visiting for 
a few days and both looked very 
well. 
Doc said he will be back in 
February for the Northern 
Winter Games to do some black 
powder shooting. And Nan says 
they sometimes see Mr. Wilson 
- -  remember him as the band 
teacher - -  and he says his band 
students in Terrace weI:e his 
best. Nice to hear. 
,k ~, ,k ~, ,k 
I hear Tony Cote is in 
hospital so here's wishing him a. 
\Thanks / 
Dear sir: 
I would like to thank 
everyone who helped make 
the first child car seat safety 
check in Terrace a success. It
was a learning experience 
and special thanks go to the 
numerous volunteers, in- 
dividuals and organizations 
in this commtinity that were 
instrumental in the success of 
this event. 
Sincerely, 
Lynn Lalonde, 
Skeena Health Unit. 
speedy recovery, m " : 
• " 'k "k -k ,k 
And I see Randy Durand's 
mother and dad were in town 
the week before last. 
I was talking to Doreen (Doe) 
Bates and she says she is moving 
to Summerland to be near her 
daughter. Doe has worked at 
Lehmann's Jewelers ince Aug. 
1974. I'm sure she will be great- 
ly missed. Good luck on your 
move and best wishes. 
UNICEF 
'i British 
,Columbia 
1-604-687.9096 
Nirvana- Modern 
Metaphysics Courses 
Introduction to Metaphysics, Pro. 
gresslve Metaphysics, Advanced Medita. 
tion 1 & 2, Stress and Relaxation Medita. 
tlon, Progressive Meditation, Young Adult 
Courses, Spiritual Growth, Healing Group. 
8 Wk oouross sterl Ootober 1 
Registration by September 24 
Pro.registration for each set. Space 
limited, For calendar nd Info. call 
Laurel at 635-7776 
i 
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il I f~~ HOT 
m. Slides & pools 
every Wednesday, 
m 2 for 1 , ,  
bring a friend. 
I CA,L 798-2214 EVERY I 
"' After 4:30 p.m. all pools ' . . . . .  WEDNESDAY! 
m m m m  m m m m l  m m m  
RRACE CO-OP....WE START SERVING YOU AT8.A.M.ll 
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Melissa Poe has long, silky pell ing :*' ...... ' :  " r , "  :'~' ` '  k program on en. . . . .  to work in places where they bombs had begun tofalL+She 
blonde hair, bright blue eye s vironmental ills. Young, am. 
and a smile that would light up pressionable and, like • most 
the darkest corner of the most kids, able to learn at light Speed, 
troubled mind. When she's Melissa readily absorbed what 
writing a story or bending over she saw and became concerned. 
a painting her hair gets in the The deep and serious voice of 
way so Melissa ties it back into a the announcer said the United 
ponytail with a colourful rib- States of America, her country, 
bun. 
Like most girls of ten, 
Melissa is still interested in dolls 
and spends a lot of time wat- 
ching television, but unlike 
most of her contemporaries, 
Melissa is an environmental 
activist and energetic member 
of Kids For A Clean Environ- 
ment or kidsFACE. 
A lot of air time on television 
these days is being devoted to 
environmental  concerns.  
Somewhere between Mr. Rogers 
and Saturday morning car- 
toons, Melissa found herself 
drawn into a particularly corn- 
was the most• wasteful in the 
world and to reinforce that 
point .they showed pictures of 
big yellow tractors pushing 
around yucky piles of garbage 
in the shadowof trash moun- 
tains. 
"Many of our not-so-sanitary 
landfills are filled to overflow- 
ing and have had to,,beclosed," 
said the announcer. The 
amount of trash strewn along 
the curbsides of the large city 
near where Melissa lives told her 
what the man said was true. 
Mel issa had d i f f icu l ty  
understanding what the man 
%: . ~ , 
called ozone depletion, but hay- 
bang.been sunburned before, 
sheunderstood the power of the 
stln :and easily appreciated the 
concept of  a hole inthe sky and 
how 'the 'sun's rays would reach 
the earth with greater strength 
' and Cause all sorts of problems 
for people. 
"By asking questions about he 
cat's flea collar and about what 
her dad sprayed on the lawn 
each summer, Melissa had 
learned what a pesticide was. 
When the man on the program 
were exposed to dangerous 
chemicals and they wanted 
" Melissa'S mum and other morns 
to stop buying those grapes to 
• make the company change their 
ways and stop using these 
dangerous po isons .  ' 
i Melisia doesn,t'care much for 
spiders and wiggly bugs, but she 
; loves animals, From the same 
said in 1970 the companies who unsettling program ' she learned 
made pesticides old five billion, wild, exciting animals from all 
dollars worth and this year the ovt~r the world were disappear. 
same companies produced and ing because the forests in which 
sold fifty billion dollars worth, they lived were being destroyed. 
Melissa knew that 50 was ten 
times as much as five and that a 
billion wa~ a very big number.. 
She also recalled the people 
handing out pieces ofpaper in 
front of the grocery st0re. 
When she asked; her mum pa- 
tiently told her that the people 
picking grapes were being asked 
knew instinctively , that the 
future and the past were at stake 
if" !;n.o'thing meaningful.,; were 
done in the present.:And she. 
also knew that she would ben  
grownup in the futureand;,she 
wanted it tO ben nice' place. 
. MeHssa p icked  ,pp.~a/pencil 
, arid wrote to.the m~sf p0iverful 
man in the  world,:the prsident 
of  ithe: United S ta tes"  :~her 
pres ident-  Georg6Bush, Slle 
asked him whathe was doing to ' 
pr0teet and rest0re theen~ron- 
ment she wouldinherit.. : : 
When images of dead and dying For a rlong t~me there was no 
trees - -  trees killed by rain turn- answer. Melissa • understood 
ed to acid -= flickered across the.  this, after all, ,hal ~ .'questmns"' 
screen, Melissa glanced outside were tough oneL BiR:finally an 
to the tree in her front yard, the 
one from•which her swing hung', 
and remembered that rain fell 
on that tree too. 
Melissa intuitively realized a 
war had begun outside and the 
important-looking 'letter came 
through the mail. Melissa knew 
right away it was;from Mr. 
Bush. She opened it excitedly. "
',Just say NO to drugs..." the 
letter began. 
t 
[ 
-SPORTSCOPE- 
Hot darts 
ABOUT 70 avid throwers 
packed into the Royal Cana- 
dian Legion in Terrace Sept. 
28-30 for the annual Terrace 
Open darts tournament. 
Singles competition saw 
Kitimat's Hugh Colquoun 
throw winning dar ts -  in- 
cluding a 152 finish in one of 
the final games - -  to upset 
the favourites and take the 
men's title. David McKenzie 
was runner-up. 
The women's singles title 
went to Annette Hiren, of 
Terrace, who defeated 
Kitimat's Gail Gardner in the 
final. 
Gardner+i:~tilen teamed Ui~ + 
with Betty Schiemann to take 
the. doubles title, edging out 
Anna Borck and Joyce 
Bradley. 
In men's  doubles,  
Terrace's Pat Campbell and 
T(;ny Sousa took first, 
defeating Jurgen Schiemann, 
of Kitimat, and Paul De 
Jong of Prince Rupert. 
Mixed doubles competi- 
tion saw singles victor Hugh 
Co lquoun and Marg  
Saulnier, of Kitimat, team up 
to beat Chuck and Darlene 
Wilson of Prince Rupert. 
Half-marathon 
ORGANIZERS ARE hop- 
ing for"a ~large turnout of 
runners and walkers at this 
weekend's Half Marathon. 
The Skcena Valley Run- 
ners club is holding the an- 
nual event - -  which will this 
year include five-kilometre, 
10 ,k i lometre  and 
21-kilometre circuits. 
The 21-kilometre half- 
marathon starts at noon Sun- 
day at Northwest Communi- 
ty College. The five- and 
10.ki lometre events get 
underway at 1 p.m. 
The club urges everyone to 
get involved, and participate 
in whichever event best mat- 
ches their ability. 
The $15 entry fee covers 
the costs of a T-shirt, spot 
prizes, refreshments and 
av~ard ~for category winners. 
TO beassured of getting your 
shirt size, register in advance 
at AiI.Seasons. , 
.Ju ior golf 
THE + JUNIOR GOLF club 
i 
wound up its:season with a 
36-hole tournament. 
Devon Van Hulle took top 
spot for low gross, riding a 
186 score to a three-stroke 
wctory" over Brian Cox's 189 
finish. Trailing with 194 and 
195 were third-place Matt 
S0ules and fourth-place 
Kevin Oates. r 
Inthv second flight com- 
petition, Terry Smith won 
low gross, and Ryan Miller 
picked up low gross in third- 
flight. 
i 
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A REPLAY OF'PLATOON' or a hockey game? That might have team was facing the new team in :the rec d iv is ion- -  All 
been the question this Riverside Auto Wranglers goalie asked Seasons - -  and eventually ended up on the losing side of a 
last Thursday n ~glgt as he trie~ to repel what seemed like a 7-1 score. 
continuous, stream of shots on goal. The oldtimer-division 
New city squash king 
TERRACE --  Final-round action at Terrace's 
season opener squash tournament saw Robin 
Grant cruise to an easy 3-0 victory over Steve 
Ross. 
The 33-year-old Grant --  a South African 
physician who has recently moved to Terrace 
-- brings a high level of competition to the 
northwest squash scene, said club spokesman 
Brian Draper. " I f  he played in the competitive • 
B.C. circuit, he'd be top-35 quite easily," he 
said. 
He said Grant's win over Ross - -  previously 
the top-seeded local player - -  seemed ef- 
fortless. The local in-house tournament took 
place two weekends ago at the Northwest Com- 
munity College racquet centre. 
Third place went to Bob McMeekin, who 
defeated Draper 3-1, The winner of last 
! I 
season's year-end tournament - - Lennox 
Brown --  was upset in the opening round by 
Draper. 
"We're becoming a really good little club 
here," Draper said after the tournament. 
"We've got to the point where we'll be com- 
petitive with the likes of Prince Rupert. It's 
becoming very popular - -  even with the kids." 
He said a junior club has been started, in- 
volving about 15 kids between the ages of 10 
and 14 on Saturdaymornings. 
Meanwhile, this week, squash players from 
around the northwest are converging on 
Kitimat for the 2nd Aluminum City invitational 
squash tournament. Competition wraps up on 
Sunday, with $6,000 in prizes at stake. The 
• tournament is expected to draw some of the 
top-ranked players in the country. 
Boxers at Diamond Belt 
TERRACE --  Two Terrace 
boxers were in Vancouver this 
week to fight at the provincial 
Diamond Belt boxing tourmi- 
meat. 
Darren Bell and Joey Losler 
left for the tournament on Fri- 
day. 
The gloved duo won several 
provincial.level tournaments 
last season, Including first.place 
finishes in their divisions at the 
Jr. Golden Gloves box ing .  
hampionships in Vancouver in 
Wat¢h  for resulls in next 
wees's paper. 
lull + . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  
Joey Logier 
I II II 
Darren Bell 
I III 
Ringette 
champs 
need ice 
TERRACE - -  Whether agroup 
of local girls are able to join a 
northern interior ingette league 
depends on" whether they get 
more ice time, ringette coach 
Merrill Myers says. 
"We're hoping to join. But it 
will depend on the ice time here 
in Terrace," he said. "It 's dif- 
ficult to practise on one hour of 
ice a week." 
The number of players in- 
volved is up this year to around 
25 and Myers said they want to 
link up with other ringette clubs 
' in~ " Houston, + Bffrns.'*';Lake, 
VanderS0of.and:Prfnce George 
on a regular basis.~:Terrace's 
junior 'C'  ringette team won the 
provincial ringette champion- 
ship last year in Osoyoos. 
"We're scratching about to 
get more ice time," Myers said, 
"but in a city where ice time is 
at a premium, it's not easy." 
Last year; the ringette team 
relied on hockey organizers to 
tell them when unused ice' time 
was available, he said. But more 
regularly scheduled ice would be 
needed to join the league, he ad- 
ded. 
Myers said enough girls-are 
involved to form a junior team '
- -  made up of mainly 14- and 
15-year-olds - -  and a petite 
team of younger girls. 
SCHOOL WATCH 
ICal girls top tourneyl 
TERRACE - -  Caledonia's senior girls volleyball team crush- 
ed all their opponents at a recent high school volleyball tour- 
nament in Smithers. 
Team coach Susan Springer said the Terrace team defeated 
all four other schools at the Sept. 22 weekend tournament - -
Houston, Smithers, Hazelton and Bulkley Valley Christian 
School. The first-place finish marked the beginning of what 
the team hopes will be a strong season. 
"We've got a really strong team this year - -  a lot of power- 
ful hitters and spikers," Springer said last week. "They really 
seem to work well together as a team." 
Next tournament for the Cal girls is Oct; 12-14 in Prince 
Rupert, she added+ and then the team will be playing every 
weekend until the Nov. 17 zone playoffs. 
"We should have a really good chance at making the zones 
and going down to the provincials at the end of November," 
she Said. " : 
Staff sponsor Tom Hamakawa said the senior boys 
volleyball team also has high hopes for the season. 
• Theteam justc0mpleted a tough provincial tournament a
,UBC, and picked uP several wins in spite of tough competi- 
tion. The Cal team. defeated Howe Sound and Abb0ttsford 
before falling to Kelowna and Seaquam ' both 0fwhich end- 
ed up in the top-four. 
Thornhill riding,,highl 
TERRACE - -  Thornhill J r .  Secondary spikers led the 
school's junior boys team to victory in two recent volleyball 
tournaments. 
Coach Ken Pound said the team picked up  tournament 
wins at four-team out-0f.town tourneys in Prince Rupert aid 
the ~lass Valley. 
He named rookie Denny King and the team's veteran cap- • 
taln Kirk Muller as the driving powers in the two victories to  
date. 
"Danny's been a real bright Spot for me so far this 
season," Poundsald. "He's u complete newcomer~ but he'a 
~+!:Jt~dY bu!lt blm~lf up lois sta~tiniposlddu.:: ~+;. i~(~!: +;:> + 
~i,, POUnd ~'sald ThGrnhiit'Jr. Secondary +Will ~host~,~Mois8 i'i
with:Ske+ill Jr, Seconaary, a major Juror glr lsvbl l tybMI ' 
tournament llds weekend+ u well as a Junior boys tournament 
• the\'loiIo~inl week+rid. + • + 
I I 
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~, , .'? By MARY ANN BURDETT 
' ' ,~!;, Thank, you :..Terrace - -  the 
'~ ::'!'J~eleth0n" was terr i f ic .  The 
~',: culminatiofi of a'~lot of, hard 
if, - :v Ter r  c te le thon  held 
;": .:wdi~k, efficiently ex¢cu[ed by  
i:",, ,,,,,,Gaff Appleton and her tireless, 
;:i',', ;i.cdmmittee'showed $16,355 in 
:!!~i'::i,,'::~'pl~dkes~from the community Of  
.~'!:~:i ';~ T~rrace to be collected and ear' 
: ' ;  milt-k~cl'for the Northern B'.C;r 
7 
.Games  
Update  
i 
would be no air audience and 
m 
NOR1HERN BC~ WINllER I~B '  
i lmBmt l t l lBm • 
of business d0fiations that have 
for their continuance was made 
obvious in the awarding Of 
future games sites, The Nor- 
thern B.C. Winter Games will 
be in Ft. Nelson in:,1992, 
Quesnel in 1993 and after an,un- 
precedented request o host the 
games four years from now Ft. 
St, John was awarded the games 
tKus few pledges, Rainier Gian- been received and accompany- for 1994. That will be the 20 
~:-;~•:~ ~;WinterGames. The real beauty nellia for all the computer time ing them personal donations year anniversary of this event 
::i~i!; o f  that is that many of those and Tilden Rent-A-Car who from business owners Terrace which started out in Ft. St. John 
',:';~;i~/~•~:~[e~ges!'have already been!turn -' donated the transportation to reached,past ifspocketbook and in 1974 and is going strongand: ' 
'!,,:.!,!:: i ed' ! i i~d th'~monies tan'be put bring the Chinese dancers from into Rshearf or this ;and what , '~, ~: ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , gaining popularity with: each 
::: ;:,:: o.Work, C :"  : ; Prince Rupert. , r a Winter Games ,twill b& " year. Congratulations to the; 
~:=: :~ -=~If~ybu;are o~ne of  the few who 7 Speaking of the Chinese' I am stire that the pe~ple who: Northern B.C. Winter Games~ 
have not had time to get your dancers, were they not graceful- thought up such challenges as to 
i:iii/oh ,u.,0n,,n, i,o  dro  
i " pe'd off at thdWinter Games of- 
rice on  Keith Avenue or mailed 
i;; to;Box 98wTerrace , V8G 4A2. 
:., ~.~,. ,:: What~ clay. it wasl Gaff tells 
!::  :/: ":'ES'th~it~.'~]~ually.:everyone who 
• ;i ,' ~as requested to assist in any 
' "" ~way tdrned Up and did their 
share and more. There were in 
,the neighbouhood of 250 
volunteers working on Sept. 30 
for the telethon and its smooth 
operation and total success cer- 
tainly showed it. 
~' There areso many good folks 
deserving of mention and 
;special appreciation that they 
~cannot possibly all be named 
btlt" high on that list is Doug 
= Smith who was there from nine 
filibnine (and then some) with 
his ~tuick wit and seductive 
• voice wooing an appreciative air 
audience• into loosening their 
pulse strings. 
How about Sharon Taylor 
who,  while hiding from the 
camer~/,,kept everything ticking 
behind the scenes - -  a tough 
job,: well done Sharon. Deserv- 
ing Of special thanks also is 
Kalum Kabs who donated their 
time and cars to run around 
picking up pledges on Sunday, 
the crew from Skeena Broad- 
casters without whom there 
ly delightful? On any other oc- 
casion they would have stood 
out as an unbeatable highlight 
of the entertainment. At the 
, telethon all the entertainment 
was just one unbeatable 
highlight after another. 
I know that many of us are 
very pleased, proud and im- 
pressed with the calibre of talent 
that was on that show. Laurie 
Thain is always wonderful and 
has been since she was a little 
girl here at home and how many 
young Lauries did we see during 
that telethon - -  young people 
from our home town who ce- 
tainly have the talent to go on 
and become a name in the world 
of entertainment? The music 
from the local bands, the 
vocalists, our own Shrine 
clowns, puppeteers, impres- 
sionists - -  all were wonderful 
and not to be overlooked was 
the precision of movement, he 
grace, the accuracy of notes 
played and the finances that 
went into the costuming of the 
Rube Band (who is their smiling 
drummer?). 
What an entertainment treat 
the whole day was. Above all is 
the response that has been 
shown from Terrace - -  it is 
notable, especially the number 
"Mothers- in- law",  • Nanas, 
Happygang members, camp 
widows as well as the challenges 
between sports clubs, non profit 
organizations, service clubs, 
businesses, and employees will 
be there to support, enjoy and 
work with the Winter Games 
come Feb. 1st. 
In his interview during the 
telethon, Winter Games chair- 
man Glenn Thomsen mentioned 
briefly that the Winter Games 
society with whom our host 
committee had just met was 
tremendously impressed with 
the reports turned in to them by 
the committee people here in 
Terrace. To quote a member of 
the society: "The reports were 
so complete and all encompass- 
ing they left no questions to be 
answered". 
If the society was surprised, I 
am not. This is the type of work 
we have come to expect from 
the people who have 
volunteered and been 
volunteered to do the footwork 
for this big event. They are Ter- 
race people with Terrace at 
heart and we know they will do 
things right. 
Glenn also informed us that 
interest in the Northern Winter 
Games and enthusiastic support 
Racing trophies awarded 
TERRACE - -  Year-end 
trophies were unveiled for the 
top point-winners in the Terrace 
Stock Car Association's 1990 
season. 
' Winners receiving trophies at 
• :-the Sept~ ,29 meeting included:6 ' 
~..,.Top points - -  Dave Reinhardt {793) 
Runner-up ..2 Clayton Kerr (553) 
3fd-place - -  Leon Lefebre (519) 
Street Stock 'B' 
Top points - -  Dave Bruce (51 I) 
Runner-up - -  Fred Ctine (414) 
3rd-place - -  Henry Haydon (278) • 
Street Stock 'C' 
Top points --  Leslie Quast (489) 
Runner-up - -  Jayliene Cline (484) 
3rd-place - -  Rockzann Taylor (220) 
Hobby Stock 'A'  
Top points - -  Brunt McCarron (639) 
Runner-up --  Ron Harris (570) " 
". 3rd.place:.~ Don Pearson (517) 
Hobby Stock 'B' 
Top points --  Kerry Ross (545) 
Runner-up - -  Blain Kluss (497) 
3rd-place - -  Dan Thicker (291) 
Hobby Stock 'C'  
Top points --  Dawn Tomas (581) 
Runner-up - -  Connie Hansen (482) 
3rd-place - -  Jean Pearson {475) 
Sportsman Stock 
Top points - -  Ernie Perkins (777) 
Runner-up - -  Albert Weber (510) 
3rd-place - -  Ed Johnson (399) 
Rookies-of.the-Year 
Sportsman - -  Wes Patterson 
Hobby - -  Kerry Ross 
Street - -  Dave Bruce . . . . . .  
'C '  Hobby - -  Leslie Campbell 
'C'  Street - -  Leslie Quest 
Memorial Trophy  
Sportsman - -  No, 6 Albert Weber 
Hobby --.No. 081 Brunt McCarron 
Street - -  No. 888 Clayton Kerr 
!1 
Ill ( 
The 1990 Subarus are going. Fast! 
~eIggOSedan of~¥~ 
It's ~¢n a ray goodyear for the .~ubam Legacy. 
• .Winn6fdfthe 1990 Se&an of the Year A~,'ard. Winner of lx& 
• : ; ~'ue md Al'Ht~n Endu~ce l~dlies. And Subaru sales are tip 
, 22%: Bitt ii's time to say ~0odb~. l~Causc our dealers w~t o dear 
- -~  
~e¢'b~lxena better lime titan ow to c,~h 
) in en SubanfsJaDnese technolo~, performance and ~lue. A,d 
ihem's never been abetter time io think about the security o[ . 
Lc#~cy's Full-Time 4 wheci dn(~ for,he Winter ilat S corn ng up. 
%~ comeinl0 a Su~nl ~lefh0iV ~0h~~d~" hcres a 19 ~0 
I.~gacy left for you.lf you ~,nnt to say goalb)~ to 1990 with a ~at 
~r at a ~fpri~j~t sa) heilo !0 yourlSu~ml~a er t~a! 
=ram,  "=mRUo:  • 
If you think about it, you'll drive one. 
THORNHILL MOTORS'LTD  
3026 Highway 16 East, Terrace, KC. (604) 635-7286 
, , . ,  , .  
. i  . • 
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I FREE BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE "1 , =" _,.=, . .~.= ~,  . 
A nondenominational, 8 lesson course designed to g~ve a general 
knowledge of the Bible, Subjects Include: Old Testament, New Testament 
and Christianity. 
• This coarse Is absolutely FREE of charge. 
• Based entirely on the Bible. (no present day revelations) ~' 
• Conducted entirely by mall. 
(all postage paid by the Terrace Church of Christ) 
To receive this FREE Bible Correspondence Course sen(] your name and 
' :address to: 
Terrace Church of Christ, 4603 Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
and the host communities, ;who V8G 1G5 (Please Print) or call 635-9605 
like Terrace, are terrific. 
TERRACE MOHAWK 
HUNTING SPECIALS 
2L PEPSI, 7 UP 
OR DIETS plus deposit .................. $2a  2 9 
HOSTE88 190g *1.89 
CHIPS ........................................ 
HUNTERS SPECIAL 
KAISER ...................... =1 .99  . . o o . o . . = o . , . . . ,  
22 LONG RIFLE 
AMMO .............. =2.29. , , . . . . o  o° . , . . . ° ° . . .o .o  o o ,  
FULL SELECTION OF AMMUNITION,. HUNTING 
LICENSES AND TAGS NOW AVAILABLE 
ENTER TO WIN s200.00 
WORTH OF GAS 
Just bring in a cancelled tag to enter. 
(Closing Date Nov. 10/90)  Draw d.ate Nov. 12/90.  
GOOD LUCK AND SAFE HUNTING 
TERRACE MOHAWK 
OPEN 24 HOURS I 
4760 Lakelse Ave. 635"6935 MOmWK I 
/ £_ 
THERE ARE 
.... WAYS OF 
COMMUNICATING 
. I  
But unfortunately, they usually come with strings attached. 
With a Radius two-way radio, you can say what you wahl when you 
want. It's so light-weight compact, portable and dependable. 
And. you can do it under ell kinds of jeb conditions. Radius radios have 
already been tested under the worst conditions possible. 
The best thing is while Radius' qualiW is unmistakesbly superior, 
the price isn't. 
So if you want to state your message clearly, do it with Radius. 
No strings attached. 
f Radiu  
MOTOROLA RELIABILIIY. NOW WELLWIIHIN REACH, 
3974 Old Lakelse Lk. Rd., 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3Vl 
Office (604) 638-0577 
A G K TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
Mobile Radio Sales and Service 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
:RACE C0-0P....WE START-SERVING YOU AT 8 A,! 
MON--- TUES - -WED ~,,,8AT,,I: 8 6 ..... 8 A .M. -  9P.M' ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :~' A'M. --  P,M, THURS --  FRI 
.. ~:;:.'. " ~ :. 
"°5  ~ % "~ 
I 
\ 
| 
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Waffle-Crete Precast panels make it easy to build a store or any other building quickly and attractively. 
~ - .;"; 
The United Buy and Sell Furniture Warehouse in Terrace is the fourth of 
six which the Tri-City Team has built since the beginning of May, 1 990. 
We were able to meet this quick pace schedule because of the use of 
Wafflecrete precast panels of which we're the authorized dealer in the 
Northern interior. On all projects it is our policy to use a blend of local sub- 
contractors and personnel, and those from out of town but familiar with this 
unique system. We regret that individuals who proclaimed to represent he 
community of Terrace, saw fit to discourage local tratles and workers from 
working for our firm because our firm is "non-union". 
Tri-City Contracting Ltd. is an "OPEN SHOP"" contractor which means we 
hire our people on the MERIT principle of paying according to an in- 
, dividuals performance. We hire our subcontractors on the basis of accep- 
ting the lowest qualified bidder regardless of their being union or non- 
Union. 75% of construction projects in B.C. are now done on an OPEN 
SHOP basis because it is a fair, economical and non prejudicial approach. 
Tri-Oity Contracting Ltd. supports and encourages use of local trades and 
labour as proven by welcoming ads similar to this placed by ourselves and 
our subcontractors in Salmon Arm Shonner's Guide on' Aun 20 1 990 
Cariboo Observer, Quesnel, Aug. 15, 1990 and Cranbrook Daily 
Townsman, Sept. 13, 1990. We wish to take this opportunity to thank 
• those trades who quoted to us whether successful or not. We also point 
out that those trades and employees who did come from elsewhere in the 
province contributed to the Terrace economy through use of services pro- 
vided by the hospitality industry no different than dollars left by tourists. 
We take this opportunity to congratulate the UNITED BUY AND SELL 
TEAM on the GRAND OPENING and wish them success on future 
endeavors. 
We would be pleased to discuss your building 
requirements anywhere in B .C . .  
Casey VanDongen .. President 
Jeff Arnold- Markebng ~ Manager '~ 
Ph. 828-2633- 828-2661 i~' ' i Fax, 374-2966 
808 Laval Crescent, KamloopS; B!E 
ii i il 
- ~ ~  
M 
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Fu rn iture Warehouse Concept Arrives! 
United Buy & Sell Furniture customers coming from near and ,,,,,~;;,:o~;~,~;,:~;~:~et;~;~;~~~j~~ 
Warehouse-North America's fastest far. Sales more than doubled the ,~ . . . . . .  " ' "  . . . . .  I~" ;~"; '~;~:;"~:"~;e:";'~,~'~:'' ="  I 
growing fumiture warehouse just second year, and after three years, . .ii,::~.::4.).~,~i~!:,~i~!~! I ! !  I ] opened their newest location here at the company, recorded an increase of ~ 
4650 Keith Avenue. 490%. Incredible in any business. [ 
Fumiture may not be the most Their reputation for low prices , - .......... ~:,, ~ ~ _  , , I 
exciting news to report on, but this continued to spread; and now wher- .... :~ ~:;::~ I ;  i I k l l ' l ' l " "P ,~ ,U lq l  I ~U 
company is unique. United Buy & ever they open a new iocaton, it is pU~i  t 
Sell started' in a small 4,000 square an immediate success. Their mar- i ' : .. . . .  BUY(,~.~..SELL ouse i; ~; foot store in 1981, simply selling keting system is quite different from : i  :,:,.:;5~i~:;; " :'ii~j~:~ii~;~:ii~'~i:i~i~! ;': ; ,~t :  . ~i; 
furniture for less.,.a lot less. As you regular furniture stores, and is really ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ! ; " : ~ '  -~J :: 
mayremembl,,r, 1981 wasoneofthe very simple: There are no frills or I~, ~ :  ~ ~' ... .  '~i~J 
worstrecession year s since the '30's, gimmicks in their low cost ware- ;~: i~:::i!:~ i' ;~,~, .... i i:~ i l  :i!i!~}!!!!i~:! ?:~ 
~i. 
causing many furniture stores to go house operation. They have no 
. out of business. To sell for less and commission sales people, and they 
still stay in business during such buy and sell in huge volume with a 
times is quite an accomplishment, very small profit per item. The result 
but because of their high volume of is prices as little" as 1/2 of regular 
sales, they did prosper in spite of stores - that is sometimes below 
their low prices, wholesale. United Buy & Sell Fur- 
The opportunity to buy brand niture Warehouse...a catchy name, 
~--~ name fumiture at major savin; s had and a great concept. United Buy & Sell Furniture Warehouse 4650 Keith Avenue, Their No Frills, No Gimmicks, Low Cost 
-~: ,~ • Warehouse operation allows them to offer Brand Name Furniture and Mattresses for as little as 1/2 the 
COggrra tu I  ~. ,I ~, .,the concrete for,,tbls, ~, ~ I  ;:-,:,~: ~~1~" COMMERCIAL II  II ./Jh~ . ,PAINTING ] I'1 price °f regular ell t°res II p to have been a part of Products .... , oo_.c,,,.,.oo,,.,,.,..,o,.,,,, , ,  I PAINTING & DECORATING ~ I this project ' I INTERIOR & EXTERIOR ,'.~ ~ '  I : A division of  East End Holdings .~.~, RESIDENTIAL 
. . . .  ~ ' . I PARKING LOT MARKING -~ '~/  i 
Proud to have supplied ~,~ ',t" ROADS ' I :IK!-.; ~ r~;-~ J I 
i ~ . ..... ~; ,o.~ ' • . ~ ~ DRIVEWAYS ~ SHOPPING CENTRES ' , 
' ~ "'!{i ! C grtuaon!-Pr° ject '  ', J Congratulatlons  your ,J :;ITERI C,  STANDAR D j new building and best 
Terrace Co-op l of luck for the futurel ---~-.-r.=~---I ~ ~ ~ " " " 
Home Centre 375i Old Lakelse Lk. Road ' FREE ESTIMATES "~-S--~-"l  L . ,  SERVING THE T ~  / 
.-IL 
. ~ z Congratulations on your Welcomes 
2912 Molitor St. Terrace :;- i f~ c,L, 635-9676 Grantl Opening 
635-9595 638"8477 . . . . . .  = ,.o..o.... T.... and . . ,o ,  U N ITED 
. * f 
BUY~SELL  Congratulations! LOR-RAN . : ~ .  Monkrnan 
Happy to have been a Picker" Service ~ ~ Contracting part of your new storel , / ~ f ~  ~_L~_~ 
~We Congratulate 
TERRACE LTD, \,,'~ United Buy & Sell ~O~p ~O,  .~ .  
'~k on the opening of ,, . . WAYNE MONKMAN 
,,,k . ,~ Proudto have been a ~,, their Terrace Store! ,,~!', INDUSTRIAL • COMMERCIAL. RESIDENTIAL part of your new storel 
I " '~  i!;"'t "We are proud to have supplied the Congratulations! 
• 4711A KEITH AVE. roofing ~ for "this project: Con,gratula . TED 
' ' ~'- ...... ~" .... '" ~ill iamsLake 392-4322 3829 Pine ~ ' or 
PH. 638-1166 , t .~ i l  ~,,r-  ~ 766 .496~. . ]  , tions. UnitedBuy & Sell. 
:: and. " l  J r  , . .. Ter race ,  .....,,,,0,, BUY SE L L  MANUFACTURERS OF WAFFLE-cRETE Congratulations : ,l i Twin River Electric - :  A warm 
& • eon.,a,u~ahons , 
! Heating . From 4b...._ , Best W=shes :J = 
, SKEENA COMFORT .~~~":  
NOBLE SHEET METALV=I i Congratulations INSULATORS LTD: ~~: : ! : "  [ 
|'' !;CoMplole IBlecldcal°ny°ur C011,ractor' _: Furn turo Ware 
• 2318 Fel;guson Rd : - I  ' " BE~O~E ~'OUINSUU~TE CALL~~.~:'  
' .. ' Quesne~:V2,.L4Y9 :%1 J GRAND OPENING 
as9 8TREMEL RD,, KELOWNA, B.C, ~/I"X S SP leasod  (604) 765.1431 FAX 765.6858t o I " " 7472468 :•J I: ' " : And gOOd luck In the futurel " 1635-61411~!i;;' ::~; i hous  
sopp|y th= I Proud insta,ers of your heatangJ ~ 
Cellulosic Fibrelnsulation has the , r .o . ,oono . , .  : I .,.,am I . for this project , } ~.:~e~sa U,.Rd. ~ 635 6054 highest R value on the market, 
Congratulat,0ns ~;'l ] IThepr°udsuppller°fqualltycarpetst° DIRECT FACTORY PU:;::2::OUNT S
i United Buy&Sell-Terrace ,' ;: ..... ~ " ,' . . . .  
~~i~0n youropen,ng : I on yo,r III ~ ~ . ~  ~.0c0~,ss,0~S~LESS~ ,,~,!-::-:i";~;::,,,. ~: ""~- " • , ~ ' F r"~HUGE MANUFACTURE 
iI!;;:;"$NAP "' DRYWALL Ii " " '  808 i~vai •,;.:::;Cresent, .... : 
- '¢  NO COSTLY FRILLS OR GIMMICKS L~-  VOLUME DEALER" Y:BWR~:;:ES 
~ e g a r d  Road. I .Kamloops, B.C.. TREMENDOUS= those o~ re~-,-~ i ! i  ' Quesnel, B.C. V2 J3Z7 J .,, SAV l~-N-Rs~tores  
~:'i.':~',:...,..r47,2r0al';..~.; ; -  I I JA'IrISFACTIONO'U,.,.,  OI - l o. 0o.0, , , , ,00. . , , . , , . . .o . ,  [ 
1 
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Nicely finished 14 x 16 rec room 
Attractive 16 x 18 livingroom 
Feature  home by 
i 
Convenient Location on 
a quiet non-thru street in 
the 4800 block of the 
Horseshoe, close to all 
amenities. 
This 4 bedroom full 
basement home has plen- 
ty of room for family. 
The large livingroom 
features a free-standing 
wood stove for those 
quiet and cozy family 
evenings. 
For a night of enter- 
taining, make a move in- 
to  your family and rec 
rooms where there's 
plenty of room for 
friends and family. 
The two full 
bathrooms are an added 
plus, with no waiting in 
line on those busy morn- 
,ings. 
For the handy person 
and gardener, there's a 
large workshop and rais- 
ed garden beds with 
numerous fruit trees. 
Offered at $81,900. 
RXCLUSIVE 
For~more infor~nation 
and a personal viewing, 
call Dave Reynolds at 
NRS Pruden & Currie 
(1976) Ltd. at 635-6142 
or evenings at 635-3126. 
COUNTRY PERFECTION .~! ~ . : ~ = ~ ~  
Mellow yet unrivaled. Lo G 2 s top  SPLENDID ELEGANCE 
on 2.04 acres. Vaulted ceilings 
Distinguished view.site home• 2 decorator upgrades, wraparound 
deck, 3 BR/lpcebaths. ALSO *New fireplaces, formal dining room, 3 
carpeting *Garden *Large trees• BR/4pce, 2 Pce, 3 Pce baths, ALSO 
*$84,000" (900122) please call *Carpeting *Garden. Executive 
home on view lot in prestige 
Joyce Findlay 635-2697 neighbourhood. *$149,500' 
BUILOI=RSICONTRACTORS 
The early bird gets the worm. Be 
ready for the spring market. Building 
lot offer. DeJong Subd. REDUCED 
NIOWll $21,000 MLS Jackie Collier 
TRI.PLEX PLUS HOME 
The best of both worlds. Live in this 
luxurious home in beautifully land. 
scaped surroundings and collect in. 
come from the 3 attached 2 odr. 
suites. Call Veme today for more in. 
formation. Exclusive (900152) 
(900163) Verne Ferguson 
635.3389 
~, :, ~,,~  ~ ~ ,,;~ :~.; ~ ~:.~. 
Welcoming Horseshoe residence 
with real value. Kitchen appliances 
included, finished basement, rec 
room, 4 BFII2 full baths. 1 wood 
fireplace, 1 gas fireplace. $79,900 
(900110) Call Joyce Findlay EXC 
635-2697 
Cameron simon Verne Ferouson 
635-7950 635-3389 
NASS HOME & ACREAGE 
Treed 9.88 acres with home of log. 
Perfect for retreat yet close to 
schools, clinic and market. MLS] 
Call Brenda. 
GOT RENTERS BLUES? 
Lovely homo in the Horseshoe• full~ 
landscaped with gardens, fruit trees 
and sundeck. This 2 bedroom 
bungalow has been wonderfully 
maintained and its re~dy to move in- 
to; MLS Jackie Collier Priced 
$63,900 (900183) 
Bref~Ja Erickson 
638-1721 
REDUCEDI 
Rewarding Keith Estates bungalow 
on 169 x.185 lot. Quiet street, gas 
hpat, carpeting, eat-in kitchen, 2 
bedrooms, 1 bath, fruit trees, city 
utilities. Good value at reduced 
price of $65,000. (900123) Gordon 
Hamilton. MLS 
........... ~:~ ]~. ~i.:: .~.;~T,~; ~ 
CEDARVALE FARM 
105 acre parcel, 75 acres ol fertile 
agriculluraf soil. 3 homes, 3 hay 
barns, and all equipment. 8e your 
own boss, and watch the profits 
grow. Valued at $220,000 MLS 
Jackie Collier for details. (900154) 
PUTS COMFORT FIRST 
Attractive KEITH ESTATES 
bungalow featuring cozy fireplace. 
Quiet street, gas heat, carpeting, 
gourmet kitchen, 2 BR kitchen ap- 
pliances Included, walk-out base- 
ment, fruit trees, city water city i 
utiities. ALSO *Near bus. NEW, 
MORTGAGE Verne for details J 
$59,900 
WRY RENT? 
Make your payments count & build 
equity in your own home• Great 
location. Ouiet trailer park• Double 
wide mobile in immaculate condi. 
i tion. Reduced to $21,500. Call for 
an appointment Jackie Collier 
(900161) MLS 
Run Redden Jackie Collier 
638-1915 635-2677 
i!: 
Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
635-9537 635-2697 
LARGE HOME, 
GOOD LOCATION 
Over 1,400 sq. ft., 4 brms, fully 
finished bsmt. with re¢ room & 
wet bar. 2 bathrooms plus en- 
suite• N.G. heat & water. Double 
carport, 1,000 sq. ft. sundeck. 
For more details on this quality 
home,' cal l  Dave. Asking 
4 BEDROOMS ON UPPER 
LEVEL 
of this recently redecorated 3 
level split. Gracious foyer with an. 
tique flair has formal french doors 
leading to spacious large rooms. 
Quiet area on the Bench. $99,500 
EXCL Call Joy 
J.S97,50O. MLS I BENIMBLE, BE QUICK- 
PRICE REDUCED View this family home in 
on this attractive 2 brm home. Caledonia Subdivision. Lrg bright 
Ideal starter situated on a large rec room, 4th brm & additional 
park like lot on quiet .non.thru bath make this home great for the 
street. Price reduced from growing family. $105,000, Call 
$41,500 to $38,500. MLS Ven. Joy to view. MLS 
dot motivated. For more informa- 
tion, call Dave NOW. MLS CHECK OUT 4738 
CONVENIENT CONDO STRAUME This is a great family home in ex. 
Located close to mall shopping, cellent condition. The light & 
New carpeting & vinyl'flooring, bright main floor has 3 brms 
Recently repaintod. 3 bedrooms, fireplace & ensulte plumbing. Full 
1V= baths. For more information, basement. $7'9,000 EXCL Call 
call Dave. Asking $39,500. MLS Joy 
PRUDEN & CURRIE 
i . ', 
i 
,i~. :i; John Currie : , Dick Evand 
, , . , : , :~ ;638.9698 ...... 63'6.7069 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
IT'S RIGHT BECAUSE j ONLY $59,000 NEW HOUSE FOR YOU 
Excellent 1,200 sq. It. sprit level I A nicely renovated 4 brm full 
in prime location• 3 brms, ensuite, bsmt 24 x 56 mobile home. New 
n.g., fireplace, finished bsmt, I roof & siding in 1986, n.g. heat. 
manicured lawns & garden. Ask- 
lag $115,000. MLS. Contact Gor. Located on large lot in quiet sub. 
die Sheridan . division. Call Mike. MLS 
NEW IN THE 7O'S 
1,150 sq. ft~ home in Bench 
residential rea. Vaulted ceilingsl 
open kitchen, 3 brms,'full bsmL 
Impressive brick fireplace. Shows 
well. Contact Gordie Sheridan 
about this new listing. $79,500 
MLS 
CONSIDERING A MOVE? 
Contact Gordle Sheddan for the 
NRS advantage, Up "to date 
catalogues of homes across 
Canada. Check out our Current In.: 
ventory of homes as well as com- 
plete access to the/MulUple 
Listing Service. 
a , 
) LTD. 
]"sTARTERHOME " 
on half acre in the Keith Estates, 
Three bedrooms, non-beret home 
with separate garage/shop and 
cold room, Asking $52,500. Call 
Mike, EXCLUSIVE 
includes many special features: 
carport with direct access to 
lower level. Main level features 
bay window & open spindle rail. 
ings for an inviting entrance• Call 
Erika to see this home listed EX. 
CLUSIVELY WITH NRS. 
THE BEST ON THE BLOCK 
2 stol'ey home. Over 1,800 sq. ft. 
3 Irge brms are on the upper floor, 
with mslr brm Incl. jacuzzi tub in 
ensuite & walk.in closet• Family 
rm next to kitchen. Undisturbed 
view of valley & mountains. Call 
Edka to view this one of a kind 
home, MLS 
: i ~ ~: .  ~:~;~::•.  
i SKEENA RIVER VIEW 
Approx. 20 acres of treed land 
approx. 20 kin west of Terrace, 
The i)roperty has a creek running 
through it, Has potential for lodge 
site, For more information, call 
Mike. Asking $33,000, MLS 
• - , 
CLEAN AND BRIGHT 
THROUGHOUT 
Super house located on 5 acres 
SPACIOUS FAMILY HOME on Brauns Island. 3 large 
Move up to this 1,750 sq. ft. i bedrooms, huge kitchen with lots 
home on Mountain Vista Dr. Enjoy j of storage. Priced to sell at 
a classic view of the mountains ~79~! 
from the main floor fam. rm & liv. 
Ino & dining rooms. Kitchen with 
Irg nook area. 3 brms up & 1 
down. Fully finished. Move In & 
enjoy. Asking $122,900• Call 
I THE OWNER SAYS SELL 
and has.reduced the price on this 
4 brm home in the Horseshoe. 
Walking distance to all schools. 
N.G, heat, carport & paved drive. 
Make an appt NOW, Call Dick 
$79,900, MLS 
MOVE BEFORE THE 
' SNOW FLIES COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 
3 brm home ready for you to Centre of downtown: 1 728 sq. ft. 
move doht In. Lower level can be concrete blk bldg. Fully .leased 
finished to suit your family's $108,000. 3,800 sq, ft. 2-storey 
needs, Priced right in the 70's. commerclallretaillwarehousn, l.,i 
Call Edka. MLS ~;1.':10 nnn ~o~, nJ,,~, ~ . . . . .  ~,,~ 
, .::'i 
} 
i ~ , 
Dave RoynoMs : ....... ~John: Evans . 
{, 
00. MLS Call Suzanne. 
OPEN 
HOUSE 
Saturday,  Oct.  13  
12-2  p.m. 
At 4834 $oucle 
An address you'll give with pride. 
Join Suzanne for a preview of this 
special home, Priced to sell at 
$134,900. MLS. Call Suzanne 
ULTIMATE CONDITION! 
Spacious executive home in Thor. 
nhelghts lit. Comtemporary spit 
fovel featura~ja~ floor family 
rm with hR l~p j~us  kit. 
chen with eating a=~"~,~E. 6 con. 
structlon, plus morel $121,500 
Call John. 638-8882. MLS 
CALL NOW ..... 
if you are looking for a 5 brm fatal. 
ly home,,~L'~ltJig=Horseshoe. Pdc d 
garage. Top condition. Call John 
at 638-8882, MLS 
. . . .  PROPERTY "PRIME EXECUTIVE" 
First time home buyers, don't lot HOME", " 
this Opp~unlty slip by. Live in in Terrace's;newes't subdivision 
completely finished main portion Vaulied c.ltllinos, hardwood floors 
of home & receive revdnue from 1,935 sq','lt., double (]a~oe, oni; 
suite down, Tryl  your offer, i 1 yr, old. Call John Evans at 
$67,500. EXCL Call Suzanne. : I 638.8882,: $169,900. EXCL. ' 
4650 LAKELSE AVE  635:6142 
Joy Dover! , Gordle Sheridan Erika Pelletler 
136,7010 ~ ~ ~./.~ ...... ;i038.4101. Mike Richardson • Sozanne G|eason ,  ,ls 17Z, . . . . . .  aa=-z loo  
~'~" '=r,l .... h _ L~:~_ "' "~, ' ".~\' ~" 
HOME PLAN 
I 
r] ' .  I( '= 
.~=-:.,_.. , ~1 
L '  j-':1 [ ' J : :~ 
Main Floor: 1510 sq. ft. 
Basement Floor: 1253 sq. ft. 
(does not ir11:Inde gar, agu) 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe Terrace 
635-6273 
Main FZl)or ~ ~ c .  
SUNDAY,  OCTOBE;R 14, 19ii0 
' 2- -  4 P.M. 
4901 GAIR 
Drop in, view this home and discuss your real estate needs 
with 
JIM DUFFY 
Century 21, Wightman & Smith Realty 
l~i~ ' Take Advantage 
~' B" o f  A View 
1,;'P 
;)~'( DESIGN NO. C-160 ~V~ /'r r,  
Width: 45'-0" 
Depth: 42 ' -0"  
~--~-~-~-~ t~t,, ,ou are hu,di,,, 'nloa h.l- 
~-:141111-: t ,  side this s the idea l  styi]o 
liome to choose zf,o ba~a- 
ttr %' do"igu ,.a, 
-"==::=-- ~ vantages as we l l .  
~-:.~,'=:~"~.~'..~. ~, , - .2-"  By putt ing the  l iv ing area  
, ,~..IT.=.~.=~--.on the main rigor you can. 
take advamage of any views 
by elevating your homo to 
look over tho neighboring 
trontes...they also of fer  you 
with maey possibi l i t ies'  for 
furore development on the 
basement floor, and even when 
building into a hillside usually, 
three of thn walls are out 
of tlme ground allowing for 
good-sized windows in all 
of ttze rooms. This particular 
home has all o f  the l iving 
rooms across the front to 
take advantage of a view and 
all of the sleeping rooms across 
tbu rear away fronl tile Street 
an(t b.sier areas of the .home. 
: MEMBER r 
. LEPAGE_= i ~" 
Associate Broker Network 
INOEPEN'OE"~r  ¢~ OWNEO ,~N 00PE~, t . ,~EO 
:" ~L ~ BEAUTIFUL COUNTRYSIDE 
~ ' i ~ i ~ ] ~  Have your farm and beauty too on 
~ ~ , z ~  ~-.,-. -~ this 150 acres on Highway 16 East 
~ ~ . ~  - just east of the Cedarvafe coffee 
i ~ ~ i ~  shop. Approx. 40 acres of pasture, 
~ ! . - ~ , ~ w m ~ j  two houses river access and moun- 
" ~  - ' ~ " ~  ¢!~ 1~- t ~" " " ~'~: ' . ~-~ " ~. ~1 aln views. ~UD.OIVISIOn potaohal in. 
STYLISH MEDITERRANEAN to 3 lots. MLS $99,500 
Spacious family home in ideal 1oca- imeroTmJru.r ~ppupnn 
i n  II rO i l l~rN/  Or rhrN~)  lion on Skog und Avenue 3 plus 2 _ 
bedrooms, 2z/= baths, family room /r i :p lex income.;.Iong term 
nff  k" n n down renters  one unit  tota l ly  renovareo . . . . .  st.hen flus recroom . . .  
. . . . . .  rlnohln.s~.edd hvmor" n gem firenlace~ , A Iun Is recent y painted. One three 
re decorat n bedroom and two e two bedroom recent carpeting and- - ' 0 . .. ~ . ~, ,  , 
'=m ~dH~I f.~f,lm~ 'tn'~Ani'nd Ask no units Appo ntme ts n~cessary ~: 
$95,000~LS ' . . . . . . .  
. . , v  .n .~- .  ' GRAHAMAVE FARM FAme. .  numc I .  ' ' • One of the largest farms within Clty 
THORNHBGHTS limits. Very attractive older home 
Near new 3 bedroom full basement over 19 acres which borders o ' , , n the 
1,192 sq. ft, gas heated home, Skeena river. Numerous out- 
cathedral entrance, patio doors fo buildings including 40' x 100' barn 
rear sundeck, carpet and vinyl with c-oncrete Iloor. Vendor may 
floors, priced to sell at $82,500. take a home as part trade, Asking 
MLS $148,000. MLS 
Ralph Godiiqskl 
838-4980 
m 
Rusty Ljungh 
636-5754 
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_~_ ~..~. .m. ~_..~r~. • ~ u ' 
=~=" ==- -em,~ ~ = : ~=17"~ ... SINCE 1955 
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,A 
sa lu te  
to  our  
bestse l le r  
DICK EVANS 
JOHN CURfllE 
PRESIDENT OF NRS PRUDEN S cunf l IE  
(19761 f ro  
wlshe|  to extend 
¢ongratul41tlone 10 
DICK EVANS on attaining the IX)Si- 
lion of TOP SALESMAN for the 
month of September, 1990, 
: If you have arty real estate needs, 
would like information regarding Io- 
day's market or would like a 
"FREE"  catalogue of Homes 
Across Canada, please contact 
DICK at he would be very pleased to 
assisl you. 
FOR ASSISTANCE WITH ALL YOUR 
NEAL ESTATE REOUIREMENTS. CALL 
OUR BEST SELLEtiS TODAY 
NRS PRUDEN & CURRIE 
(1976) Ltd. 
635-6142 
• - . I 
SALESMAN OF  
THE MONTH 
i 
d 
SYLVIA GRIFFIN 
R.i.(B,C.) 
The management of TERRACE REALTY 
.TD. - ROYAL LEPAGE ABN recognizes 
SYLVIA GRIFFIN as the outstanding 
salesman for the month of September; 
1990. We value her excellent porter. 
mance and service Io the public in the 
field of Real Estate. 
Sylvia's determination and motivation 
have awarded her "SALESMAN 0F THE 
MONTH". 
CONGRATOLATIONSI 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
filEMBER 
I - -  
Associate Broker Network 
638-0371 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
FAX: 638-1172 
• ~,:!: ,~:~ ~ LAKELSE LAKE CLOSE BY 
~ ~  ! ~  l ~ ~  l TwO lOta with three partly finished 
:~" :'L "~'~'~-:" dwellings and one gaiage. No 
challenge to the right party. Vendor 
~ l ~  , i  may carry some financing to 
qualified person• Close to water. 
RETIREMENT OR FIRST 
TIME BUYERS ALL THE COMFORTS OF 
10 year old 3 bedr. bungalow on HOME 
4700 block Soucie Ave. Very well. 2 bedroom, full basement home 
kept'and attractive. 10 x 20 storage with Nat. Gas heat and a lull length 
shed off ca[port and fenced back: sundock in front. The lot is situated 
rard. Call formorelnformation. Ask-' next tu a designated park area and 
ing $63,900: ML~ .+: " very private. This is an ideal first or 
-' retirement home, ready and waiting 
for immediate possession. Asking 
35 THORNHILL ACRES $57,000. MLS. Call for details now. 
Beautifully treed land accessed 
from Laurel street and can be ser- HORSESHOE STARTER 
viced by the Zeigler Water system. 
Property extends to Thornhill Creek Old timer. 2 bedroom home located 
on the south.west corner. $89,000. on Walsh Avenue on a 70 x 131 ft. 
Asking. MLS let, plus finished ~/4 basement. Price 
$52,500. Exclusive. 
Sylvia Griffin Bert I.jungh 
ti.l.(B.C.) R.I,(B.C.) Joe Barbosa Carol McOowan Christel Godlinski 
636-0484 635-5754 635-5604 798.2288 635.6397 
Y 
,1  
f:" 
I 
:I" DECK 
K LIFT SERVICE : . . . .  ..... ! 
.Y FFIEIGHT TO:KITIMAT I -;i i 
VICE FROM :!PRINCE GEORGE: 
AL:& LONG DISTANCE 
ERTERS :r i : : '  :'::i:':il 
DULED SERVICE ON :: 
iWAY 37 N. 
i I  * DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL 
i i  !'~FBEIGHT SERVICE FROM 
;I ,~ ~ VANCOUVER .... ~ :~:~ 
i :~| *i':!;ii STEWART :~ *~:~i~i~:~! I 
~m ' / ,  : ' ;  . * ' ' Membmd~ - : ' , i ' " '  ' "  : )  
!l 632'2544  635-2728 ii 1
I i '~? ~ ::Kitimat , / ~111 Blackburn i 
::~1 1,:c ,~i  ~r Ter ra0e  i 
PRIME BUSINESS 
LOCATION 
If you are renting and have a 
business that requires GOOd 
highway exposure check out this 
opportunity. Large lot lO0'x 163' 
and a 1,300 sq. ft. building with full 
basement. Why pay any moro rent. 
Call Gordie Olson for more informa- 
tion. Priced at $89,500 MLS 
[ ~' HIGH ASSUMABLE 
: : : :  MORTGAGE 
Check out this n'ew listing. Features 
5 bedrooms, natural Gas heat & hot 
water, 2 baths • and large sundeck 
and Is located in newer subdivision. 
Call Gordie Olson an~l ask about the 
high assumable mo[tgage with a 
~ reat Interest rate. Priced af 84,900 MLS i 
i:: SO MUCH FOR SO 
COMFORTABLE LIVING 
A mobUe with a large addition in ex 
celfent condition comes with a 23' x 
20" shop, 11' x 11' glass 
greenhouse and several out 
buildings. Situated on .27 acres, 
nicely landscaped and fenced, Call 
Shaunce today. $32,000 MLS 
REVENGE PLUS 
This very well maintained duplex 
comes with, 2 bedrooms in each 
unit, fddge, stove washer & dryer 
in each unit and sits on a large 84 x 
200 lot A:must to see for the In- 
vestor. Shaunce Kruisselbrink. 
Listed Exclusive at $74,000. 
LOTS TO LOOK AT 
With all the'ammenities available, 
give a great harding opportunities. 
In town: 
2307 Cramer $21,400 
2503 Kalum $21,400 
In Thomhlll 
highway !exposure 
With a large home 
h0Use~ This: 
potential 
0iaan 
: : LITTLE 368.8 Hawthorne $17,000 
if ~;ou want to be out of town and Lot 49 Mountainvlew $12,000 
have an Idea toward investment. Call for information Shaunce MLS 
check _ th s out, 5 plus acres, 
mosty cleared MOBILE HOME LOCATED 
and a guest IN  TOWN 
property could have t2 x 64, 2 bedroom, fenced yard, [)tu 
as an RV park: Call Gordle attached entry, NIG heat, 2 ap. [us 
for more Inning'at on. Ask n o pllances, Terrace Trailer Park. Pdc. i'fit 
$89,900 MLS ~. : ed at $10,500. MLS. Call Laufle. I 
:)i ,1:1 i :~ '~ i : ! ?  
StaR Parker Jim Duffy Laurie Forbes 
636-4031 655-6680 B35-5~82 
KITWANGA BEAUTY 
This beautiful home comes com. 
pletely finished up and down and 
comes with a separate pool house, 
Listed at $175,000 and also 
available is a 2 bay 34' x 70' shop 
at only $75,000. Can be bought as 
a package or separately. Call 
Shaunce for more information. MLS 
THORNHILL DUPLEX 
Here is your chance to own your 
own home and have someone else 
help pay the mortoaoe for you, or 
perhaps you are just interested in an 
investment. Each side rents for 
$5501month. Located In Phase iof 
Thomhelghts ubdivision. Call Hans 
for more information or your per- 
sonal appointment to v iew:  
$84,9OO. MLS 
SKEENA RIVER PROPERTY 
Large spacious let backs onto  
Skeena River, quiet Ioction in town 
fl s 860 sq. ft. 3 bedroom homa; 
;t renovated from floor to ceiling' 
ittractive setting with more potan. 
:tal. Listed at $49,900. Call Laude. 
LARGE HOME LOW PRICE 
Over 1,400 sq. ft. is provided in this 
4 bedroom home which consists of 
a 12 x 68 mobile with two large ad- 
ditions, 12 x 24 family room, 12 x 
30 addition - large lover, plus 2 
additional bedrooms situated on 
fenced and landscaped lot on 
Hemlock. Great opportunity at 
$32,000. MLS. Call Laufle. 
Very attractive well maintained 
1.045 sq. ft. 3 bedroom home. 
Located In the Horseshoe featuflng 
NIG heat, fenced 60 x 122 lot, 
storage shed, and large patio. For 
your personal appointment to view, 
call Hans, Asking $83,000 EXC, 
REVENUE PROPERTY-LET 
SOMEONE ELSE PAY THE 
! MORTGAGE 
That's rightl Let the revenue from 
this 4 plex pay off the mortgage and 
also bring in a substantial Income. 
this attractively priced 4 plex is 
located in Thornhill and ideally 
located for the renter with family as 
it is located close to all Grade 
schools, Fully rented and at 
110,000, shews a Good return on 
our investment, Call Ted now. 
635.6361 MLS 
COMFORTABLE BUNGALOW 
All you need Ior a family starting out 
can be yours with this 1,040 sq. ft, 
bungalow. Three bedrooms, very 
well maintained, storage shed, CaB 
today and make your appointment 
to view this home priced at 
$54,000. 
. EXECUTIVE HOME 
This 9 year old 4.level split level 
home offers all the quality and 
spaciousness for your up and com. 
ing family. Features of this home in. 
clude sunken livingroem with 
fireplace, spacious family room with 
w0odst0ve, four bedrooms, master 
wilh 3 pce. ensulte and many more 
very fine features, For forther inlor- 
mation and your appointment to 
view, call Jim. Asking $139,500 
Exclusive. 
CHARACTER PLUS 
Can be yours with this storey and a 
hall home located on over one acre: 
in town. Four bedrooms. Two baths. 
Natural gas heat, Property has been 
well landscaped with plenty ot fruit' 
trees and garden areas. Also one 
bedroom rental cabin. Make your 
appointment o view the home and i 
property priced at $78,000, MLS , 
Shaunce Kruigselbrink 
655-5582 
Gordon Olson Hans Stach Ted Garner 
638-1945 635-5739 G35.5610 
• . . 
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NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -,GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
• RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
i '[ ,  . ~ ~  ,2003_ .~ iL~ TON METAL BENDING PRESS. 
~ /  JIM NEID' 
• , ,  (604) 635- 3478 
4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
• TERRACE, B.C. VSG 3Y8 
, i I 
m,  i 
This space available to advertise 
i your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
~ TERRACE ::STANDARD J 
4647 Lazelle Avenue, ' 638  SAVE I 
" .BUS INESS OF THE WEEK 
I 
Specia l iz ing in : :  : : :  
Weddings ,  Birthdays, Annivers~ries:;~:::i,i: : :  . . . . .  
and  o ther  memorab le  occasion~::;~ : 
Real  Estate,  Insurance  -' Invento~!~::i:~:i 
and Video  Editing : : ,  ; : .  i:i 
Ran C la rk  r ' ' . . . . . . . . .  
Ter race ,  B.C. Phone  035-206]  . :: ~' :  
i i 
I 
~aAeUrts  0. ;oG1neBr~;Spart $ 
T IARA "S  
F INEST ESCORT SERVICE  
We Pamper & Tease 
'Cause We Aim To Please 
i i ' 
This space available to advertise, il 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl 
24 Hr.,Towing 
4129 Sub Station Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 3W6 
Out of Town Calls 1.800-663-8151 
Main office 
FoR St. John 
785-2629 
635"5323 1 " 
~ TERRACE 
GRAND OPENING Look ~or 
Dawson Creek 
SPECIAL ~B24 1~2 
,~T  ERRACE STANDARr~ I 
  ,  venoe. 638-SAVE I 
SUMMER SPECIAL! 
,SOFA AND CHAIR  I I : I 
I 
I ~ ~  & ESTHETIC SERVICES • I I ,~.%o • BALLOON DECORATING.'~p' ~. ~ I 
Check our rates for olher furniture and carpets I I r / ~  I i ~ .=,,.~/, ~:~ FOR ALL OCCASIONS1 ~-:.~ • . ..~ ~ : '~ I 
I .~CUnES .~.UP .~CWS I I ._'~'. '  *N0veltyBalloonOGrams '.~JIIII;* 1 
I ~ ,c=~,u~o~s .p~ocu~s I I " I~T :~ oeirthdayC0wnPack )l" 11". I 
n ,,EYELASH&EYEB#OWTIMING I I _~ "A~= "~ ,Promotional Window Displays ' ~ '~ I NORTHERN CARPET &UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
! . . . . . .  . ~ - ~ M ~  : :;ii I ; : :~ 'P  "; • . . . .  °Much'mi~climore.'~;:-' ~'  ~"'~'* ~I ::: 635  3944 ~ I~' .......... ~ W ' - ' ' /  ~:I 'n ';~". -=' . . . .  ::. ~,: 'i"" )(mn,24"hout~otce) . . . . .  ~ t ~'~]~.'q~.'.~ Cl
I :  ..... P I "~:~:  ' ' PARTY COSTUME RENTALS ":" ~,'~":~ ~:1' 
J 4652 Lazelle A v e n u e ~  TONING ~ ' " ': :1 I " N i l  ~" BOOK NOW BEATTHE RUSH! * Ira • I 
I Terrace, B.C. " I I b"~ lL~, ,  B,~ ~,, iF ~jt No. 1-3237 Kalum Ave. I let's talk TotolBeou~&Fitnesscoro f, ,,,l,.W V, , ,~. l . ,a~ , Torrece, B:O. I 
' "~u~&,,o., 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.. Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
B,o,ze p~.~u.s 24 HOUR ~.A 'i 
& monume~tts... , Answering and page~ Service 
Terraco, Kitimat, Smithers 635  2444 '  'u,~:asar:~c ` 
& Princ e Rupert . 
Weddings 
Portraits 
Family Portraits 
5 MIn. Passports 
Dry Mounting 
Custom Framing ' 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Umited Edition Prints 
Laminating 
Bateman- Brenders 
Barna - Doolittle 
Lester - Danby 
Kennedy-  Isaac 
Frederick - Parker 
460, Lnac e #l  ;;i • 
I 
TERRACE TRUCK RENTALS ~ I 
"Mov ing vans :.::::.:::"i': II 
I - :  , 'p .assenger  vans ::.. ,, : !:::, . I I ::.*p'ck'u:trUckS:; 
• Portable radios 
• Marine radios 
• Mountain top repeaters 
e~IDLANI~ doaler 
Northland ,.~oo~,o,,,,.°u. 
Communications 63a.o261 • 
II 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
~TERILACE STANDA ' 
638-SAVE 
I 
. ~.o ,  CUSTOM VIDE ~ I :.ii~i i%!i(~iC',.i:i~i!::!i.q:: (: ': ::::  . . . . . . .  - " ' "  :: . . . . . . . .  : . . . . .  
I ~ ~;~:~,  : V ideoTap ing  Services I 
~,~ i!.i%~:~:K:!~,-L:;'; ,,;:.:~,~h;,~ : . : :  ~ , ; :~!~i~ . ;:~;.~:.:~< ; ,  ~ ;  , : :4 ,  ~:  • • '; i . :  * 
': ~ Specializing in I 
"~ [ : ~  Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries I 
1 ~ ~  and other memorable occasions I 
,,"J ~ ~  Real Estate, Insuiance -Inventory, l 
/ ' ~ ~ 1 ~  and Video Editing I 
I / 
Ron Clark I I I 
; Terrace, B,C, Phone 635-2061 Auto Glass ,,, W indsh ie lds  [ J '°-ecialis'sop = ,., Glass Medic Repairs ~,, I,C.B.C. claims 
.erroce '=,oc,r,c on..eo,,r,g iii 
6~Class  ,A" Electrical Contractor ii!!: i',, 
Industrial, Commercial, Residential : , ~il ,~!I' 
J,S.,A~H~CK~ ' : : i i ;,,~!! 
~:- 
Phone: 638'8400 :-- Fax', 638-8407 :]:~:il ':~, 
. : , : :Summit  
~!:;!~-~!i~;~!!~,~.~ TYPES OF, GLASS ' . ...~ 
Stoi~e!Frol : ...... ' ICBC Clalms : 
COMPETIT IVE '.PRICING :: 
i :  :~' ~i ~: i !~'~ " 8ervlng Bums Lake t0Kitlmat :; : ~ , .:; 
~.. i~r,o A J|lBt 
TRANSPORTATION 
: .  . ~.SYSTEMS. LTD.  = _ " ' 
r , " 
!(~: ' :  Daily freight service ax VancmJver.,i i ,~  
TEL :  (604)635"2728 : : : "  ~ 
FAX: (604) 635.7197 .... . . . . . . . . .  
I: ~ bi,~:,'~, -'~ ~ . . . . . . .  ~ : ;  : ~.,'.,~ 
"i ~ i i  °'"'~"'-~"'"'~"~' ~.' . ............ '7 ...... "'"-'~",,, .. I HaZelton,~ i~ : i .. i ,  
I 
L~ 
OFFER REFUSED 
ON ALLUSED 
CARS & TRUCKS 
GM 
89 CAVALIEP, J.~ ~i~, I 
Auto, 6000 I~U I,,,11~_ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . . .  995  
87 CHEV 
CAMAR0 
.................................... s9 996 
86 PONT. SUNBIRD SW 
Auto, red 
.................................... s6,995 
86 BUICK ELEC,~9,'z~,$~" l~  
Loedod ~Ul , -~ 
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r ~  , . . . . . .  NO REASONABLE !i'i 
• , . , , , , , . , , , ,••, . , , , . , . . . .o,  .o• . . , , , , . . , . . . , , , , , , , . . . , . . , ,  
85 CHEV OlE~4.~Z~[nlr~ 
Auto, beige, ~ , , ,~1 . - I~1~ nNl~ 
4x4 ........... :; ................. " • |~{t J I  
a5 CHEV CEL~I~X~ 
Stereo, auto. ~t l , .~ ,w~ OI011~ 
white ........... : ................ " • I t~  
84 CHEV CAVALIER SW 
Auto, b,ue Sd QQR 
84 CHEV 
CHEVETTE 
.................................... • 2,295 
1981 CAMARO 
Mint shape, metallic 
green ............................ *7,995 
81 CORVETTE 
T-bar, auto, $'114'./ I o lo r~ 
newpafnt .................. li ~p|~e J I  
80 SUBURBAN 
Air coRd., $A  an l~ 
cndse, auto .................... ~ |~11 
FORD 
90 F150 4x4 XLT 
............. '20,995 
90 FORD F250 OUST 4x4 
.............. '18,995 
1990 FORD MUSTANG 
Ir]tsmeptor 50 litre '15,995 
. . . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o , . . . . .  . . . . . .  it's All New] 
ii 
i: 
.................................. 9,99  
84 TOYOTA 4x,~PU,,~ t IP~ 
Winch, fight bdr~i l~  Nn i~ 
blue ....... ": ....... ~...,t~,,:.,.,~ Or ~ )  
i MISC 
89 MAZDA B260D 4x4 PU 
~ Canopy, 5 spd. * " lA  Nn l~ 
black ........................ i ~ l~¢p~ 
~VOLKS JETTA 4 dr 
Air, 5 spd,, black, $,41A N~l l l~  
Now,; ........................ i q l~G I 
• 86 NiSSAN 200 SX 
.Loaded, 5 spd., Sift nA~ 
grey.; ............................ ~ |~O 
J 82 NISSAN 280X TURBO I 
'T-tap, case., silver | '~  n• l l l~  
'Just inl ........................... I ! ]1~ 0 
81 HONDA 
"ACCORD '9  Q- - - -  
................... : ................ , 9 ,5  
• ERRACE CHRYSLER 
4916 Hwy. 16 West I 
. Terrace, B,C . . . .  I 
G35-7187~,' :,,:; . ; .  DL8 5958 I 
CAlL 
638-SAVE 
1988 FORD F 150 ' i 
2,onepa,n, ' 14 ,995  I 1979JCBMODEL3Dllhackhoe. Solid stick, 
1987 FORD F150 4 X 4 ~ne bucket. Approx. 6000 hrs. $7,000. Call 
with canopy Just II1"-- Endako Mines at (604)699.6211 4p22 
SMITH SANDER for truck. Comptete with own i 
1987 FORD TAURUS engine for hydraulics, 0dzzly for box and 
Loaded :R  water tank for summer use. $15,000. Call En. 
...................................... J us t  I l l  :lako Mines. (604)699-6211 4,22 
88 FORD F250 OUST. 4x4 9U D6 CAT. BLADE & WINCH. 350 JD loader, 
................ * 14,99 ,  i 0, -, winch. JD backhoe, 0C3 
. . :rawler blade & winch. All In good shape. 
86 FORD 1-697-2474 4p22 
AEROSTAR 9 995 GRADER FOR HIRE or for sale. Ph. 365.7766 
........ ~ ........................... $ | Ior details. 5p22 
85 FORD ESCORT SW 
Cass., red 1977 JOHN DEERE line skldder c/w ROPS 
.................................... $5  5 9 5 :anopy, John Deero winch, tires; 24.5 x 32 at 
, | 95 per cent, chains, 2 new and 2 at 80 per 
85 FORD ESCORT SW :ent, spare tire and rim. Extended apron, tilt 
Cass rod 4 495 blade; mainline, chokers, few hours and good 
.................................... $ | condition. $49,000. 1972 Ford tool van with 
302 motor, good condition, sliding overhead 
CHRYSLER door, workbench and vice $1,500. 
, ~ 1-697-2322 eve or weekends. 4p23 
NEW PLYMOUTH HORIZON 
5 dr,:, UB 2,2 910 CAT LOADER with third valve, bucket and 
EF1 From ' * lB  11100 spare tire, excellent condition. Asking 
Only two teft ............. "0~00 $27,500. Ph. 1-692-3665 4p24 
88 GRAND 1975 RUBBER TIRED BACKHOE LOADER. 
2500 BSedes Intematiocal. Runs well. VOYAGER 
................................ $ 17, 495 627-1Everything431 (Pdncein workingRupert)Order. $6,000 firm,4p25 
90 SUNDANCE/SHADOW 
4 dr.~ auto, air MF 235, 1256oh, $5,200, NH 488, mower/- 
5tochoose from $'6Oif_ 995 0end $3,000. NH 847, roundhaler $5,500. 
Just in! ..................... , Farmtruck, 74 GMC 5000N8 c/w hoist, HD. 
rearend $2,500. Atl in exc. working cord. 
90 SPIRIT/ACCLAIM 846.5594 4p25 
4 dr., auto, air, 
tilt, cruise, cass. MASSEY FERGUSON TRACTOR. Rebuilt. New 
6 to choose from $15 995;  ,o,tand hay mower. Massey Fergusonhaydg. 
Just in ...................... , Snow blade for 3 pt. hitch. Packaged eal. 
90 CHRYSLER DYNASTY 635-7835 2p25 
4 dr., auto, air, tilt, cruise JOHN DEERE 440 SKIDDER. Snow wing blade 
pwr door locks, maroon, ~) ,1 I~l~ I~ included, exlm wide tires Exce lent cord t on. 
Just in! ........................ ~, I i~  ~Jl $8,500.605.6568 or 695.6662 4p25 
89 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER ~ - - - - ' ~ ' A L ~  to 1" M-'~el 
Auto, black '21  995  K301 Imperial Eastman $1,200; Welder Lin. 
................................ | corn Electric 200 amps 3 phase 220V $500; 
68 DODGE RAIDER 4x4 Jimmy diesel 671 Model 64, HN9 $3,500; In. 
Extraciean, 5spd., * " i l~  i f l l n~ sleyshovelVzyd, 36ft. crane bonm $1,500 
blue .......................... I 0 ~ ~P ~ ~ OBO; Hydraulic press 50 Ton manual $3,000; 
Caterpillar power unit Model VG 49 $500; 
87 DODGE DAKOTA LE PU ' 1972 Mercury Marquis, 4 door - good radial 
Auto, canopy, ,0  rlllILl~' tires, GRC $600; Circular head saws asstnd 
blue ............................... 0 | ~ 1  sized 0.0, Call 635.5205. 2p25 
87 PLYMOUTH HORIZON 
5 dr., Nb *5  495  200 amp lincoln welder with cables. New 
................................... ~ radials 34,0OO km. $14,900 0B0. Phone 
80 JEEP CJ5 • ~ 635.6437 3p25 
Convertible - (~- (~M ~1 I!1 n I~ ' 
brown v i - i  ~ ,u .  ra , , , ,  r ,~ .~ 
77 DODGE W209 4x4 HAY FOR SALE. Alfalfa and alfalfa mix, round 
Club cab =3 995 (700 IbS) or square bales. W. Tofsrud, Telkwa 
................................... ~ 846-5550 4p22 
77 PLYMOUTH -"  - -  18 '. BUSi s---ne's Services " 
TO YOTA T~lr~]k,J~d]~ "S  
1989 TOYOTA 4 X 4 SR5 FINF~T ESCORT SF.~WCE 
Pwr windows, door locks,box We Pamper & Tease 
liner,.running boards $~4 ~J~ U ; [~ AA- -  - - AA'Cause We Aim To Please 
1986 TOYOTA 4X 4P.U. b ~ l~OnO~Z~ 
Grey 
11. RecreaHonal 
Vehicles 
1990 2TV~ FT. TRIPLE E Class C motorhome. 
C/W generator. 695.6698 4p22 
19Vz FT, FORD MOTORHOME, fully loaded. 
Cell 635.5674 for more informatlen. (Leave 
message on machine,) 4p24 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE. Ford van, 1976, 
lodge stove, heating, No rust, super condition." 
$6,6000B0 Cal1635.4606after 6 p,m. 4p25 
1984 CITATION 5th WHEEL. 24 it,, awning, 
queen sized bed, shower, tub, antennae, 
separate lodger and freezer, EC, Reduced 
$17,500. 638-1260 4p25 
13, Snowmobiles 
1964 YAMAHA V MAX snowmobile. 1,400 
km. 1.695-6698 4p22 
14, Boats & Madne 
30 FT CARVER AFT Cabin boat. Twin diesel 
)nglne, loaded. 1.695.6698 4p22 
1982 22' CAMPION Skeena Model, 4 cyl. 
Vierc. stem drive, lots of options, clw road 
'unner trailer. EC. 635-3348 4p23 
16, Machinery 
1978 KENWORTH W90O truck and. 1977 
:~redex Trl-axle log trailer. Both one owner. 
3ond condition must be seen to beap- 
)rectated. Phone 699.6460 15pl 7 
14' STEEL 0UMP BOX and hoist, Air trip gate 
3nd reservoir. $1,900 OR0. 1968 Chev Vz 
ton, 4 bolt main 327, hi-performance. Selling 
for cost of engine. $1,600. 1-692-3324 
4p22 
844A JOHN DEERE loader. Chains W.O. 
zvallable. Good condition. Western star'truck 
:lw log dgglns, fifth wheel, highboy trailer. 
Motor carder authority. Leave message. 
1-694-3508 4p22 
,' TERRACE 
Main office Fort St. John 
785-2629 ~ 
GRAND-OPENING 
SPECIAL 
SILVER BIRCH 
: ELECTRICAL 
• Major Appliance Repair 
• Electrical Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
1838-72991 :: 
N A,D 
 'BUY  "SELL  RENT t ITRADE 
18. Business* Services 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 
years in Professional Taxidermy. For free 
estimate call Woifgang at Bos; 692.3093; 
Res, 692.7682 rts 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lo~t and 
Found Classified. Phone 038.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturday.~. 
.FOUND: TORTOISE SHELL wire framed glasses 
with olive green leather case In parking lot 
beside Terrace Standard. Please claim by call- 
ing 638-7283. Ask for Rose. 6p24 
20. Pets & Livestock 
BEAUTIFUL GOLOEN CAHRADOR retrelvers, 
CKC registered, dew-claws removed, All shots 
and tatonad. $300. Ready mid August, Phone 
747.2638 after 5 p.m. OuesneL 4p35 
DUE TO AUCTION SALE early September, 
order your lamb now.' Phone 694.3456 befi}re 
8 a.m. 4p33 
ONE 4 YEAR old Suffolk Ra m for safe. Phone 
694-3456. Best before 8 a.m. 4p33 
ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES. CKC 
registration, shots, Excellent with children and 
great work dog. Powerful 85-110 Ibs. Black 
wolf and wolf gray. Phone Sun • Fri. 
849.5811 ' 6p21 ' 
ENGLISH SPRINGER SPANIEL PUPS. CKC 
registered. M/F, ready to (]o. "Call 567-9236 
days Champ sired ~ 4 22 _ ,  . . . .  :. ~ • p 
WANTED ALL ~ ~" ~ 
sell, trade, order to buy. Pick-up & delivery. 
Licensed & bonded. Dealer and auctioneer. 
Ken Ruse 1-694-3507 or 1.694.3631 eve, 
4p22 
2 HORSE STAIGHT HAUL. trailer, tibragtass 
roof and fenders, overhetght 7', spare tire, 
good working condition. Garibaldi 1968. 
$2,600 OBO. 692.3766 eves. Anytime on 
weekends. 4p23 
REGISTERED SHAR.PEI for sale. $500 OBO. 
Call 635-3025 3p23 
REGISTERED PUREBRED Shaltle puppies. Will 
make excellent small house dogs. Have first 
shots, tattooed and vet checked. $250. 
635-3826 4p24 
PINTO GELDING 7 yrs. old. 14 HH. Wonderful 
disposition. Goes english or western. Ex- 
cellent pony club prospect. $1,000. 
699.6634 4p25 
HEREFORD BULL 11/= yrs. old. Breeding or 
meat. 635-7835. Good stock. 2p25 
PUREBRED ARABIAN GELDING. 2 years o1(I. 
$600 0Be. 692.3093 4p25 
ALL BREED I' 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638"BO18 
Mornings or Evenings 
21. Help Wanted 
LOCAL AGENTS REQUIRED by Calgary based 
company. Exclusive dynamic product, new on 
Canadian market. We are looking for bdght, 
ag9ressive individuals. No Invesbnent re- 
quired. For more information, please call 
632-7547 8p19 
21. Help Wanted 
LIVE.IN BABYSITrER for tw o SChoOl aged 
children. One chlM welcome. Call Houston 
845.3300 or 845-7748 4p22 
ENTHUSIASM should earn you a GOOd income. 
Interested please phone 635.3484 lp25 
ASSISTANT MANAGER POSITION. Available 
Immediately, $1,800 plus per month, Apply at 
4917 Lakelse Ave. 1925 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A JOB that's fun and 
makes lots of money at the same tlme't Come 
and join our team at Electrafux, Bdng resume 
to 4917 Laketse Ave. .1 p25 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPT APPLICATIONS for 
employment evenJ Wednesday. For an ap- 
plication and interview please apply in person 
to Personnel Dept. lp25 
FULL TIME SHILDCARE WORKER needed for 
13 yr. old handicapped boy (in Kleanza). Ex. 
pedence .and references required. Needs 
reliable vehicle. Wages negotiable, plus 
mileage. Call after 0 p.m. 635-5691 3p25 
FULLY QUALfRED DINING ROOM COOK re- 
quired for evenings, Please call The Chalet 
632-4615 or send resume to 852 Tslmshlan 
24. NoHces 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available togeneral 
public; videos~ pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia. Student cnquides 
welcome, Call 636.6427 or 638.0382. 5tfnc 
NIRVANA . MODERN METAPHYSIC Centre 
Courses, readlngs, rbooks, tapes, oils and 
more, Opening October 1, 3611 Cottonwood 
Ores. 635.7776 3p23 
FREE INFORMATION about the Watchtower 
Society. Has it been honest with you? For 24 
hour recorded message phone 847.4354. 
New topic every week. 4p23. 
2§: Business 
0ppo~unit les 
FOR SALE - HOUSE OF SHANNON. 5 station 
beauty shop. Good situation. Owner has mov- 
ed. Call 638-1127. Ask for Rebecca. 
6p21 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE. In downtown Tar- 
race. Set up for 3 operators. Good Ioeatioo, 
asking price $25,000. Call 635-7961 4p22 
VISA: .... 
! 
26. Business 
OpporluniHes 
ELITE CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY and glass, 20 , 
per Cent materials for slddoo seats, Wlnte! . .  
frdnts, boat seats bike seats etc. 
1-699.6288 ' "  4p24 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE Centre Cafe,ln 
Houston Mall. Excellent location and excellent 
business opportunity. Sedous enquiries to 
owner at 845-2441 days or 845.7945 even. 
Ings. 4p24 
aTWi l  
8 - J O T ~ f o r  lab,  
1074, 1G04 and 1H7 m~b.  
Work mlena wdable. In 0ood 
oondmo~ Reedy to woek. Wad- 
~,  Me4hlm O~u~ ~HC 
¢ ~ .  Will o0nelder tn~le, 
PidRo GMO Ltd. _OFlu~klm. 
~J~_.~n.~e~. ~ck  Button or 
~. P ~  Ud. ,F~.  
6TART YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT buafmN, ov*n zpam 
tin~, No money or expound, 
81nee 1¢40, Free brochure: 
Wade Wodd Trade, de Cd~, 
8moll Bueln~o trier., Dept. Wl, 11~oei~m,N.~l,eovo~. 
euqh~Onl~, M!H 1H4. 
61' L ~  alum, ~1¢1~1 
e?U, evonin~o, 7 ~ ,  oellu. 
~ lower mCnkm~ w~kly 
n~l l~ l~ ' .  For Inlo~n~on moiv 
Ueod G~I ~ Bmmx~l ~ l  
Yomnd whdNiIO I.vonlory 
01Nnuwe, l~k~ halvu ¢IUU~I.~ 
neesest ~ to you mdl: 
( ,~)~e.eeu ,  (eo4)am..e~, 
1077 I rd~1802 ~,  tl4 
pmNngeted~IM.  Bdo a~- 
For n lo rebfo~x l~ BIll 
Nnmr, Molntmwou 8up~nd, 
w ,  eeho¢ ~ #I0, (A~ow 
REIq,AOEMENT RLTEFW for 
BIONAIRE ~ pu~le_ m el die. 
eounl p~ Od oo6e~ 
(004)103.0061; of ~ ION. 
1MO, 8PEOIALJ B16OO ad~ 
~u~-m,~,  
~.~ _ ~ ~  
l i bAt ION 
0HEF TRAINING PROaRA~ 
M~ p~ur Mm~ l ln~l , /m.  
ram. d~bC4ndz 'z lm/ i (~w.  
Oovl 'funding. PIERRE 
OUDRULLE OULIHARY 
0OHOOL 730.~180. Tdlhaein 
O,O, 1-800.4~-~'~& 
11[-61 L l lm In~n l  Tax Ph i l -  
nd~n, FmlxochumL Noobl. 
n~e~MG m T ~  
6t4,1. F .x~e~ k lmh~ Wd~- 
deo ~lbb le .  
.dWWr ~ Vd~y ~ epa. 
leme tin=,; Box 777, Pimecl~ 
g,o. V2A 8W, 
For d your c~put~'  nHdz ml 
dls~urdl pd~z ao~cl :  The Pe- 
era, (e04)BS~N~79 or o~1 
8.A,8,E. (,7'8) 9" 1/2 x 11"lmve- 
I~1o:~0-~ A e~Hl, l.zn. 
BLANKET CLASS IF IED ADVERTIS ING 
These Ads appear in the more than 1OO Newpapere l the B.C. and Yukon Community Newspapem Association 
and roach more than 1,500,000 potential readem. 
I'M A HOUSEKEEPER and I'm looking for work. 
I have experience and references. Ask for 
Lynda. 635-5339 4p25 
FIRST AID ATTENDANT with A ticket looking 
for camp job. Has sb'ong background In Ioog. 
ing, mining and construction. Call Los at 
635.3902 lp25 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
pleese reed also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
and read by over 60,000 people 
each week! 
% 
Serving: 
• Terrace • Ouesnel • Houston 
• Smithers • 100 Mile House • Fraser Lake 
• Burns Lake • Logan Lake • Vanderhoof 
• Ft. St. James • Hazelton • Ashcroft 
• Cache Creek • Williams Lake 
.: ] 
, . . with complete cable & broadcast listings, 
crossword puzzle, sports highlights, soap updates, 
horoscopes and much, much more! 
Only 60¢ at dealer stands or at 
The Terrace Standard ..... 
For advertising rates, call a 
i sale representative at... 
~_~]  T ERRACE`  STANDARr) 
L ' - '~ ' .~ '_ "7"_ I  ! 4647 Lazof lo  Ave , ,  Ter race  6 3 8 - 7 2 8 3  
18811, JohMton no~.e.o..vms~' ~
~mll~ F~ Vdey. ~ ld~ 
~er~ euunelul~am. ExoeG 
lent mtum m Inv~n~m, Box 
O6OO, DiD OMIIm~ Prow1~ 
on~l,/~orD l;mlll~ .ip~xt. 
mmty laoo, oo9 a y~r m=u~n 
w~th 94o,OOo ot~k.  
8ellblo due to ndlmment, 
e loo~ D~I~b In,dot 
d B,C,, throe ndl~ Imm eN hll. I- 
MP.lie3. 
OOMINO UVlZHTO 
Ondl Penlof~ UmlhKIspaoe Wll 
avMl~,  ~ Omff Flit, 
BiIlan Pid~ Novln~w r taa ,  
_l~.__nd~n: ~ No.~1oo, 
or Wdle: Box 482, 
$195. for 25 words ($3.70 per each additional word) 
~on =~.s-mo ~,pWAN'rlW I PERSOHAL8 
I 
THEPAPERRECYCLER.Com- EXPERIENCE WORKING J FREE PEFtSOHALITY TEST. 
p le le l~ l~rmi~ldt .  Youcan OVERSEAS: Europe then the I Yonrpe~det~yout  
n~ Im~iona, ¢orde, wrhin 9 6o~h Pacifk~ wilh the I r~-  I future. Knowwhy? OdtheD~. 
f p~,elM)icpeselo. lnl /2hour tiomdAodcuffuralExchanoeAs. I natlalho61ne. 1-000-367.8788. 
.~m~mg.  ~Mhu~ i ,~ i~.  P~f~p~p~ I ~  
011VOg rave reviews from con- , 18.80w]lha0doufllxW11¢dlodtum l MdemmmnMlg=~l l ,  n~r~. 
• un~n ~ exl)wts =nd wu l  expedencemetillopen, Plemm ]d~k~ on'"-~, Wem'~o ~d~'": 
seen on tl~ now on KVOS, I Fhone(403)244"1814. I caledto~h.~.~..,,. i.,.~u.,,.~ 
CKVU, OCI'V, CHEKandCSC'•* I p."~,m ,Anou'*, ,  iu'..T,.~ I~;=,~. , ,%' : , , ,~, I " .~,~, .T~ 
AlWmonSheW'. t29.1Bplmlax . . . . . . . . . .  . vn  -~, l ,  . . . . .  ,v . . . . .  ,,,,4 .'a . . . .  u,.J,.. ,,..,,,A. I CITY, 11044- 100 St., Oral)de I O - -~ '~ ' ,  BOX'~,"~ 
"."' , . .~"~t'". . '"~. . . . .  I Pralde, AB, TBV 2N1, mqulre. I'A',KELOWNA, VIYeM3 cargl ~ expoy o81o, onequee , ' Ionnsed euto mochanki. GM ~nloneY°~dorstoKJ.Ma~-ufar" I em,~,~.,.~nmr,~,.,.~,l I=.,..,.,,v I ~TTIMEI  Adlettlmtrady 
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"'"G" . . . . . . .  ~,~ . . . .  e~,-~' ~on. Net ~ mo~h~ 
FI~_j-L ~ I~.g . lind ! ,  I ~r~.  ParttlmeoSdllys/nlorlh. I REALESTATE 
r~,bawouat~ omanouin. ~ctalt do Cafl: I~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ o ~ ] y po~t, all: Bob IDEVELOPER LIQUIDATION, 
Thalcher, (604)275-7971 / OSOYOO6. B O Fulv N 
HELP WANIW~ REPORTER Phol ~ .  / R,V. Rites JR Paradise Park R.V. 
" " Resort until October 3let only, F . Idyd l ldhoodEdm,  Un- wm' l led for l~ Ja ,~r '~. ' .  19n~. ~, ,~, , . . .~ . , . . ,~  
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TOPS'IN' TRENDS- Join • win- luly experienced promeamnaf to . . . . . . . .  
Nngtoionl Se0how•asylt ls  takl~ompletecha.'~d~r~rv- ~r..~iivr.o 
Itauti~ your o~ Fashion Busl. toe d~padm.ont, Must Im.vo ..had MAJOR ICBC and Injury dafma. 
ne l t~aml l t leos$179.  Call mnamrao~eexpenenceumUlng JsetA.Wenor, tdallawgerfor~ 
L)¢dl:1-800.268.6870. with.aut.O~l~J~.mnul~c~urore ysem. Caflcx~od:(604)730. 
:Z, . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  anooeuo~ptwanocmputerpro- 5600 Oontbgency feel avafk 
• gross, warm etn. Poe~b able InuredlnBO on 
3DIbeSmonth~t--*~t~vdutionary a~ltsblelmmedlatelv e~llMam " j . .  ly.. 
DIET . . . . . . . .  el80. ~eoenonT.V. fun, ~ensen et 1(oo4)3~.~7a7 or TRADE, 
_ .e~p~.mld 100%nltural, Guar- 682-7454 . . . .  I "~- - ' - - -  "" 
O4"INmO I1)SU~I.  UO(~or  ~ - - ' ~ "  i r~ 'u J  ,= l~/ f lp~l¢ , ;du ' r ' l~O[or  
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/m_m~.mane0e~ _R l~nv  yowllfe. LlfestylosDtotCool~; Phone:(403)~7-23-33, 
~ .Num~x.  ineOov- Dy~HoedthRroduOL ~ TIP, AVI[. ' 
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.ll.se.l~__al~. F(ee_lorocnure; workyo~rownho~nl. Adnow . . . . . . . .  ~ ,~.~"~:~,~"  
VEC IH2. ...M----.. ,- . . . .  . . . . .  land, I1~urn item t~gD to $1~28L 
Wod~athome Eamupto$100- Vanc~uver/Sydmy return from 
d':~v' .rrv~.~;n m~.~ Z.,U, r~- 1,3OO a day ¢onlmbsIo(1, Take 81,149 to $IJ79,5. Vw~m~r 
~!~ ~.n~ ~. .Dk .b lpn . .  phone ordain for I~bileber, call:734-T/2S, TdHrao: 1-800- : 
tot el~0~oxtnlalely exl, 132. 
30.000 ~ molto. Forfudher ~ WANTED 
de _ ~ p l~ ¢on11¢t: Gary LIVIaTOOK B.C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ at the P~ INond ~ . Rnu ~ru~n uam~onl, i.~w 
ReeouronOfflotoP,O.Bo~S180, _~__~ MU..U~__Z_~?~_L'L..~.._~_P~: n~.mmnt, hJ01~.pr~, t, Nooom- , 
~nllhem R ~ ~n.i ~ ~ 1U/rroou~on mu@, ~tu lmy, .  llalon, P-.XCltmlve tl~rlorV 
--  ' .pu~o Ipn~e,  I~BU 11~lor ~ewHazellmrB.O..YOJ2J0" 
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BASYSITFER HAS SOME SPACE available for : 
children of any age. Drop in and after school 
welcome. Please call 6384262 4p25 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazefle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 188. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
WILL DO SEWING for all occasions. Hallo- 
ween, Christmas, weddings, etc. Call 
635-5426 6p20 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER will do finishing, 
renovation, install cablnest, patios, etc. Call 
after 6 p.m. 635.6277 4p22 
SWINGSHIFT Counby rock bend. Available for 
bookings. 1-695.6469 eve. 4p22 
HOME CLEANING. Well experienced in total 
home care. Just call after 5 p.m. (evenings) 
635.653? 4p24 
"MR. FIX-IT" Experienced in all trades. Cost 
nothing to call and chat about the job. Call 
after 5 p.m. 635-6537 4p24 
DRILLER BLASTER (general ticket). Ex- 
perienced in road building, capable of 
opemUn9 machines such as cats, gravel 
trucks, front end loaders, backhoe and 
graders. Call 632.7313 2p24 
Bled, Kitlmat, B.C. V8C 1T5 lc25 
73, W~ted  -- 
T H ~ l n d s  a~r. 
Osers that the human dghts code in BdUsh 
Columbia forbids publication of any advertise- 
ment In connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
odgln, or requires an job applicant o furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
PARENTING WORKSHOP on Oct. 27 from 10 
a.m. - 3 p.m., Hey. 8 from 7. p.m,, 10 p,m,, 
and Dec. 7 from 7 p.m, - 10 p.m. Place: 
Tflflcum Theatre building, 3rd floor. $50 for 3 
sessions. Facilitators are Lynn Hughes and Lil 
Farkvam. Please register at Northwest 
Counselling Centre. 638.8311 • - 3p25 
26. Personals 
REWARD OFFERED for anyone that Witnessed 
the destruction of my fence;(2776~Clark 
Street, Aug, 30, Fdday at :4 a.m.) Call 
635-2578 4p25 
r r r r r r r r r r r r r ~ r r r r r  . _ - . - _  . _ 
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638.SAVI  'BUY  ,'SELL  ,"RENT  TRADE , , , ,  
26. Personals - ,, 26.,Penonels ~ Immediate ope,~O ," ~,~,~ 21. Help Wanted 
ADVERTISE personal messages In the Terrace A~IUL'I: CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS worksh~o for . . 
MECHANIC i ' @  " " I '  Standard. Cmfldentlality is assured. Phone ._ Healing the Inner Child with June "i" " " " : " : :Y '~;  t 638.7283 Monday to Fdday, 9 a.m to 5 p.'~,~ Macgregor. Date: Fdday OCt. 197.10 p.m., Must h01d a B C M0chanlcs Llcer~. Job • r . . . .  ~ " "  ' ' r~  ;'~" 4'~ 24~' ;-'~ ' " 
OPEN CHANNEL READINGS.' For q~polntment. Sat. Oct. 209:30 • 4:30. Sunday 0ct.21 10 • entails mainl~r~ance of a bus fleet and Province of ~ - ~ ,:/~ ~~;~' ": 
ph0ne Laurel at 635.7776. '''~" ~ '  3p23 a~m. ~-1 p.m. At the Skeena Health Unit automotivew0rkos n/gvehlcles.StsrtJng Br l t lshColumbia ; • :L;..~; ~:~. | 
andltodum, 3412 Kalum St. Cost $60 for rate $17.251hr. after 6 months $18.SO/hr Ministry of Solicitor Geooral ; i-,i ~ • 7 ARE YOU TIRED DF:THAT.DEAD.END JOB? weekend: Register before Oct. 12 by calling ta a possible $19.63/hr pending ~on 
Leamobs theywhatlove.SuccessfUIFor a freePe°plerecordedd° tOmessagefind th  Northwest Counselling Centre.~63e.e3;1 credentials. Please forward resume to " Corrections Brall©h " :  '- •: - ' i -i "r / 
' ca111.900-667.8762 5p24 .. 3p24 Farwest Bus Lines Ltd. 217 City Centre, 
Kitimat, B.C. V8C 1T6.~Aff. Philip Maids REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL I ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING worksops (basic) .From the BAHA'I HOLY wdtlngs 
Oc|~ 20190 9:30- 4 p.m.. (advanced)Oct. 24 or phone 8324444, 
9:30.4 p.m, Pre.requlslte for advanced is the CA SE  A ID  WORKER I 
basic workshop. Cost $50. TIIIIcum Theatre "Through Thy,name, 0 my God, 
building, 3rd floor. Facilitators: Lil Farkvam. all created thin,Is were stirred up, Th=e_Terrace Probation Offtce. hes a per, oriel services contract providing " 
and;LyneHughes;Regis~rbyealllngN'W" alld|helleavenIwe'sPread' CAREERS - -~  .~_~È-~-~-.~"~`~"~.necomrac~."rmn~ermea8~arsnceen~enoancementserv~eeferadu~tandy~ung~f~ Counsalllng Cee., 630.8311 belween 9 arid the earlh waI sslabllslied,,." ~doer~m~+eChSu~e~/loesmay~clzd.,.e'+bu!,notnec_e~ll_ Y~V~Or~ 
. a.m.. 3 p.m. '- 3p24 
: be expected to participate In plannln9 conferences on¢l Ilelaon with other 
HERBALIFE Independent distributor. Nutdt[on To explore r these writings further call i agencloa/profeselonuia n conjunction with the 8upervlalng probation officer. 
and weight loss products. Call for details 635.3219 or 636.9012 Qualifications: Grade 12 or equivalent, skills In report wdtino and record 
638.8134 6p25 keeping and good Interpersonal skills; must consent o a ~=dmlnal records 
oheck; valid B.C. drivers licence. 
24. Notices ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONAL Fees will be based on a rate of $15.00 per hour and everage 20 houre por week. 
. Positions available With expanding C.A, firm in Terrace, Please submit resumes by October 15, 1990, 4:00 p.m. to: 
f ~ SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.  88 (Terrace) B.C. You are highly motivated and desire to combine public Kerrle Resy, Local Director, Terrace Probation Office, 
3211 KENNE'~, 5"rRf ET. practise with the opportunity to learn new skills. Working Rm 120, 3408-Kelum 8treat, Terrace, B.C. VlIG 2Ne. 
TERRACE. B.C. VSG ?,E9 Ioaper and microcomputer experience, ability to work without 
~(,o~ r,~5-4~ t supervision and directly with clients is desired. 
^x ¢~,r~4~(,33.4.~87 Excellent remuneration and opportunities for advancement 32. Legal Notices ,, PAUL 80UTIN, of 2404 Apple Street will not 
NOTICE  : • = areavaileble, , be responsible for any debts by Theresa 
• Please reply in confidence to: Boutin ethan those incurred myself, dated this 
Beginning in May and endtng October, 1990~ grass feri Craig A, Mills, C.A, - -McAIpine & Co. I ] [ (~) l~"  ~ H y ~  I day'0ct" 2/90" 2p25 
4634 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1S7 ~- '~  ~-  
tillzer will be applied to all playing fields in the Terrace . 
I I and Thomhlll area schools during the first week of each~ : . = ,  ' FINANCIAL STATEMENT TYPIST I [ Pubhc Notice I ,  Publzc Not,ce , 
Financial Statement typist required by C.A. firm in Terrace, J I B.C. Hydro requests offers from I' 1  I B.C. You are highly motivated and have a typing skill of 60 I I heavy .equlpment contractors In- I I Terrace [~atr~t 5220 Kelth Ave., I 
WPM. Wordprocessing using Wordperfect 5.O/5.1 and/or I I tereeted in performance of snow I ITerrece, B.C. of Brl,sh Columblal 
financial statement typing experience an asset but: not I | eleadng from substation yards end I I Hydro and Power Authority re- I 
necessarily required. [ | access roads In the 'Terrace, i | quires offers from c0ntractor8 in- | 
Excellent remuneration and opportunities to learn new skills | [ Lakelae Lake and/or Kitimat areas. I | tereeted In the performance of =mow 1 
I removal and ice sanding st the 1 
are available. [ [ Such offers will be received until I I above address between November l 
Please reply In confidence to: I [ 11:oo hourson 17 October 1990. I 115th, 1990 to Merch 31, 1991. I 
Craig A. Mills, C.A. - -  MeAIpine & Co. I l To ob'taln the required documents I 
4634 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. VSG 1S7 / I please direct enquiries to $. Reyee, I I To obtain required documents I 
15220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. I I please direct Inquldee to I ! 
I (phone 638-5601) under eference I I A.W. Anderson I 
[ to Local Work Contract Numbers I 15220 Keith Ave. i 
Skeena  Valley Gol f  & Country Club I J(~O4 and E704. I II TerraCe,Under referenceB'C" V8Gto4R51ocal road con. |l' 
I I 
MANAGER ..?, 
For the 1991 Season For Sa le  on "As  Is - -  Where  I s "  basis:  
The lptv!ng b~gins with on 1) 1 each - -  24.ft. Valco Aluminum River Boat - -  
:, . . . . . . . .  ~ " Applicants should have experience in  food & beverage, i Registration no. 10K7302; ... . . . . . . . . . . . .  
' " ~ '  ~ . . . .  ::~'t<i' ~'~;::'~ ~ :: :"~ ~ ~ ' :~' .~,retall'sales:and'e0meaooountlng~ Successful ce:ndldate Will ! ~,2) 2 each.--  36 HP Evlnrude Outboard Motor,, Ser ia l  ' 
'. ' work from March to October and be responsible to the board no. C7047540 and C7047537, Electric Start clw 
of directors, controls; 
Resumes will be accepted until October 15, by mailing 3) 2 each - -  9"  sander/grinder - -  Milwaukee, Serial 
to: no. 48-29538. 
638 8 5 0 4  Board of Directors Pr,ces will be accepted in sealed envelopes clearty marked m Skeena Valley Golf & Country C lub.  ~ 
Box 865 ~ "Surplus Equipment Tenders" until 11:00 hours on Wednes- Dial A Message B.C. ' day, October31, 1990. Mail tenders to B.C. Hydro, Produc- 
m m V8G 4R1 ... .  tion Department, 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
• 4R5 Attention: Stu Connacher. 
A message just for you from the word Of God. Call To arrange to view the surplus equipment contact Stu Con- 
anytime Sunday - Saturday 24 hours a day. There nacher at 638-5673 (business) or 624-4592 (home). 
is a new message every week. J ~  TERRACEHEALTH 
If you have any questions or comments, state your  REGISTEREDCARE SOCIETYs CARE SOCIETY message after the sound of the beep with your TERRACE HEALTH 
name, number and address. ~ INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
The Number Again to Call: NUR-ES 638-8504 INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
OPERATING ROOM '~e Terrace Health Care Society Invites tenders for snow 
clearing at the Mills Memorial Hospital and Terracevlew 
Gospel meetings held  every  Sunday at 7 :00  p.m. The Terrace Health Care Society operating Mills Memorial Lodge sites. 
at the Terrace Gospel Hall, 4802 Scott Ave. Hospital Is seeking a Registered Nurse to work full time In the Contract specifications are available by contacting Charile 
operating room, Previous O.R..experience and/or a post Undstrom at Mills Memorial Hospital, 635-2211, 
bsslc O.R, course preferred. Must be able to take call, The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
Salary and benefits In accordance with current BCNU Collec- Closing Date For Tender: 12:O0 o'clock noon, November 2, 
tive Agreements Inc ud ng Nodhem Allowance. Must be ellgl. 1990. 
ble for B.C. registration. Position available December 1st, 
~1990 
• Please Write or phone DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL. 4720 ~ "  
Heugland'Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7. Phone (604) 
n/  [ FAMILY RESOURCE ,. accordance with the Mini.try of Transportation and : WORKER Highway. Act. Section 49(1). sealed tenders are Invited for the following: 
A family resource worker position Is available with the ProJect No.: 05897.0011 
Skeena Family Resources Program. The successful applicant Lonatlon: 8bamu Mount=In Rssd 
U N I O N S ?  will be expected to provide the following services to families and _-- their Ind vidual Parent children: skillsInterventions training; with both the child and the of lind dlcklng, Del ptlon:,Sealed Tender whNI tenders, placing o111111. the 8hlmu Bridge. Rlihliblllletlen Including m forms complete  dlimaged provi .In BIIIIW accordance WIN beesmPorrs t=' received with by thethe ©rOle CondltlenaMinistry f lu, 
parent; of Transportation and Highways t No. 300. 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace. B.C. V8G 1 V4 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on October 
- -  family intervention; 18, 1990, when tandem will be ginned In public. 
The KiUmat-Terrace & District Labour Council is -child/family assessment; 
sponsoring a one day seminar on unions their '~ Asecudtydel0OSlt/suretybldbondwlllnotberequlmd(Inaccor- 
- -  instruction in child management, d=ue with the condition, of the tender). 
history and structure. Qualifications: A pre-tender meeting will be held on Monday, October 15, 1990 
Everyone wanting to know about the role of (1) Must bemature with dem0nstratedabillty in basic life ~st 2:00 p.m. at No. 300. 4546 Perk Avenue, Ten'ece, B.C. 
unions in our society Is Invited to attend. : Skills, Including problem solving, communication skills' Tender documents complete with envelope, plane, specific,. • .fleas and cortdlton8 of tender are available from the Mini.try of 
behaviour management skll!s,and personal flexibility. Transportation ~d Highways at No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, 
Da (2) Worker must have kfiowledge of physical and emotional/ Terrace, B.C. V8G lV4 between the houm of 8:30 a,m. to 12:00 
, , 1990 soclal,deveioprnental etagis8 and needs of children and ' p.m.,, lad 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Fdday, except . . . . .  hotk~y¢ 
Til r l . . .  adults. ~ Where required, pedant for contact documer~tstion IIhall be 
Pll " (3) Worker must have the ability todevelop Intervention made by certlflad cheque or money order, made I~lyllde to the 
(Terrace ~ , :~, 8trategleStan 8ervlcet° accomplish goals agreed upon. M~lmr, of Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases ere 
'(4) ~Hu T Worker training preferred. Consideration non,refun¢lab~. 
• " !i% i given to related training end experience. For further information contact Randy Penner, Area Manager, 
:~ ~ .: ./.i~ ... .... IS)WillJngfie~ to * Brldoes at (604) e38.33eo or fax [004) e3e-331e. 
undergo aCdmlneJRebord oearch. The'lowest or any.tender will not neceeeerlty be accepted. 
i " - . . . . . .  ~ ' ?f;!~-11118:18 e part-time position of :10  - 1 2 hours per week, with 
!~ 00  iq  ~: .o f  $9,40 per hour, L~.,~L.,...mf,~....~. -  Province of 
iii~ , :;: 5 ~J~h~rthel~;Iqformation contact Yvonne Reid at 636-7087. = , - '~ .~.~¢,B-~ ~ltish ~um~ 
.... ~!.~,':, "~ ~Joml~tlt resumes by October 12, 1990 to: ~ ~ = ~ = ~  MIn0stwef Trsn~uxta,o~ 
i~il;.i ~';" ~ ~ . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  ~•~.. '~ " 8kee~e Family Resources ,,- - .~_ .= , , , i ,  • ~ . . .  ~ and Highways 
a l l  V I i  i l l  Ph°n ~ ~i' , " ! -3216 Shy Street Ho~nl~ Rite M. Johnston. Ml.ls~ 
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W 
i p ,  i . , .A t  GestAcCor Stores I;L. :~:~ 
~ Coast • ~..i ,. To Coast/ . . . . .  i..~. ' 
:eofUI 
Alre0d.Y In ,d!b! 
In!tile ~ s S 
~ .... i~7; ~i!!~;ii!!! ¸~:IIII~I!':  
' ~ ,'~'Dnn,e )lsnwosne/W "' ~ or/R~.ng ,,..,.,o,',....<,~./J'~'_~ " 
r :lRefrk ire Thai "~°~ " 
v,.EVeiR.edu~ S01e PJ ;as!! ~ i  ' 
t rings You N w!  ~ " r 
, ,~.  • _ :7 - - I  .,: .: 
i:i ~..:.':::i! 7;'~!::::~ '"'"'" . , .: ~:. .. :~ .. o,o~vln!i I ~ ~ r urcliose... - - ~ " 
9 ,-, ' ~  leave" "~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ 
'" .~  ~ ~ ~ ~ Age: OilY: / ..... 
I , ,_,,,,.,~. Appliance , ~,dot::~:~, ,i~!!~ 
w ,,,,,,r Fnflre n '." " ' , ,  ,.,',,, l( ~ siore Nam.e. ~'.'.";mre: . . - - -~ I l l  NO': ~ :. %1;~I 
_ ~,.,'."" urch(lse..~,~ooo).,..,,ces "~°'?~N"os.~_.o^..,,,,,o,. . ..s'=~ 
_ P oxirnumVO,,~'e meAPP_""" ide \.M°°.e,'-'i0sesOCt0per°" inst0rel'0l'U"" _ .~-  OULP .. go ~nd' NeW ,ngiis i'o;r .Con,do'~ , Co"!e~ei; conteSi RCes posted _ . . .  .' yoUC yowBr~, rlngTtilS,,M.,~eYoursFre' ,camp _ - - -  , ILF~ 
E f~ u 111RI l -" I1  : 111 II1  
11  11-  / i , o  
i ~ ., ,r l~#,j, i , , l , ,  # . . . . .  . ,  ,<____  
I . I ~ / -  / L i .  ~,'~ ~," )~/ '~f /~*  7 ~ ' ~ ' ~ ' ~  Here's Everylhing You Expect From A I 
,,,/• lu ,mru~ ~ ~ ~  I I The ,nglis "Sterling 100" ~ ~,  i_<o,:~,i ~-~..~-.~-~-~..`----D~g~#m~r~-°~Lerg``~c~p~c~;~'~r~ m 
I J ~,~'l'l'l'l'l'l'l'~ I~ I Undercounter Oi~wosher . . . . . . . . . .  ~v . . . -  [ , '~U i drawer. 2 Apptlonce outlets JVari.hrotl 
,l~t,Ll~Llrl~'e't',lrl I =' [ J I • Tile ultimate "Decorator wnne" s~iting • umre.or.me-on easy " ~  feature • Automatic oven Iloht , Accu 
\ "~,~ 1~'23/  " °s UChe $o° o%lSe; ;~thes oe'd°~r;llclV:s ttWao?a~/'~seht /weoshi°Vengmn;er~ ub " II : -  'simmer and Ultta'speed e/ements " 
P Y , . . . .  "~.~" I -7  I I " oetuxe sound insulation• 2 status indicator lights• Rinse agent ~ Beautiful Crystul Gloss oil white oven 
I dispenser vvltll level in#color .~. ~ -- ~,= ( , door. 
I i . . .oc/assictort~ay's SUPER ~= Im 4 n , SUPER SAVE PRICE: Easy-CleonMode! 
[ busykltchenst SAVE ~1F ~ i i  ~ [ Self.CleonModel dl l  ~ ~ 
. , c . .  u-o . I  , =1,029 
I /T'S ,NGUS TH/S GENEe r/ON-OECORATO   ,,.WH/Te HOMi 
" I  -3 ,  
18.0 Cubic Feet of the Finesl Refrigerator Space 
• Deluxe ice station • Door open reminder s/gnat • Adjustable 
freezer shelf • 5 split cantilevered shelves and one fixed full : 
w/dlh gloss shelf • 2 0o/4/comportments and one meat keeper ' 
• Humkl/ly controlled crispers. 3 adjustable door buckets, . /  
. , .  deluxe "Docomtor white series" ": 
wl~ the famous -UPER "~ - "~ ~ ,n.,,,,~,eo~oo, Y~ i l 10£  
. PRICE: I t I '~  
i 
[ 
r 
Greol Sovlngsl Admiral Suaer Value 5 Cycle D,sh- 
washer 
• 5 cycle undercounter model teatunng thermal foil 
insulation blanket/or quieter opera/ion • 3 smooln 
touch pushbuttons • Easy-adjust back milers tar eash 
er installation. 
•.. with oil of the quality and performance that 
Admiral is tamous fort 
PRICE: 
2.Temperature Dn/er 
• 3 Timed cycles Including normal, air and per. 
moneN press • 2 Temperature settings • Large 
top mounted lint screen • Heavy-Duly I/3 Horse 
Power motor, 
., .just t/lo right dryer for o total service laundry 
pair/ S(JPER.,C~:~W = 399 
• m i 
J 
. . . . . .  . ~ :  - - ~  
i 
j . . 
4-Cycle Automatic Washer 
• 3 wash/rinse temperature settings • 3 posl. 
lion water level sw#ch • I/2 Horse Power 
Heoi'pDuly Motor • Direct Drive Transmission. 
• ,.perfectly design~ for "tatar' wash day 
se~Ee, .. 
,= =5g9 PRICE: 
THIS ISA TIME 
Admiral 
Ouality , 
Appliances/ ~'~Cor  ~ enience! ~'~ 
Spacious 14.6 Cu. Ft. 
Frost Free Refrlgeralor 
• Electromechenlcel controls 
• Full width glide-out shelves 
• Meat pan • Do/P/and but" 
ler comportments with con- 
venient prop open doors 
• Deluxe rollers for ease of 
moving when cleaning • Ice 
Bucket • Egg Bucket 
...Advanced technology 
gives you trouOle-frse perfor- 
mance, year otter year/ 
SUPER SAVE 
PRICE: 
=789 
"<,'Z 
\ 
Your Choice - Undercounter or Portable Dishwasher 
• 6 Cycles • 5 Smooth Touch push-buttons • In-lhPdoor 
silverware Oosket • Higti si¢le upper and lower racks 
• Reversible door panel • Thermal foil insulation blanket 
for quieter operation • 2 status IIQllts. 
Practical Design Easy Clean Range - Pracitcal 
• One piece coolrtop Is so much easier to 
cleon • Analog clack and timer with many 
convenience footures for you • Easy.care per- 
co/Din con/rol console • Appliance outlet. 
...A~lmirars quality... Oeouly. dependability 
and built to last/ 
i L.,/I ~ / ;  
\ IE~ J /  
4 Cycle Automatic Dryer - - 5 c, cle Automatic Washer 
• Automatic Dry / Normal Timed 3wosiVrlnse tempemlure settings 
On//Permanent Press:. Large top ",3.position water level switch 
mounted lint screen • Press to start .:Bl~lch dispenser • Self.Clean lint 
sotoP# button • 3 Temperature fiber • HaD W Duly Direct Drive 
selections. Transmission • 1/2 Horse Power 
... Total fabric core from Admlratl Motor. 
S "'~--UPER e " J  . ,de ~ i~ dl 7"' .fOrloads.tlloss.larger. totally size Ioun" 
PRICE: mS !1 ~ SAVE.. ill ~ u 
PRiCe: 1,,it dS,, ~ 
n=c°un''S559; t[9 '0 0, 
SUPER SAVE PmCE: . . .  At Major Conodo-Wide Savlngsl 
SALE OFFER! 
HOURS 
Monday- 
Thursday 
9 a.m.- 6 
Fri, 9 - 9 
~ Sat. 9 -6  
"1  i 
Stores Throughout B.C.  
• i i 
i i i i i  
I Ol~ gUAAAN;[E - We will beat amy L~lce In B.C, I 
I Ouarantee Is ivaJlabte on In stock Item when you n 
I ~s. t  us ,~t, saUsteetor/proof on the other I 
I authorized deaJeds lower pdce. Jxovlded It is I 
I iveirabkl to the genera] publlO for immediate poc~s. I 
i I¢On. it is not In Umlted qUlUltlty at Ulat IXk:e and | 
I I I  I 
y, 
